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Abstract 
Cultural Studies is a discipline which tends to voice out the needs of social 
minority groups. The subject matters of this area of study are always highlighted in 
the society. Women and the Blackss are good examples to show how the social 
minorities become accepted in the academic agenda. Thus, gender and ethnicity have 
been taken into consideration when dealing with cultural issues. However, the age 
dimension, which is believed to be a major ascribed status in one's life, is seldom 
treated seriously in cultural studies. Starting from this theoretical concern, I am going 
to examine how children, supposedly highly treasured in the society, were portrayed 
in the Hong Kong films. As a kind of mass media, films allow only minimal or even 
no participation of children in the production process. Thus, child images in films are 
portrayed from the adults' own will. Discussion on the relationship between children 
„ and adults inevitably involves the concept of power. As a result, I am going to 
explore how the child images were constructed in the Hong Kong films from the 60s 
to the 90s. Employing the Foucauldian concept of power to explore the four types of 
child images I have established, would help to understand the omnipresence of power 
in the relationship between the children and adults. The four ideal-typical portrayal 
of child images were to see them as victims, moral agents, anonymous objects and 
protagonists respectively. From the understanding of the complex and ever-changing 
nature of the child images in Hong Kong films during that period, I want to argue 
that child images in the films were shaped by adults. Those images helped to 
reinforce the stereotyping of how children should behave in reality. Furthermore, the 
findings show that there is much room for further exploration of children issues in 
Cultural Studies. In addition, it might be possible to introduce the age dimension, on 
top of gender and ethnicity, in the future studies of cultural issues. 
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論文摘要 
有別於性別與種族，年齡一直是文化硏究中相對被忽略的課題°本論文透 
過探討電影中兒童形象怎樣被建構及塑造，展示除了性別與種族外’年齡這一 
世襲地位可以作爲另一討論文化議題的切入點’從而把年齡面向引入對文化的 
社會學討論之中。本論文以傅柯理論架構中的權力槪念，分析並討論香港六十 
年代至九十年代電影中，兒童形象怎樣依照成人對其之意願及認知被建構及重 
塑。在對個別電影的文本分析與及以往相關硏究的基礎上’本論文提出了四種 
兒童形象的類型，包括受害者、道德媒介、匿名客體及主導者。這些形象一方 
面受成人的塑造，另一方面亦受社會因素的影響。而這些形象的建構，進一步 
強化在現實世界中成人對兒童的期望及定型，從而再生產了兒童在社會中的從 
屬位置。 
\\ 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Empirical Puzzles and Theoretical Concerns 
Cultural Studies is a newly emerging discipline with numerous 
well-conducted researches. Many researches, concerning image construction in this 
area of study, help in voicing out the requests of the social minority groups. However, 
in the meantime, there is inertia in ignoring some of these groups in the study of 
image construction. While female and the Blacks have been widely discussed in the 
field, researches concerning the age dimension in image construction are still under 
developed. Age is one of the ascribed statuses in sociology. Ascribed status^ is the 
in-bom and structural status that one possesses, with gender, race and age as the three 
major ascribed statuses in our lives. These statuses directly or indirectly influence 
our life chances, because social positions are arranged and allocated in accordance to 
them. The current researches concerning gender and racial images helped in bringing 
fruitful discussions on related issues. However, the remaining ascribed status, age, is 
seldom mentioned in considering image construction and cultural matters. Hence, I 
� want to pinpoint whether it is possible to introduce age dimension in the future 
studies in image construction, and more generally speaking, in Cultural Studies. 
Unlike other kinds of media, children's participation in film production is 
minimal, or even absent. Owing to this nature of film production, it is interesting to 
ask how child images are constructed and molded in films, as they are molded and 
constructed only from the adults' viewpoints. In reality, adults are always positioned 
as superior to children, and children are always believed to be the entirely dependent. 
1 Ascribed status refers to those social positions to which a person is allocated wither by birth or by 
family background and which cannot be altered according to individual accomplishments. Examples 
would include status ascribed on the basis of race, ethnicity, or gender (Marshall 1996，p. 510). 
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In this sense, children may be constructed as the under-privileged under the gaze of 
adults' and child images are constructed through the adults' will. Power relation 
becomes an important concept in these discussions about the relationship between 
adults and children. 
As mentioned, many researches in Cultural Studies concerned gender image 
or racial image. However, image construction concerning different age groups is 
seldom discussed. Among existing researches, some employed the conflict 
perspective in analyzing image construction, such as those talked about the identity 
of the Blacks in the post-colonial period, and the disabled (Snead, 1994; Norden, 
1994). Some of the studies dealt with how female were constructed under the male's 
gaze, by using symbolic and psychoanalytical perspectives (Kuhn, 1985; Carsons et 
al 1994). Nevertheless, most of the researches, no matter what perspectives they 
employed, concerned with the relationship between power relation and image 
construction. In this vein, power is always a central concept in the discussion of 
image analysis in those studies. As a result, this research can be served as a pioneer 
and reference for further researches and discussion in this area of study. To get closer 
to the area I am trying to explore, that is the construction of child images, there are 
�� few previous researches conducted on similar topics. For those researches concerning 
child images, such as Images of Childhood (Hwang, Lamb, Sigel, 1996), Childhood 
and Society (Lee, 2001), and Shaping Childhood: Themes of Uncertainty in the 
History of Adult-Child Relationships (Cox, 1996), they usually introduced child 
images in different kinds of media from the historical perspective. However, the 
discussions remained too general and did not directly deal with the relationship 
between the construction of child images and the concept of power. Apart from the 
above, audience researches, such as those concerning the potential consequences of 
the images in films on the children audience, were conducted, such as the Children 
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and the Movies: Media Influence and the Payne Fund Controversy (Jowett, Jarvie 
and Fuller, 1996) and the researches conducted by the Motion Picture Research 
Council. These researches were too deterministic in neglecting the ability of the 
children audience, children were regarded as easily influenced by the film contents in 
their interpretation of the films. Indeed, there are studies on the construction of child 
images in films, that are more relevant to my study. They were the NBF Kids: The 
Portrayal of Children by the National Film Board of Canada, 1939-89 (Low, 2002), 
The Images of Children in American Films: A Sociocultural Analysis (Jackson, 1986), 
and "the Image of Child in Contemporary Film" in Childhood in Contemporary 
Cultures (Wolfenstein, 1955). Though I borrow some ideas from the above literatures 
for this study, however, none of these researches use the concept of power in 
understanding the construction of child images in films, nor did they adopt a 
sociological perspective in the studies. Therefore, I am going to conduct this research 
f 
employing Michel Foucault's concept of power, in a social constructionist sense, as 
the analytical framework to understand how child images were constructed in the 
Hong Kong films, and reconsider the feasibility of adding the age dimension in 
Cultural Studies. 
�� With a theoretical framework derived from the idea of power suggested by 
Michel Foucault, I want to understand how the child images are constructed under 
the adults' viewpoints. With this framework, images are viewed as the products of 
the power relations, which are not static in nature. It is because power relation itself 
is dynamic and multiple directional. In the meantime, the concept of power helped to 
explain the reality of how adults perceived children. Hence, in line with this concept, 
I am going to adopt some concepts in the Foucauldian framework of power. The 
concepts such as marginalization, disciplinary power, objectification and resistance 
will be used to formulate and construct a typology for analyzing the child images in 
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the films produced in Hong Kong over the years. What I want to emphasize is that 
the "power" I am going to adopt in this thesis should be termed as "soft power". In 
this term, I proposed that adults and children were not always in a confrontational 
relationship. Rather, elements such as care, support, love and affection should always 
be under consideration. Hence, the kind of power, which I am going to indicate, does 
not carry negative connotation. I will elaborate this point in the conclusion. 
Putting everything into context, I can conclude that there is a drastic 
transformation of child images in films from the 60s to the 90s. I have selected some 
films within this period to illustrate how child images were constructed under the 
power relation. Temporal factors will also be taken into account for explaining how 
the nature of child images changed with time. We could see that children were 
relative dominant in the films during the 60s but they were the underprivileged in the 
society. However, as time goes by, the situation became totally different. In order to 
** 
have a systematic analysis, child images are categorized into four ideal-typical 
schemas, in Weber's term, to illustrate the relationship between child images，power 
relation and also how temporal factor contributed to the change of the images. This 
schema, which is not just dubbed from Foucault, was established from the 
development of his ideas. It was constructed as a schema not only based on his 
concepts, but also the development of his thoughts concerning how power is placed 
in the relational network. Power becomes ever omnipresent but invisible in his terms. 
That means people are difficult to locate its existence. Hence, the schema does not 
solely employ the concepts but also the changing nature of power. The significance 
of the schema will be further elaborated in latter section. 
In the 60s, not much attention was paid to children in Hong Kong society. 
Many children were required to work as factory labors and most of them could not 
receive education, as they were regarded as just the usual members of the families. 
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That means children were not a separate entity on their own. Rather, in the films, 
they were considered as adults working, hard for the survival of family. Most likely, 
the child images at that time always reflected their responsibilities to the family, the 
social expectation imposed on them and the consensus of how a child should behave. 
Many child stars, Fung Bo-bo (瑪寶寶)，Josephine Sao (蕭芳芳)2, Wong Oi-min (王 
愛明)’ Chan Shek-sao (陳碩修)，played very often in the films. Frequently, the 
representations of children in the films were as the subordinates of adults, or the 
manipulated or supervised persons under adults' control. Further, girls were 
portrayed as even less important than boys as they were often regarded as 
commodities to be exchanged for the survival of the whole family. In The Great 
Dev加(w (可憐天下父母心，1960) and the (孝感動 
天，1960), girls were sold to others for lessening the family burden. 
As family melodrama was the most popular genre at that time, serving as a 
means for moral education and a tool for sharing emotions among the new 
immigrants, children were always portrayed as moral agents. As the consequences of 
the strict and demanding moral training in both family and school, children were 
portrayed as well-behaved and acted in accordance with the moral codes at that time. 
, � T h i s kind of portrayals appeared in The Seven Kids (七/J�示畐，1961), Filial Piety (孝 
道，1960), and Little Artist (仔生小藝人，1962)，which illustrated the importance of 
some of the Chinese virtues through the child images in the films. This disciplinary 
power in the films not only helped to construct the child images as moral agents, it 
also helped in appealing the audience to believe in the values the films promoted. 
Hence, in the Hong Kong films during the 60s, children often played 
Josephine Sao was awarded the "Special Award for Girls Stars" in the East-Asia Film Festival in 
1955 (陳淸偉，2000，p. 142). 
There are two series of Filial Piety that Moves Heaven. It was a story which divided into two parts. 
In this thesis, it would be treated as one film as the plot is coherence in two films. 
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important roles, as most of the film contents focused on the importance of familial 
relationship and moral education. Off the screen, the frequently appeared child stars, 
as some of the most famous artists at that time, were actually child labors. It was 
because the institutional protection of childhood was not yet well established. There 
were only a few mechanisms, such as legislation and education, helped in protecting 
children's right. Hence, the children, the focuses of the films, were often exploited 
and neglected in reality. 
Along with Hong Kong's rapid economic development, children have 
become valuable assets of the society. Great care has been given to children from the 
time they were bom. It is believed that the society is responsible for protecting the 
children and giving them the best, because they are the pillars of society in the future. 
The legislation concerning the protection of children in all aspects of their lives has 
been implemented. In the meantime, many institutions have been established for the 
sake of taking care of and nurturing children. However, contrary to the 60s, child 
images were not frequently shown in the films in the 80s and the 90s. Even though 
the child images were no longer sufferers of negligence, poverty and marginalization, 
they were placed within rather complicated familial networks and frequently they 
� had to tackle dilemmas themselves. Those dilemmas seldom appeared in the films 
during the 60s. Plots in All about Ah-Long (阿郎的故事，1989), Son on the Run (帶 
子洪郎，1991), Daddy’ Father, Papa (老豆唔怕多，丨“丨)，and To Catch a Thief 稷 
女馬卩吾易做，1996), which were produced in the 80s to the 90s, showed how children 
dealt with family issues in single-parent families. Child images were also shown in 
the action and adventure-like productions during that period. They often played 
fighter roles alongside the adults. It was obvious in The New Legend of Shaolin (洪 
熙官，1994) and Ten Brothers (十兄弟，1995). All these child images, I termed them 
anonymous children, represented the negation of the particularities children should 
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possess. The children in the films are rahter passive. The child images, therefore, 
seemed to be constructed according to the adults' moldings in a top-down and 
one-way manner, and further resulted in objectified child images. 
The packaging of child images intensified our ambivalence towards the issue. 
The weaker the child images portrayed, the more implicit the power exercised in the 
construction of the images. However, as I have mentioned, power relation is not 
static in nature. The child images sometimes did resist the authority. In Daughter and 
Father (天真有牙，1981) and Daddy, Father, Papa, children were portrayed as 
protagonists in the established values and authorities. In other films, children were 
served as honest brokers between conflicting parties and bridged the gaps between 
adults, such as those in Whatever Will Be, Will Be (仙樂飄飄，1995). Hence, we can 
see from the categorization of images that, power is fluid and mobile in this sense — it 
is not a repressive mechanism. Rather, it is a multiple network of relations. As shown 
from the above, even though Hong Kong society invested many resources in children 
in recent years, child images were not significant in the films and they often appeared 
as anonymous roles. This issue seems to be a reverse of the situation of the 60s. This 
will be further discussed in the chapters on analysis. 
� In short, these four types of child images in the films are resulted from the 
power relation between the adults and children. Power relation, together with social 
change, helped in shaping the different child images in the films. I hope that this 
typology can serve as a reference for further exploration of child images in films as 
there is no such research conducted before. In other words, there is no such research 
employing Foucauldian power in analyzing the child images in films. Moreover, 
there is room for reminding the possible supplement of Foucault's ideas in this study. 
This will be further explored in the last chapter of this thesis. Concerning Cultural 
Studies, power also contributes in determining what should be studied or included, or 
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vice versa. Tracing back to its origin, the Contemporary Cultural Studies Center in 
Birmingham, which laid the foundation of the Cultural Studies nowadays, was just 
an adult education center interested in working class culture. It has been started by 
the "Middle aged White men" for long. In the development of the whole discipline, 
Cultural Studies began to concern the social minority groups, not only the working 
class, but also female and the Blacks. Gender and racial issues were then put into the 
academic agenda. However, age dimension is seldom discussed, as age is seldom a 
convenient "subject matter" for mobilizing people to voice out for them. It is because 
different age groups have different abilities in ensuring their voices being heard. 
Through this study, I hope the significance of the studies of image construction of the 
children in the films, with reference to the Foucauldian theoretical framework, would 
justify adding the age dimension in the coming researches in Cultural Studies. 
This study aims at understanding films as a cultural text. Undeniably, films 
** 
are composed of certain elements in social reality. However, I do not intend to read 
this text alongside with the social reality as the films are not the kind of 
documentation of social reality. What I want to pinpoint is the different natures of the 
child images in the films themselves. This study can be served as a kind of cultural 
� analysis of child images, instead of an analysis of the changing child images in films 
and its relationship with the society. 
1.2 Overview of the Thesis 
There are seven chapters in this thesis. Chapter 1 is an introduction which 
locates the empirical puzzle and theoretical concern in this research. Afterwards, 
relevant literature will be reviewed in details for supporting the urgency and 
necessity for conducting this research and most importantly, the literature review can 
serve as a foundation for this research. Theoretical framework will follow the 
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literature review as I am going to employ Michel Foucault's concept of power in the 
analysis. The major ideas of his focus on the concept of power will be explained. The 
development of his ideas corresponds to different kinds of images in the analysis. 
Methodology and an overview of the Hong Kong film industry will be elaborated for 
bringing in the tool, and the basic information for further analysis in this research. 
Four chapters of substantive analyses will contain the bulk of the thesis, which will 
show how child images were constructed according to adult's will. Besides, it also 
helped to show the relationship between those images which consists of a more 
general child images in different time period. Finally, I will conclude that the "ideal 
types" of child images show the potential for exploration in the relationship between 
children and culture. On top of that, I am going to argue for a reconsideration of 
Cultural Studies, no matter in local or general sense. 
" 1.3 Literature Review 
In an auteur approach in studying films, films become a kind of personal 
expression of the filmmakers (Prince, 1997, Pp. 347-350). The filmmakers or 
directors who direct the messages of films, for most of the time, are middle-aged 
’ White men. Hence, based on such assumption, I want to point out how the images of 
the minorities, such as the Blackss, women and children are pictured under the 
"gaze" of the directors, and the interaction between the directors and the constructed 
images. Film production is one of the cultural artifacts, which includes minimal or no 
children participation. Besides, in the West it was dominated by White men. Owing 
to this nature, together with its use of camera and reproducibility, the study of films 
becomes more meaningful in terms of the understanding of the messages brought by 
the films with complicated techniques. In this chapter, I am going to explain some 
recent cultural researches and publications about the studies on minorities, such as 
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female, the Blackss, and children in particular. It helped in justifying the urge for a 
research on child image construction. Such literature can serve as a stepping-stone 
for establishing the theoretical framework. This will be introduced in the latter part 
of this chapter. 
1.3.1 Understanding the Image Construction of the Minorities through Films 
In recent years, whether in Cultural Studies, Women Studies, Film Studies, 
Sociology, or Media Studies, there were tones of researches related to image 
construction, while image construction of the minorities seemed to be an interesting 
issue in the academic agenda. The studies of image construction and representation 
help to explain how the power of image rationalizes, legitimizes and reinforces the 
public perception of the social minorities, and the potential influence of the 
stereotyping of the minorities for others (Epstein, 1999, Pp. 375-388). Apart from 
** 
above, the representation of an image in itself has certain implication and political 
consideration. Hence, it is shown that image construction of the minority is an area 
worthwhile to explore. Among various kinds of media, I want to focus on the filmic 
image construction in understanding how the auteur of film constructs the image of 
children. 
Film, with its enchanting use of the time and space dimension, is believed to 
be the eighth art in contemporary era, and it is particularly distinctive because of its 
use of camera and the mechanical reproducibility. The power of camera displays a 
three-dimensional situation on the two-dimensional screen. Through the use of 
camera, all images can be constructed, transformed and transmitted. Most 
importantly, the use of camera helps in reordering time and space, either prolonging 
or extracting the time in different spaces in films. Eventually, the combination of 
different frames shot in different time and space constructs a filmic reality, which is 
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made by the elements in real life. While such newly constructed filmic reality is not 
that real at all. Because of this feature, the producer can play an active and subjective 
role in exercising his power to construct a "transformed reality" within a 
mise-en-scene during the production of film.* In this sense, the resulting films are 
likely the product of different directors who have their own orientation in shooting 
the respective stories. ^  It implies that the directors can construct the images with 
reference to the plot developments and also with the film languages they want to 
employ. 
Film can displace reality. It is difficult for the audience to identify since the 
director constructs a film with the influence of his cultural or political stance. The 
difference between the film and reality is more difficult to pinpoint as most of the 
elements, such as the background, sound and plot are drawn from the daily lives. 
Hence, film is an important source of entertainment for the general public, especially 
for the working class, as film can leave a space for their dreams and longings. It is 
said to be a democratic art that most of the working class can get access to (Gabler, 
1998, Pp. 46-50) Hence, studying films can help to understand what the general 
public expects and perceives, and how their attitudes and perceptions reinforce 
� c e r t a i n ideologies. Further, in this sense, films can help us to know how the society 
or certain social groups are constructed through the producers' will. Movie-going 
experience can be so real sometimes that can conquer the reality (Gabler, 1998, 
Pp.46-50). In this vein, film may not just show the intention of the director. It is also 
a very powerful agent in the construction of the reality. As a result, studying the 
4 In the auteur approach, the constructed images are the intention of the auteur of the film, while the 
audiences will receive all the messages passively, without the ability in the interpretation of the film 
by their own (Prince, 2001). This point of view is similar to the false consciousness mentioned by 
Arnold. 
Hence, this explains the different orientations in making films. Realism, Expressionism and 
Expressive Realism tell the differences between the techniques adopted by the directors. 
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filmic image construction of the social minorities enhances our knowledge of those 
groups, and most importantly, how they are represented and shown in the films. 
These aroused my concern in this study. 
1.3.2 How the Images of the Blacks Get Represented -
Blacks' Images in Films 
Racial representation is usually a hot topic in filmic image construction. The 
Blacks, the Asians and the Hispanics are frequently stereotyped as less civilized and 
barbaric in comparison with the White. It is obvious by observing those implicit 
messages in the Hollywood films. Racial representation is not that frequent in the 
Hong Kong film industry. What appears more often is the construction of the 
Mainland Chinese, they are also the minorities in Hong Kong. Hence, in this section, 
I am going to introduce some of the portrayals of the Blacks, in order to show how 
» they are represented by the White male producers in the cinemas today. 
The colored are the social minorities in the American society and hence, the 
portrayals of the Blackss are a very important topic for discussion in the American 
film studies or Cultural Studies in some sense. As I have suggested before, the film 
production is dominated by the middle-aged White men, thus there is a certain power 
relation between the White and the constructed Blacks. In Hollywood, the Blacks 
were usually pictured as troublemakers or they existed in relations to the Whiteness 
(Snead, 1994, Pp. 1-10). In historical sense, the Blacks are usually placed in the time 
of the White and their own history is seldom mentioned in the Hollywood cinema. In 
a spatial sense, the Blacks are always positioned as just a tiny, subordinate and 
unnoticeable part in the mise-en-scene while they are never pictured in the center 
(Snead, 1994, p. 10). In some occasions, film production techniques are employed for 
only the voice, rather than the person himself/herself, appears in a particular moment. 
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That means, the person himself/herself cannot be even shown in the frame. All these 
techniques and phenomenon showed a subordinated and powerless role, which the 
Blacks played under the construction of the White director. 
Apart from the mainstream Hollywood cinema, some independent Blacks 
filmmakers help to establish another perspective to reflect what the Blackss are and 
how they lead their lives. In this case, the Blacks are usually centered in the frame 
and positioned as dominant roles in the mise-en-scene. The process of empowerment 
is as obvious in these kinds of films as the Blacks can gain their own individuality. In 
this way, the analysis of the Blacks independent films became ah important source 
for understanding their lives (Snead, 1994; Noble, 1970). Further, what I want to 
emphasize is the role of the auteur in films. The auteur is important and effective in 
framing the ideology or the message of a particular film. They can transmit their own 
ideas through the construction of the images in the film productions. As a result, with 
reference to this point, I am going to read how child image is, to a certain extent, 
shaped by the auteur of film, in a framework of the Foucauldian power relationship 
between children and adults. 
,、1.3.3 How Women Get F^epresented under the Male Gaze 一 
Gender Representations in Films 
Female representation is another widely discussed subject in Women Studies, 
Cultural Studies, Film Studies or Social Movements. Since the 70s, when the women 
movement provoked in America aroused concern on female issues, female has 
become a central subject matter in the academic domain. Many of these studies, 
including those produced by Kuhn (1994), Carson, Dittmar, and Welsch, ed. (1994) 
and many Taiwanese scholars contributed much to the representations of female 
images in films (陳儒修、黃慧敏、鄭玉菁，一九九九年).Hence, these previous 
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researches, especially the methodology adopted, can serve as the references for my 
study. It is important to note that female representation is also a popular topic related 
to the filmic image construction in Hong Kong. Hence, it helps in understanding the 
female representation in a general and local sense, which in return will be beneficial 
to the studies of the image construction of the minorities. 
Regarding the current literature of the study of the filmic female image 
construction, critical perspective, functional perspective and deconstructionist 
perspective are usually employed. From a critical perspective, female image 
construction in a film can be viewed as a way for reinforcing, consolidating and 
reproducing the patriarchal relation between sexes, through seducing audience into a 
world of fantasy, as what Tuchman claimed (Hermes, 1995, p.57-58). Hence, the 
constructed images further led the female to be the subordinates, or even objects in 
the male-dominated world. This kind of critical perspective just matched with the 
false consciousness as perceived by the Frankfurt School (Held, 1980, p.368), which 
strongly emphasized the drawbacks of the popular culture, such as films. The 
Frankfurt School coined the termculture industry to remind the potential problem 
aroused by the mass culture. A feminist film critic, Laura Mulvey, who rejected the 
�� patriarchal cinema, argued that "women, whose images, has continually been stolen 
and used for this end, cannot view the decline of the traditional film form with 
anything much more than sentimental regret" (Mulvery, 1975, p.26). In Hong Kong, 
many films in the 1970s tended to reproduce the patriarchal relationships between 
sexes, because the traditional value of respecting the male was still dominant. 
Apart from the above claim, as I have mentioned previously, female filmic 
image construction sometimes is debunked in a racial and gender context. That 
means the non-White female images are usually constructed according to the will of 
the male White directors. The images are distorted, misrepresented, or even 
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underrepresented. Blackss women are another group which is further marginalized in 
the Hollywood cinema. Both their gender and race are seen as inferior in the society. 
Meanwhile, they are usually portrayed as helpless, deterministic to their fate and 
powerless. There are many researches on this area. Another marginalized group is the 
Blackss children. Owing to their age and race, they often played minor roles in films. 
Usually they were the victims to be sacrificed because of their bad fate： Though this 
kind of portrayal is not that frequent in the Hong Kong film industry, it is worth 
mentioning since it shows how the auteur constructs the image with the influence of 
his cultural background and social position. For these reasons, female scholarship 
started to gain attention from the female movement in the 70s. 
Functional perspective in the analysis of the female images can also be found 
in the current researches in the filmic image construction. Some scholars proposed 
that female can get a reference from the female images in films, which can help in 
establishing a role model for them to deal with their daily lives. Most importantly, 
they can have a room to gain pleasure, or even fantasy from the images they have 
seen. Modleski claimed the "question is no longer how the text reflects stereotyping 
images of women, but how the text actively produces a symbolic female identity by 
�� constructing a specific subject position" (Hermes, 1995, p.59). From this point, 
female can establish their own identities through the interpretation of the appropriate 
images of women. Apart from that, they can release their fear and anxiety in reality 
through the imaginary rooms given by films. Kaplan's point is to a certain extent 
similar to that of Modleski, while further argued that, though different forms of mass 
culture, such as films, might indoctrinate a false consciousness to women, as the 
Frankfurt School or other critical discourses claimed, there was still a fantasy for 
women to escape from the fixed, rigid and gendered rules and norms. It is agreed that, 
through the filmic images of female, female tried to seek equality and emancipation 
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in the movie-going experience. (Buikema and Smelik, 1995, p.60). 
In understanding the female filmic image construction, a symbolic and 
psychoanalytic perspective can also be adopted, which is frequently employed in the 
feminist film criticism. Under the influence of the studies of the relationship between 
female and psychoanalysis, the content or the plot of the film is no longer 
emphasized while the process of signification has become touchstone for the analysis. 
Focusing on gaze and voyeurism, the scopic drive and the visual pleasure from the 
body, and the signification process of the film, the analysis tends to be more in-depth. 
Attentions are paid on the film languages and techniques in this perspective. For 
example, a close-up can draw the audience's attention on such things with the frame, 
which can arouse the audience's emotions, and usually a sexual one. This kind of 
perspective shows the ability of the cinema for exciting the viewers' primitive and 
unconscious desires (Prince, 1997, Pp. 351-352). It is well employed in Denzin's 
analysis of the Velvet (Denzin, 1991, Pp.65-81). 
Apart from the above, feminist perspective becomes another dominant 
approach in filmic images analysis. This approach helps in the discovery and the 
description of the distinctive female perspective on films, which is uniquely enjoyed 
�� by female viewers (Prince, 1997, Pp. 362-365). Assuming that images of female are 
created by men, the critics examine the way visual and erotic objects got represented 
for the contemplation of the male audience, and meanwhile, discover the prevailing 
gender roles. This kind of analysis may help in the understanding of child images as I 
have claimed before. The child images are created by adults. Hence, I am going to 
explain how they got represented for the viewing of the audience, and debunk the 
relationship between adults and children in this study. 
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1.3.4 Childhood 一 A Socially Constructed Concept 
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, the age dimension is often 
neglected in the academic discussion. Tony Miller once mentioned that, "cultural 
studies examined how culture is used and transformed by ordinary and marginal 
social groups which may be potential producers of the new social values and cultural 
languages" (Millers, 2001，p.l). Hence, the process of how these social groups have 
become the potential producers of a new culture is worthwhile to explore. In the 
meantime, it is discovered that the age dimension is usually neglected in such a 
process. The marginal groups most likely get themselves known by the way of social 
movements. In the United States, Female Studies and Racial Studies were the 
by-products of the Women and the Blacks movements in the 1970s, wherein they 
urged the society to pay heed to them. As a result, their issues have been put into the 
academic agenda. Those who are weak in gaining resources to get noticed, such as 
children or elderly people, are simply neglected. In the International Year of the 
‘ Child in 1979, "children have neither here nor abroad yet achieved a cultural position 
or voice comparable to that of woman for they have no political presence and require 
advocates (Carpenter, 1995, P. 19)^. As a result, the researches relating the 
“ construction of filmic child images are rare while those related to female and racial 
minorities are abundant. Hence, it is worthwhile for exploring such a neglected but 
important area in the studies of image constructions in films. Apart from the above 
reason, as I have proposed, children's participation is minimal or even absent in the 
film production process, so it is interesting to understand how children get presented 
as what they are shown under the power relation between the producer (adults) and 
the child images through the analysis. For a thorough understanding of the 
6 For the details for the "Declaration of the Rights of the Child" in the International Year of the Child 
of 1979, please refer to Collins, John, S.J et al. 1980. The Child in Hong Kong : evaluation report 
for International Year of the Child. Hong Kong : The Commission. 
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background to this research, the nature of children and childhood will be introduced 
in the first place. 
Childhood and children are not just a kind of historical concept, according to 
Phillipes Aries, but also a socially constructed concept (Aries, 1975). Diana Gittins, 
further elaborated on Aries's point, by spending a chapter in Child in Question to 
discuss that childhood was the product of social construction, which could change 
with time, space and cultural context (Gittins, 1998, Pp.21-43). She pointed out 
various definitions of childhood and children in accordance with the views of 
different theorists - Marx, Haeckel, Freud and other theorists, who discussed 
children as a process or stage of child development or as a guideline for child rearing. 
While the construction of child images was rarely talked about. She further 
developed her ideas on top of her criticism on Aries, but she pointed out that, there 
was no universal child and she took the postmodernist point of view 一 discursively 
constructed - that means nothing was ultimately real (Gittins, 1998, p. 17). Thus she 
reminded that it was necessary to bear in mind that there was no universal childhood, 
and the gender, class, and ethnicity of the children should be noted as well. It is 
because children living in different contexts will lead different lives and have 
“ different fates. In other words, child images can be shaped by the social environment, 
the culture, or what I want to emphasize, the adults. 
1.3.5 How the Child Images are Constructed? 一 
Literatures Related to the Construction of the Child Images 
Concerning child images, researches related to this area are limited in number. 
Most of them talked about the images construction in general. In the Image of 
Childhood (Hwang et at, 1996), Childhood and Society: Growing up in an Age of 
Uncertainty (Lee, 2001), and Shaping Childhood: Themes of Uncertainty in the 
History of Adult-Child Relationship (Cox, 1996), child images were usually 
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introduced in many kinds of media from a historical perspective. Such literature 
mainly dealt with child images on a more general and historical or structural level of 
analysis. In this sense, the problems related to the construction of child images could 
not be tackled from there. 
Another kind of researches on child images seems to be more relevant to the 
one I am conducting. However, as driven by the psychological point of view, they 
were mainly concerned with the potential consequences of certain images on the 
children audience. The most famous one was Children and Movies: Media Influence 
and the Payne Fund Controversy (Charters, 1970; Jowett, Jarvie and Fuller, 1996). 
This research was the first large-scale one in understanding the relationship between 
films and children. Interviews were done for gaining the understanding of the 
potential consequences on the children audience. Though it was a research on child 
images, the construction process of child images was still rarely discussed. Hence, it 
is beneficial to the audience studies, rather than the studies of image construction. It 
‘ is also contributive by suggesting the power of films in shaping children's perception 
on the world and the way films influence their daily lives. 
Directly related to my study, I found that Wolfenstein (1955), Low (2002) and 
�� Jackson (1988) contributed.much to the research by focusing on the construction of 
child filmic images. Early in the 1955, Wolfenstein began to analyze the construction 
of child filmic images in four countries - Italy, France, Britain and America. He 
pinpointed that there was a strong relationship between the society and the child 
images, and further proved that a society's perception on child would influence the 
portrayals of child images in films. He mentioned that Italian films portrayed 
children as the savior; French films portrayed children as the evocation of the 
disappointment of childhood; the child images in British films emphaiszed their trust 
on the adults; a role model was shown as a reference to the children as a quest for 
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them to become a good man (Wolfenstein, 1955, p. 280). It was obvious that, the 
child images were constructed differently in different places or cultures. Nevertheless, 
Wolfenstein could not deny there were some basic commonalities in the films among 
these countries. In the conclusion of a very famous article, "Image of the Child in 
Contemporary Films", he concluded, "the children are noble characters, usually 
nobler than the adults around them. They are not the embodiment of impulses which, 
by adult tutelage, must be brought under control. Rather, they represent moral 
demands and ideals. (Wolfenstein, 1955, p.291). This kind of images is undeniably 
the adult's viewpoint of a child, while the good virtues of man in the society are 
projected onto the child. Wolfenstein wanted to point out under a general 
understanding of the perception of children, there were spatial differences of child 
images resulting from their various cultures. From this social and cultural perspective, 
the understanding of child images tended to be a macro but static one. It was because 
the analysis remained a kind of description of images formation with reference to the 
beliefs, the customs, religions or traditions in different places. However, the 
mechanisms operated in the construction of in this special media - film - had not 
been explained. Hence, further studies are needed on this topic. 
�� Another analysis done by Jackson (1988) also had the same tendency in 
manipulating the social environment and historical events in understanding how 
child images were constructed. Concerning the history of America and the World 
Wars experience, Jackson made a continued temporal analysis on the change of the 
child images in different periods in America. Unlike Wolfenstein, he is not concerned 
with cultural difference, but the changes of time, as he focused on a socio-cultural 
analysis rather than a cross-comparison. He mentioned the relationship between the 
changes in the American film industry and the nature of the child images. It tended to 
emphasize on how the macro societal environment and the operation of film industry 
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influenced the construction of child images. Hence, the understanding of the child 
images construction is not yet comprehensive and direct. 
The recent researches, NBF Kids: The Portrayal of Children by the National 
Film Board of Canada, 1939-89, helped in bringing a more in-depth understanding 
of child images construction. The National Film Board of Canada was an institution 
for developing films in Canada. Films, for the Board, could serve as. a tool for 
pedagogical use for the children, apart from formal institutions such as family and 
education. As a result, the portrayal of the children in the films by that board would 
be expected to be the role model for the Canadian children. As Low proposed, using 
the mass media and entertainment like film to promote the mainstream ideology had 
an implication, that children should leam how to be a model child all the time. Films, 
in that sense, became a political tool for maintaining social stability and status quo, 
and acted as a form of social control. Apart from that, changes of child portrayals 
with time were also introduced to show the different expectations from the 
‘ pedagogical perspective. Nevertheless, this research reminded the possibility for 
filmic child images to educate or moralize the audience, no matter children or adults. 
Concluding the kinds of images resulted from the literature I have reviewed 
�� so far, there were several themes frequently related to the portrayals of children in 
films. The first one was the nostalgia of the adult. Expectations or ideal attributes 
were imposed on the child images in films, which often implied that those things 
were neglected or lost by the adults to a certain extent. It might be the adults' 
unconscious act. They did not intend to exercise power on the children in order to 
maintain their status. What they did might be related to what they could not do and 
what they suffered when they were small (Gittins, 1998, Pp.84-90). The relationship 
did not develop in one way only, children would also react to the adult in a sense that, 
this interacting relationship was what Gittins called "poisonous pedagogy". It 
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reflected the adults' "desire to protect and desire to control and hurt their children" 
(Gittins, 1998，p.94). As a result, children were frequently portrayed as dependent, 
helpless and disempowered. 
Children were also pictured within the nature. In many representations, 
whether in the forms of photographs or paintings, children were usually friends of 
animals and nature (Gittins, 1998; Mukeriji, 1997). In some cases, children were 
related to monsters too. These kinds of representations reinforced the relationship 
between children and the nature. Similarly female was regarded as more relevant to 
the nature as compared with men. It was because they both had a nurturing role. 
Some supernatural events might be related to the child images too, such as those in 
horror and scary movies. Child images were placed in the position that they were 
annoyed, or they were the targets of supernatural things. For example, in Sixth Sense 
(鬼眼，1999), the most distinctive film recently, the children appeared under the 
»» 
threat of supernatural forces. 
Innocence was the common and universal character imposed on children. 
There are conflicting discourses of innocence because it varies with different cultures 
and contexts. Sometimes, when children cannot behave as what the adults expect, 
� t h e y will not be defined as .innocent children (Gittins, 1998). However, adults and 
children have different levels in perception, cognition, knowledge and understanding. 
Hence, innocence is served as a way for adults to label children for their incapability 
in achieving or understanding something that adults do not want to tell. This kind of 
innocence, from my point of view, is a disempowerment of children, which 
underestimates their abilities in leading their lives or even in understanding 
themselves. 
Apart from the above, some classifications were more systematic in 
establishing a typology to understand child images in films. For example, the 
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categorizing and coding scheme of Patricia Holland was one of the most systematic 
classifications. She classified child images into six main categories. The first is the 
uncontrollable child. In this sense, children are not easily controlled or they are 
unable to self-discipline and behave themselves. In other words, they need to be 
supervised by someone. This would involve showing children's unreasonable 
requests, or their tempers and the uncontrolled emotions. The second kind of child 
image is the sexualized child. This means children are involved in sexual affairs or 
they are located in sexual scenes, whether implicitly or explicitly. This kind of 
representations may include the naked body of a child or a sexually abused child. 
The third kind of child image is the dependent child. This means the children need to 
mingle with adults or they cannot make decisions voluntarily or decide on their daily 
lives. They are represented as the subordinated roles in the adults' world. For 
examples, they are ordered to do something unwillingly. Sometimes children are said 
to be dependent, they are piddling, they have to hold the adults' hands, they cry when 
‘ t h e y think themselves being neglected or their requests are not fulfilled. The fourth 
kind is the ignorant child. Children can be easily manipulated, cheated and fooled, 
while it also implies that children are naive. They are portrayed to be lacking in 
� � c o m m o n se se, or they are .not experienced in the adult's world, in responding to 
adult's requests. The fifth kind is the playful child. Children like to play, and playing 
becomes an important part of their lives. They need to play in order to learn 
something in the daily life. Hence, toys or playgrounds are always accompanied with 
the representations of child images. The last kind of child image is the violent child. 
This means children may have violent potential or they may be related to the 
violence in adult's world. They are physically abused or involved in fighting, 
slaughters or murders (Holland, 1991). 
From reviewing the above literature, it is found that there is little analysis on 
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the relationship between the adults and the children in films, which is a crucial topic 
for understanding child images. Only classifying the typology of child images is not 
enough for sociological studies. What I want to do is to show how child images are 
pictured under adult's view and will. More, there is little theoretical concern in 
understanding the images and the image constructors. Thus it is meaningless for 
classifying the types of images only in relation to children. 
Up to this section, some of the stereotyped characteristics of children from 
the viewpoints of the general public or media are introduced. The definitions of 
children are fluid and varied. Hence, what is important is the construction process of 
how children are presented as what they are shown. Especially in the media, like 
films, children participation is so minimal. The child images are constructed solely 
from the adults' perceptions. As a result, there are some researches conducting for 
the sake of finding out how child images are constructed by adults in the filmic 
context. 
For the researches above, they were either too general or too specific. The 
first two employed a historical, cultural and social approach in understanding the 
child images. The last one aimed at tackling the fonctions of the child images on 
� � s o c i a l stability. None of them could pinpoint how child images were constructed, 
under the relationship between children and adults, from both temporal and cultural 
perspectives. Hence, a research concerning the changes of child images construction 
in the Hong Kong film industry is needed. With the help of the power relation in 
Foucauldian sense, it will also tackle the everyday and microscopic level of analysis 
regarding the power relation between adults and children, and the changes of child 
images with time in Hong Kong. 
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1.4 Theoretical Framework -
Foucauldian Concepts in Understanding Child Images 
As childhood and children are a kind of adult-constructed and ever-changing 
concept, there is no constant and universally applied idea of the nature of childhood 
(Gittins, 1998, p.2). Children in films were usually stereotyped as natural, dependent, 
innocent, victims, disempowered, helpless, irrational and so on. However, all of these 
images were resulted from the directors' or the adults' viewpoints. They pinpointed 
those kinds of characteristics of children in order to differentiate themselves from the 
children. It involved a power relation, as termed by Michel Foucault. He suggested 
that power relations are often contradictory and complex as it could operate in many 
levels. Besides, power was also implicit in the definitions of dependency (Gittins, 
1998，p. 9). Hence, the adults might stereotype the children in order to consolidate 
their status quo, and dominate over the subordinated children in society. 
In this section, a theoretical and analytical framework based on the Foucault's 
concept of power will be introduced. In order to get a fine grasp of the relationship 
between adults and children, power becomes an important and essential medium in 
this study. In sociology, power is one of the central issues, which generates many 
“discussions in its sub-fields. Concerning with power on a micro-level, Michel 
Foucault did the most prominent work in the field. Hence, the Foucauldian concept 
of power will be adopted as the analytical framework for the analysis in the 
following chapters, because it was the best for understanding the construction of 
images. According to Foucault, power is formed in our discourse implicitly, and it 
appears when it denies the truth or presents myths illusively. It appears in relational 
terms, rather than being grasped by any single individual (Foucault, 1980). This 
notion of power was usually emphasized in the later part of his work, such as 
Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (1995) and The History of Sexuality. 
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An Introduction (1988), which showed his great concern on the relationship between 
power, body and knowledge. In Discipline and Punish, Foucault studied the 
influence of disciplinary power in training a docile body with the most effective form 
of confinement - prison. While the latter work, the History of Sexuality, especially 
Volume One, sought to uncover the repressive hypothesis of the sexuality in the 
modern era, as people tended to know what the sexual experience should be and what 
should people seek for by the practice of confession. Since sex is the most innate and 
the basic instinct for human beings, Foucault intended to reaffirm the omnipresence 
of power in the modem society. As I have mentioned in the previous section, 
children are supposed to be grounded in these social arenas, such as the tight 
schedule for intensive training in both family and school. This arrangement helps in 
maintaining the stability and integrity of the whole society. Talcott Parsons, one of 
sociology's grand theorists also agreed to the point that, socialization and education 
in family and school were essential for the sake of the whole society (Parsons, 1964). 
Hence, Foucault’s concepts in his major work help in analyzing the positioning of the 
child images in films and how they interact with the adult's will and point of view. In 
this vein, with the help of the concepts in his major work, I am going to sketch out a 
“spec i f ic model for analyzing the child images in films. 
1.4.1 Double Marginalization - Children as Victims 
Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason (1994) 
can serve as a starting point for establishing the Foucauldian theoretical framework 
for understanding child images, because it talked about how power exercised while 
distinguishing the normal/abnormal. Exploring the accumulation of knowledge in 
archeological way of thinking with the case of madness treatment was the main 
theme in this book. In this stage, the subject of analysis for Foucault did not target at 
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power yet, but at knowledge. Nonetheless, power was implicitly employed as a 
component in his study in the beginning of the Foucauldian ideas, which helped him 
to intrigue the relationship between power and knowledge more effectively in the 
later work. In Madness and Civilization, Foucault made use of massive historical 
facts to illustrate the changes of interpretations of madness, which resulted in 
different kinds of treatment for the mad. Those changes occurred because of the 
change of discourse in specific historical development. In Renaissance experience, 
madness was treated as a kind of "experience of nothingness" and it was related to 
certain degree of sacredness. Madness was not treated as a kind of illness which 
needed to be diagnosed or cured, though certain degree of exclusion and 
marginalization were still needed for the stability and functioning of the society. Ship 
of fools, the most significant symbol of madness in that period of time, was the major 
treatment for the mad. This symbol left some rooms for reversing the power relations 
r 
because the mad could still lead their own lives at a place far away from the society. 
Great confinement was the treatment for the second period of time, the 
Classical experience, when madness was defined not only as those who were 
unreasoned, but also included the poor, the criminals and the idle. In order not to 
� d i s r u p t the social order, all of these people were confined together. In this period of 
time, the distinction between reason and unreason, the normal and the abnormal, 
began to be established. To a certain extent, it implied that some mechanisms and 
institutions, such as medicine and law, helped in re-defining madness. However, 
there was still room for the possible interaction between the mad and the institutions. 
In the modern era, the discourse about madness has changed, as it is no 
longer related to sacredness. Madness is categorized into a new kind of medical 
problem, which should be formally and scientifically diagnosed and cured. It 
becomes a kind of mental illness. Under the scientific paradigm, those who are 
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diagnosed as mad are to be sent to the asylum. The rise of asylum is the benchmark 
for the success of psychology and psychiatry while it also symbolizes the triumph of 
the scientific knowledge in the modem era. In this vein, knowledge over the body is 
undeniable while there is no room for people to reverse the power relation once 
he/she is proved to be mad by "scientific diagnosis". The power relation seems to be 
set as default once a person is situated in such a society. 
Following Foucault's ideas in this stage about the power of the (scientific) 
knowledge over the mad, or more precisely, the body, I am going to adopt the 
concepts in the analysis for understanding the implication of the subordinating and 
gendered images of children in films. I refer to Foucault's ideas for helping to 
understand whether the child images were constructed under "double 
marginalization": the adults on the one hand, and the marginalized children on the 
other hand, and with the girls further marginalized from the boys in image 
construction. Children were marginalized as they were believed to be less competent 
‘ i n doing something that was supposedly accomplished by the adults, as it was long 
believed that children needed to mingle with adults in many images, no matter in the 
family portraits or the artistic pictures in the 17也 century (Aries, 1975, p.37). Child 
“images seemed to be incomplete once adult was absent. Surely, I do not deny that 
children, owing to their inferior physical and cognitive development as compared 
with adults, were less capable of leading their daily lives on their own. However, 
what I want to emphasize is the lack of room for children to become independent in 
this situation. The overwhelming supervision by the adults is an issue of my concern. 
Especially in Hong Kong, the images of children are always subordinated to the 
adults. There was few character like the one in the Home Alone (寶貝智多星，1993) 
or Children of Heaven (/]、革圭子，2000), which showed the distinctiveness of the child 
images in these particular films. 
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As for the girls among children, they were further excluded from even getting 
the basic rights as children. Education opportunity or care from the others seems to 
be a luxury to girls. For most of the time as shown in the sampled films, girls were 
more likely prohibited from going to school or were sold for the survival of the 
family when facing financial crisis. Girls at the same time were confined to certain 
kind of tasks, because of the stereotyping of the traditional Chinese culture and 
mentality, which emphasized the distinctive differences between boys and girls, 
thereby separating girls and boys into different developments of life. In more recent 
times, the differentiation between boys and girls was widened by medical and 
scientific knowledge. It implied a more distinct but hidden differentiation between 
boys and girls since they were born. In the films of the 90s, girl was nearly absent on 
the screen while most of the child images were boys. Girls seemed to disappear in 
the film industry. Following the above ideas, the step-by-step marginalization of 
t* 
child images can be illustrated with Foucault's suggestion of the ever-penetrating 
power according to the change of discourse. 
1.4.2 Disciplinary Power over Children - Children as Moral Agents 
�� Marginalization of child images by gender differences under the influence of 
power was more easily noticed than the next image I am going to analyze - children 
as moral agents. This kind of image seems to be taken for granted in modem society 
as children are believed to be innocent and expected to be well-behaved. My concern 
is not to argue whether children should shoulder the responsibility of moral 
education, but to point out that adults can readily exercise power on children. For 
Foucault, dealing with the issue of madness was the first step to explore the marginal 
groups. He thought that the issue of madness was too extreme for tackling the issue 
of power. Hence, he further set the stage for understanding other limit-experiences of 
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crime and sex, as well as the objectification of body in his work. It helped to 
strengthen the argument of the omnipresence of power in modem society. In this 
stage, the disciplinary power, disciplinary technologies and the panopticon were the 
major concepts. With the illustration of the historical development of prison and the 
urge for prison reform at that time, Foucault pinpointed the development of different 
forms of punishments exerted on the criminals in the past, and in the modern era. 
Punishment was used to be a mean for showing the unlimited power of the rulers, 
since violating the law was equivalent to violating the sacredness of the ruler. Hence, 
pain and torture were directly exercised on body to show the power of the ruler in the 
most direct and explicit way. However, with the rise of humanism, these kinds of 
punishments were replaced by imprisonment, a relatively lenient form of punishment 
in terms of the severity of body injury, for the sake of maintaining social order and 
preventing crimes. Crimes were administered, rather than eliminated, while different 
kinds of punishments were adopted with regard to the crimes people committed 
(Foucault, 1995, p. 89). From then on, punishment was not the only means for 
obstructing crimes, as discipline was emphasized at the same time. Once it was 
emphasized, body became an object and the target of power (Foucault, 1995, 
Pp.136-141). Docile body was expected to result, while discipline became the new 
political technology over the body (Foucault, 1995, p. 137). Further, a panoptic 
society was formed with the implementation of correction training and correction 
activities, and this showed how power amplified itself to the extreme, people would 
behave according to the codes even without any surveillance. 
Understanding the development of punishment and discipline arouses our 
sensitivity on the children's behaviors. According to Foucault, control of activities 
with the help of timetables in schools can guarantee the stability of order (Foucault, 
1995, Pp. 167-169). It was a kind of disciplinary power and technique exercised over 
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the children in various modern institutions. Hence, under such kind of training and 
disciplines, children could play the role of moral agent in our society appropriately. It 
was believed that children should shoulder the responsibility of moral education, 
especially in the 1960s (Jackson, 1986, p. 21). They were not only asked to educate 
the general public but also establish a role model of an ideal child, so as to lead the 
newly immigrated children to behave in an acceptable way. The influences of the 
filmic images reminded the audience of the traditional moral codes, such as loyalty, 
benevolence, forgiveness and filial piety, especially in the 1960s melodramas in 
Hong Kong. Besides, the dramatic narratives also enhanced shared emotions among 
the public. Most importantly, the responsibilities imposed on the child images 
implied hope for the future, as also shown from the analysis of the child images in 
the American films (Jackson, 1988, p. 19). In more recent films, the moral occult was 
not widely manipulated but supervision of the children facilitated by different 
institutions was emphasized. Adults, through institutions such as education and 
family, handled the disciplinary techniques for controlling the children. Thus, 
understanding how child images were presented in family and school could help to 
understand how the disciplinary power operated over the children. With the changes 
of time, children are no longer under a clear differentiation between sexes. Also, they 
are no longer just playing a role for public moral education. 
1.4.3 The Multiple Network of Power - Children as Anonymous Objects 
Power became as invisible as it could be and the room for reversing the 
power relations was far less than that appeared in the first kind of image. Children 
behaved under adult's supervision and expectation, and the room for subverting the 
subordinate and dominant interaction became somewhat difficult. Children were not 
only excluded from some aspects of life. Their daily lives were even put under the 
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surveillances and the disciplinary power exercised by the adults. Nevertheless, this 
power relation was still present if one carefully read the strategies employed by the 
adults and children. However, the power over the body expanded to its extreme, as 
stated in the first volume of History of Sexuality. Foucault intended to examine the 
power and knowledge dispositif of modem sexuality, which was inseparable and 
innate from the body. His four operations of power in the perverse implantation 
showed the lines of penetration of power with different devices (Foucault, 1988, 
Pp.41-45). People could not notice the kind of power relations related to sexuality 
because they usually assumed that power was repressive in nature. However, 
Foucault was not addressing this point. Rather, he wanted to pinpoint the omnipotent 
nature of power, because power no longer had a linear relation, rather, a relational 
network of power was exercised on the body, the last line of defense of the modern 
man. Since confession showed that power and knowledge was a base of our Scientia 
r 
Sexualis, it also showed the relational network of power, a confessional society was 
‘ formed as a result (Foucault, 1988, Pp. 58-60). Hence, Foucault concluded in volume 
one that, in order to have a better understanding of power, knowledge and body, it 
was necessary to reconsider whether sexuality dispositif was only a mechanism of 
“repression or whether repression was a mechanism of power or knowledge dispositif. 
Nonetheless, power, in Foucault's term in this stage, was the multiplicity of force 
relations, there were mechanisms to help in transforming, reinforcing and inverting 
these relations. Hence, because of this fluid nature of power, it was exercised rather 
than possessed, it could come from all directions rather than from the top only. 
Meanwhile, it was immanent in different aspects of lives in the society. Hence, what 
Foucault wanted to pinpoint was the network of power relations, which was usually 
misunderstood as a two-way linear relation. In order to stay and survive in this 
multiple power relations in the modern society, Foucault proposed, "Care of the Self 
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in his third volume of the History of Sexuality. Care of the self seemed to be a kind of 
subversion to the inescapable power relations. It will be introduced in the last part of 
this chapter. 
The unnoticed relational network of power matches with my third category of 
child images - child images as anonymous objects. My concern here is to remind that 
children are used to be treated as objects. They were regarded as commodities, which 
could be sold for the sake of the whole family, or be severely beaten, as in the 1960s 
films. In the 1970s, child images were nearly absent, implying that this social 
category was regarded as unimportant in the filmic world in that period. Children 
appeared as victims in many films of the 80s. The child images were usually related 
to suffering, injury, killing and ransom, which seemed to be a non-humanistic kind of 
treatment for children. In this sense, a child was not only portrayed as an object, but 
also as someone who was anonymous and unimportant in the society. Nobody would 
pay attention to why they were destined to suffer, as it seemed to be taken for granted. 
‘ T h e more they suffered, the more the audience could show and release their emotions 
and sympathy. However, children never played the major roles in the films. In other 
words, their existence, to a certain extent, was not necessary for the development of 
” t h e whole narrative, but just for arousing and exciting the audience. The public 
believed that children were inferior to the adults, which were usually backed up by 
common sense. Owing to this reason, the children's suffering could bring 
unbelievable emotional effects on the audience. In a nutshell, child images in the 
films might help in arousing emotions, but they were not used for telling what 
children should be, or leading the whole plot of the film, as they could be easily 
replaced. 
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1.4.4 Care of the Children - Children as Protagonists 
Unlike the traditional perspective of power, Foucault emphasized on the 
fluidity of power relation, which means the possibility for changing the relationship. 
With reference to the discussion of Foucault's ideas, I am going to explore the 
protagonistic role the children being portrayed against the adults. This implies the 
possibility for children to resist against power over the body by the power of the 
body. Moreover, it can reaffirm that power is not only playing a two-way game, 
rather, power can be exercised by every agent or vice versa. This further shows the 
relational network of power, not only can an adult control over the child, but the 
child can also subvert the control of the adult. As a result, for gaining the position 
and survive with the spiral network of power relation, children have to take care of 
themselves and regain their autonomy. My concern is not fighting for children's right, 
but reminding that there should be room for children to speak for themselves, to 
understand themselves, or to take care of themselves from their point of view, rather 
. t han from adults' perspectives. 
As a conclusion of the above, I want to restate the Foucauldian ideas in 
relations to the respective child images. It can be shown in the following table: 
Foucault's Major Concepts Corresponding Child Images 
Exclusion and Marginalization Victims 
Disciplinary Power Moral Agents 
Power Over Body Anonymous Objects 
Care of the Self Protagonists 
I am going to conduct the analysis within this framework, as the table shown. This 
schema does not just copy the fragmented concepts derived from Foucauldian 
framework. Further, the distinctiveness of this schema followed the flow of his 
thought in discussing the different nature of power. Meanwhile, I will try to account 
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for the social context with the change of time in different kinds of images in the 
following empirical chapters. 
To sum up, I am going to demonstrate the construction of child images of 
the Hong Kong films from the 60s to 90s, with the help of the concept of power 
derived from Foucault's theory. This empirical puzzle inspired the theoretical 
concern - adding the age dimension in Cultural Studies. As there is inertia and 
political consideration in selecting the subject matters in Cultural Studies, I propose 
the possibility to add a new element - age dimension 一 for the consideration of future 
studies. 
w 
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CHAPTER 2 
Methodological Design and 
An Overview of the Hong Kong Film Industry 
2.1 Casing the Films 一 Introduction to Methodological Design 
In order to understand how child images in the Hong Kong films from the 60s 
to the 90s were constructed in relation to the concept of power, I am going to employ 
the following method for further analysis. On the operational level, a broad sweep of 
time coverage and the coverage of the topic of interest are important for getting a 
general scenario of the construction of child images (Rose, 2000). Hence I am going 
to isolate some appropriate films produced in Hong Kong from the 60s to the 90s. 
Children were frequently shown in the films in the 60s, the period when the film 
industry was believed to be the most prosperous. Besides, local culture began to 
flourish and develop from the 70s to the mid 90s. It is said that, starting from the 70s, 
."the cultural make-up of Hong Kong is widely regarded as the hybridized product of 
Chinese and Western legacies" (Chan, 1997, p. 176). This means increasing quantity 
of local elements were injected into the cultural products, including both Chinese and 
��western styles. One of the famous Hong Kong film critics, Shek-Kei, stated that the 
starting point of understanding Hong Kong popular culture should be located at the 
‘films produced during this period of time (明報,2002 年 7 月 IS 日，世紀版)，as social 
reality at that time were well-represented in the films. Indeed, the box office started 
to rise from the mid 70s and reached the peak in the late 80s to the early 90s (陳淸偉， 
2000 年).Therefore, the films selected in this period may help to understand the 
child images and reflect the social reality accordingly. The selected films in this 
period of time guarantee a certain extent of the scope of significance in the film 
industry. Viewing the changes of the child images within this period can account for 
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the changing power relations between adults and children in given social context. 
Child images are portrayed in different aspects and dimensions and thus there 
are some criteria for determining which images or characters are useful and 
appropriate to this research. The films should contain child actors regardless whether 
they are suitable for children audience^ All the films should be produced and shown 
in Hong Kong thereby a local context can be examined. In order to have a clear 
definition of what children are，I would adopt Wokocol and Andrew's definition of 
children. That means, children are those within the age group of 3 to 12 
(Wokocol-Andrew, 2000, p.l). Apart from the above, excellent box office is another 
criterion for a film to be selected. It is because box office shows the popularity of the 
film. It indicates whether the films are welcomed by the general public and whether 
they are accessed by most people. For those films in the 60s without box office 
record^, I am going to choose the appropriate ones according to the ranking of the 
names of the child actors or actresses in the cast lists). Scanning through the 
‘yearbooks of Hong Kong films, and the special issues published for the Hong Kong 
International Film Festivals^®, I have selected films of different genres, so that the 
research can be carried out more comprehensively. In order to have a systematic 
��analysis and discussion, a clear and well-defined categorization of child images is 
established, which is combined with the Foucauldian ideas and the Holland's 
structure of classification. 
7 According to the law in Hong Kong, films are categorized into 3 categories. Strictly speaking only 
category I films is suitable for children. What I stated here are these films which belonged to the 
category I. 
8 There was no record for the box office in the early development of film industry. Researchers can 
only trace back the records from the newspaper at that time. The official box office of the films was 
only available from the late 60’s (陳淸偉，2000，p.3; p.704) 
9 Cast List for each film that are going to be introduced will be shown in the Appendix. 
10 There are many special issues published in the Hong Kong International Film Festivals. Many of 
them discussed the development of specific genres or typical cinema in Hong Kong. There will be a 
round up issue published in every ten years. The special editions were beneficial for those who study 
Hong Kong films. 
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Based on the concepts derived from the theory of Foucault and the structure 
of the classification system of Holland, I have established a new typology, or just 
follow Weber's "ideal type", for the analysis of the construction of the child images 
and the power relations between adults and children. 
Content analysis will be employed in the analysis. Content analysis is 
targeted at the plot and narrative of the films, for understanding how child 
actors/actresses are placed in the films. Moreover, the important elements in the 
composition of a film, such as the frame formation, the use of camera, the customs, 
the sound effect and so on, will be considered, as the use of those visual strategies in 
transmitting messages makes film a distinctive mode of medium. Hence, 
understanding the visual elements seems to be indispensable in understanding filmic 
images. In order to examine the relationship between adults and children, ideological 
approach helps to understand the interaction between the social context and the films, 
which also helps to investigate how a child is represented under certain 
‘circumstances. 
The basis of the above research methods does not concern much about the 
objective truthfulness of the information and data. The most important thing is to 
”deal with the authenticity of the "story" that I want to tell and to what extent the 
arguments sound persuasive and valid. To enhance the validity of the arguments, it 
can be done by finding any inconsistency in the selected films and images. Together 
with the above approaches, by consulting prevailing discourses about specific 
domains, such as children cinema, it is possible to render the interpretation more 
compelling. All in all, these are the devices by which I am going to attest my 
arguments concerning the potential inadequacy in qualitative research methods, 
particularly in researching cultural objects. To be more specific, I am going to 
introduce the two types of approaches which will be adopted in the analysis of child 
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images. 
2.1.1 Content Analysis 
Choosing samples can be a proper way to begin this research, as what I 
concern is not the "child" in reality but how filmic child images are constructed. 
Undoubtedly, researching culture is never an easy task. Textual and content analysis 
as a rule are methods used to deal with cultural objects. It is especially common for 
film analysis. Textual analysis is appropriate for the narration as it focuses on the 
narration process and is related to meaning construction. However, it does not take 
the "form" of cultural products into account. Content analysis can redeem this defect 
of textual analysis. It is because it does not only concern the narration process but 
also the other cinematic techniques in constructing images in this study. According to 
Slate, content analysis 
"Represents an attempt to apply conventional, and indeed positivist, notion 
of rigor to the unruly and ostensibly subjective field of cultural meaning. The 
central aim is to render issues of interpretation as controllable and 
non-contentious as possible in order to mover quickly on to the more 
'scientific' process of counting things (Slate, 1998). 
In this sense, content analysis is a kind of social survey which the informants are not 
people from all walks of life, but different cultural objects such as images, written 
texts or icons. Hence, just like conducting social survey, content analysis needs to 
“tackle two things - sampling and coding. This, in this thesis, refers to how to select 
suitable and relevant films and how to establish a coding and classification system 
which facilitates the analysis. Instead of a well-established theory of text-reading in 
textual analysis, like what semiotics does, content analysis relies on inter-coding 
reliability which can eliminate the fallacious results. The coding scheme has been 
introduced in the previous section. It was derived from Foucault's ideas and based on 
the structure of Holland's scheme. Images will be examined with such theoretically 
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derived coding system. 
Film techniques will also be taken into consideration in the analysis. The 
techniques are important because they contribute in constructing the resultant images 
on the screen. They are also important for understanding the motivation and intention 
of the producers, as the images are pictured under the gaze of them. Hence the way 
producers and filmmakers adopt different film techniques is an essential issue in the 
understanding. In Hong Kong, most of the films are commercial-oriented, the special 
effects the camera uses, the costume, the lighting and sounding are rarely artistically 
implemented. With the limited use of the special effects in film production 
techniques, I am trying to locate some of them in the films, which helped in 
constructing the child images. Attention will be paid to the following basic 
techniques in general film productionsii. 
10 
The first one concerns the use of camera. It included framing，camera 
»» 
placement^^ and also camera movement''^. These affected the mise-en-scene. The 
‘child images will have different implication when they are pictured in a wide shot or 
close up. A child will become powerful when a low angle camera placement is used. 
On the contrary, a child will become weak and timid when there is a high angle 
’ placement. All of these techniques help in making a mise-en-scene in a way purposed 
by the producers. The mise-en-scence resulted from different framing, camera 
placement or camera movement will result in different meanings carried by the 
images. 
“ F o r the following or further information about the film production techniques, please refer to Bruce, 
Mamer. 2000. Film Production Techniques: Creating the Accomplished Images. CA: 
Wadsworth/Thomson Learning. 
12 Framing included long shot, wide shot, medium shot/medium wide/medium close up, close-up, big 
close-up, 2-man shot and 3-man shot. 
13 Camera Placement included high-angled, low angled and side angled and so on. 
14 Camera Movement includes pan, tilt, zoom, track, use of steadicam, crane and so on. 
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The second common filmic technique is editing. Editing ^^  is always 
important in telling the narrative in a filmic time and space. It is also important to 
construct symbolic meanings on the actors and also the environment. The implicit 
meaning imposed by the producers can be pinpointed by understanding the 
techniques of editing. Sergei Eisenstien once pointed out that, with the use of 
montage, the order of the images can determine the meanings of the film^^. It implies 
that different ordering of the filmic sequences will lead to different meanings of the 
film. 
Costume, fashion, props and background are the items which are often 
neglected in film analysis. These are obvious hints in understanding the images of 
children. The way in which children are dressed is important to tell the position of 
the children from an adult's perspective. Besides, the props provided for the child 
actors and the environment they were situated are also important for the way the 
child images are constructed in films. 
‘ Dialogue is an important way to understand the adult-children relationships. 
Wordings and intonations they used when they were interacting in films can 
effectively show how child images are placed in such relationships. Besides, how the 
�children presented themselves and how they interacted with others in film are also 
helpful in examining how the children define themselves. 
All in all, the construction of mise-en-scene contributes much in the 
construction of child images. The above are the elements for the formation of a 
mise-en-scene. If these are well handled, it will be easy to grasp the ideas conveyed 
by the producers, by paying more attention to those techniques frequently neglected 
15 There are many methods in editing such as simultaneous editing, continuous editing, parallel 
editing, accelerated editing, directional editing and also symbolic editing. 
16 Lecture 5 of the film course offered by Nicolas Suen on 6/12/2001 in the Continuing Studies 
School of The Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
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by other analyses in the construction of child images. 
2.1.2 Ideological Approach 
Another approach is the ideological approach which is somewhat similar to 
sociological research, because it explains the relationship between movies and 
society and how film represents and constructs realities (Prince, 2001, p.402). 
Ideological film critics and analyses tend to focus on how films portray and reflect 
society or social phenomenon and speak for the social ideologies. It starts with 
pointing out the mainstream and prevailing discourses in discussing certain 
circumstances. Then, the way of how these discourses are represented and 
reconstructed in films is also examined. The ideological approach helps in supporting 
or criticizing the existing ideologies while it can also bring a synthesis among 
conflicting ideas (Prince, 2001, Pp. 402-405). 
r 
This approach facilitates the understanding of the social construction of child 
,images in films because the relationship of how children were perceived in reality 
and how they get represented in films will be examined. It can also clarify the social 
meanings of the film contents with reference to the mainstream discourses. Hence it 
��will be adopted in this research as a way for the following film analyses. 
In a nutshell, content analysis will be employed as a way to understand how 
films, concerning both the content and the form, constructed the child images. 
Meanwhile, ideological approach helps in understanding the social context and 
mainstream ideologies for the emergency of the images. Before embarking upon the 
analysis, the background of the Hong Kong film industry will be introduced. 
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2.2 The Development of the Hong Kong Film Industry 
and Its Relatedness with the Changes of the Child Images 
The first film produced in Hong Kong called Chuang Tzu Tests His Wife (莊 
子試妻，1913)(香港市政局’ 1997, p.xi). Since then, film industry became an 
important and indispensable source of entertainment and economic indicators for 
Hong Kong society. Within its one hundred years of development, the nature and 
style of films evolved. Many filmmakers, genres and artists were well-appreciated by 
the Hong Kong audience, and the film industry of Hong Kong has become quite 
famous in the world, especially in the recent decade. Hence, it is riot reasonable to 
neglect the development of the Hong Kong film industry while conducting a research 
concerning the filmic images of children in the Hong Kong films. In this section, I 
am going to clarify the relatedness of the child images and the development of the 
Hong Kong films. It is important to trace this relationship as the portrayals of child 
images, to a certain extent, have changed with the evolution of the whole industry. 
‘Therefore, understanding the development of the Hong Kong film industry becomes 
a prerequisite for having a finer grasp of the images themselves. 
.2.2.1 Formative and Developing 50s Film Industry - Time for Exploration 
After importing the techniques of facilitating sound effects and colors on the 
screen, the Hong Kong film industry had prepared for its first "harvest". Starting 
from the 50s, the Hong Kong film industry became popular among the general public. 
Most likely, the general public was the habitants who moved from China to Hong 
Kong soon after 1949. Some of the entrepreneurs also brought about their capital and 
their knowledge in film production. They helped in greatly enriching the industry at 
” that time. Hence, cinematic experiences became possible for the general public. 
Owing to the fever of martial arts, the most popular films were the Ktmg Fu and 
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Swordplay films. Among them, the Huang Fei Hong's films were the most reputable. 
The films worked to promulgate the tradition Chinese marital arts and promote 
Chinese life philosophy at the same time (Sek, 1980, p.28; Yu, 1981, p.91). Hence, 
they became popular and well-appreciated by the new immigrants, who still led their 
lives with close reference to the traditional values. In this vein, it is understood that 
child images seemed difficult to incorporate into the plot of the martial art films. 
Hence, children were largely sent in the filmic productions of the early-50s. 
2.2.2 The Golden Years of the 60s Film Industry - Time for Early Harvest 
During the 60s, the Hong Kong film industry became more prosperous than 
in the 50s. Owing to the rise of various child stars, such as Fung Bo-bo, Wong 
Oi-min, Sit Ka-yin (薛家燕)，Chan Sek-sao, and Lai Siu-tin (黎小田)，together with 
the popularity of family melodramas, child images gained their reputation on the 
screen. The fame of the child stars became a guarantee for the box office. Many 
well-known films, such as The Great Devotion (1960), the two series of Filial Piety 
that Moves the Heaven (1960)，Siu Chong Yuen^'^ (小狀元，1%1) and so on, were 
produced at that time. These family melodramas emphasized harmony and ethics 
while most of them were apolitical to the ruling class at that time (周華山’ 1990, 
P.33). From then on, children became a source to enhance the sensation of the films, 
whether through happiness or sadness. Besides, the images themselves implied the 
growing attention of the society towards children. Through different portrayals, 
children became a group of people who should attract certain attention, as they were 
different from the adults in physical, biological, psychological and cognitive aspects. 
Besides, it was also assumed that children possess a moral superiority (Jackson, 1986, 
• 17 Sin Chong Yuen means the "Little Champion Scholar". It was the title for the students in past 
dynasties who got the best results in the entrance examination. Every student studied hard for the 
examination as the career was guaranteed once they got such title. Students at that time only aim at 
getting the titles. ‘ 
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P.68). Melodramas at that time were not functioning as social criticism. Rather，they 
were served to state the importance of human relationships and ethical lessons. 
Hence, the child images in that era were usually related to moral pedagogy. It is 
always observed that child images helped in carrying out messages about the moral 
codes, which usually occurred in the familial context. Being optimistic to the future, 
obedient to the authority, and ready to admit their own mistakes, were repeated in 
different films. This kind of moral education was more likely a kind of venting of 
collective emotions rather than the reflection of the social reality. 
2.2.3 Discontinuity of the Prosperity of the Film Industry in the 70s 一 
Time for Reconstruction 
It is found that there was a twilight starting for the Cantonese films from the 
mid 60s. It was believed to be a decline of the industry at that time. Because free 
television channels were provided for every family, movie going was no longer the 
major source of entertainment. Many family-oriented films starring the child stars 
could be viewed on television other than in cinema. Therefore, movie going became 
far less attractive than before^Besides, the older generation of directors lacked 
creativity in productions. The crude production method of finishing a film in almost 
seven days was outdated, as the quality of film could not be guaranteed. Intense 
„ competitions were found among different studios, causing some of them to close 
down. All these were to account for the decline of the film industry at that time (周華 
[If, 1990, p.58). Meanwhile, Mandarin films got the largest market share in the 
industry, marginalizing the Cantonese ones. Hence, the development of the 
Cantonese films stagnated. It is shown that the Mandarin films outnumbered the 
18 The box office in the 70’s, especially the 1974 and 1975 one, dropped significantly, with 4% and 
14% respectively. It was believed that the decreasing profit in box office was an adjustment for the 
further success in the 80’s and 90，s (陳淸偉，2000, p. 16). 
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Cantonese ones (周華山，1990, p.59). Until the Home of 72 tenants (七十二家房客’ 
1973) was put on the screen, the industry became refreshed and lively again. In the 
mid 70s, most of the films were related to violence, martial arts or pornography, as 
these themes were not allowed on the television. Hence, they could only be seen in 
the cinemas. As a result, children were less able to participate in film productions. 
That's why child images were less prevalent at that time, as the genres were .believed 
to be unsuitable for children. 
Apart from the industry itself, the social expectation regarding children 
changed sharply in this period of time. With the economic success of Hong Kong 
society, lives have become more affluent. The society had much resource for 
devoting to the neglected social groups which were worthwhile to be taken care of. 
Children were one of them. Various legislations were passed for the sake of 
protecting children from being exploited or hurt. Besides, education and social 
welfare became tailor-made for the all-round development of successful and happy 
‘children. As Jackson (1986) said, "An underlying belief is that children, because they 
are inherently good, deserve the best Parents that their children were special; 
nothing was too good for them (p.95)". Hence, children could not devote themselves 
� � a s full-time artists as what the former child stars did. They had to go to school, 
especially since the implementation of the nine-years-compulsory education. Besides, 
child labors were strictly forbidden except those allowed by the Commissioner for 
Labori9. Therefore, children appeared less frequently in the films starting from the 
mid 70s. 
19 According to the Employment of Children Regulations, in Employment Ordinance, Chapter 57. 
The Employment of Children Regulations made under the Employment Ordinance governs the 
employment of children in all economic sectors. One of them told that Children aged under 13 are 
prohibited from taking up employment. However, for the purposes of art and training, the 
Commissioner for Labour may grant special permission for children to be employed as entertainers, 
subject to certain stringent conditions as the Commissioner may specify. 
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2.2.4 Golden Years in Both the 80s^° and the 90s -
Time For Innovation and Globalization 
Escaped from the downturn of the film industry in the mid 60s to the mid 70s, 
the film industry developed different kinds of genres and styles to cater for and 
explore the audience's interest. From the late 70s to the early 80s, there appeared a 
Hong Kong New Wcxve Movement. Inspired by the French New Wave Movement, 
many emerging directors, most of them studied film production in foreign countries, 
began to produce films in a more serious manner. However, this movement did not 
alter the commercially oriented nature of the film industry in Hong Kong. Luckily, 
several directors gained their fame from this movement, such as Ann Hui (許鞍華） 
and Allen Fong (方育平).Fong's Father and Son (父子情，1981) was one of the 
films which manipulated the traditional relationship between father and son for 
criticizing the social reality. Though it was not appreciated much by the general 
audience, it gained fame for Fong as one of the professional directors in that era. 
After the New Wave Movement, many directors and filmmakers became 
conscious of the importance of the market for this industry. Hence, they tried hard to 
cater to the interest of the audience in order to achieve bigger box office. For 
examples, romances and melodramas were typical genres in the mid 80s. Besides, 
v\ 
violence and pornography were also indispensable for the industry. Until the rise of 
„ Stephen Chow (周星馳）in the late-80s to the early-90s, who brought a totally new 
scenario of filmmaking to the industry and contributed much to bring a "ridiculous 
and humor" but critical sense to the cinemas. His films were widely known among 
not only the Hong Kong audience, but also those in the Mainland China. His 
innovation was highly praised by many professionals in the industry. 
Though innovative elements were added into the industry, some conventional 
20 80’s is believed to be the "Golden Year" in the film industry because the increasing percentage of 
the box office is the ever greatest. For statistical information, please refer to the Appendix I. 
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genres were still popular^\ As I have mentioned, romance, melodrama, action and 
swordplay films were still the mainstreams in the cinema. In such cases, child images 
seemed actively portrayed in these genres. However, their "re-appearance" witnessed 
the change of the notion of children, and also the change of how child images were 
constructed. 
Child images from the 80s to the 90s were not as valuable as in reality. 
Usually, they were placed in moral dilemma, confronting the vague boundaries 
between adults and children. However, on the other hand, child images were 
objectified and lost its distinctiveness. Child images could not be positioned. For 
example, in various films about single-parent family and those action films, child 
images seemed to be the major roles. However, they were most likely to show the 
tension between the adults or support the adults in telling the plot. Unlike the 60s 
when most of them were the genuine "actors or actresses" in the film, the 
r 
"re-appearance" of the child images nowadays implied an intensively but hidden 
‘power exercised over them. The boundary between them and the adults were no 
longer as distinct as it was in the 60s. However, the room for them to gain their 
uniqueness and autonomy became even less. Hence, we could see that the nature of 
“the child images has changed. • 
Owing to the success of Jacky Chan (成龍）and Chow Yun-Fat (周、潤發）in 
getting into Hollywood, the Hong Kong filmmakers and artists began to get prepared 
to enter Hollywood. The most distinctive feature of the Hong Kong films was action 
and Kung Fu. Hence, much investment was put to develop the action films. Romance, 
comedy, melodrama and documentary, which could not attract investment, were not 
emphasized. In this vein, child images could have two possible results. On the one 
21 Action film is the most major genre in any time of film development in Hong Kong. Comedy was 
other one which attracted many audiences. Besides, melodramas, romance, horror, and pornography 
are also popular genre in Hong Kong films (陳淸偉，2000, 20-52;吳昊、羅卡、卓伯棠，1997). 
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hand, they would become less important, as they were believed to perform well in 
the genres in romance, comedy and melodramas, which I coined the term "soft 
genre”. Even they were shown in those films, they were only in supporting roles for 
the major actors or actresses. The most distinctive examples were Wong Kwan Yun 
(黃i申玄)22 and Cheng Pak Lam (鄭柏林).On the other hand, children were needed 
to perform in Kung Fu and action films. For example, Tse Miu (謝苗）and Sik Siu 
Lung (釋/J�龍）were the two most popular fighting child stars in the 90s. In those 
films, child images served to enhance sympathy and excitement, instead of showing 
their distinctiveness as children themselves. 
Hence, it is not difficult to understand that the change of the child images was 
related to the evolution of the film industry. In such sense, after understanding the 
history of the industry, it would be a stepping-stone towards a better grasp for the 
following analysis of the change of child images, with reference to the Foucauldian 
framework. 
、、 • 
22 Wong is a famous child star in Taiwan. He and Cheng Pak Lam, both co-acted in the film The Story 
of My Son", won the Best Child Actor Award in the Asia Pacific Film Festival. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Double Marginalization -Children as Victims 
Studies of the portrayals of child images in films were few, especially those 
concerning the construction of the child images in relation to the adults. As it is 
generally accepted, children belong to a social category which is different from the 
adults not only in physical or biological terms, but also the social ones. To most 
people, children are dependent and weak. In the meantime, they need to be socialized, 
with the prevalent norms and values in the society, and they need to be cultivated and 
educated in order to maintain social stability. In this sense, children seem to be a 
privileged class in the society, since much attention and resources are given to them. 
However, from other perspectives, children are marginalized, or even excluded in 
some of the social arenas. They may lose their autonomy and uniqueness, especially 
r 
under the adults' arrangements. Child images, which showed a subordinating 
relationship to adults, were explicitly and frequently shown in the films produced in 
the 60s. The children were always neglected and it could be seen that child images 
were constructed as subordinates to adults. They were marginalized as their voices or 
�� t he i r points of view were not accepted by the adults. 
In recent decades, among the child images, girls were further marginalized 
and excluded from the boys. This phenomenon, to a certain extent, was related to the • 
idea of gender inequality in Chinese society. Unlike the girls portrayed in the western 
societies, the girl in Hong Kong films tended to be the ultimate sufferers in most 
cases. In the late-80s to the 90s, there were even no girls images appeared in the 
films. In this chapter, I want to argue that child images experienced different degree 
• and different nature of marginalization in different periods. Firstly, marginalization 
was found in the 60s, child images were in a form of negligence and ignorance. 
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Those images were constructed as the poorest and the most suffering members of the 
society; Later on, marginalization became more intense but hidden because of the 
changing nature. Systematic institutions, together with the intensive control and care 
over children, became a kind of marginalization making children a rather powerless 
and voiceless group. This kind of marginalization was overwhelming as it offered 
certain advantages to children. All I want to argue will be illustrated with the films in 
the following sections. 
3.1 Subordinating to the Adults -
Child Images as Sufferers in the Social Margin. 
In the 1960s, the most typical genres were Chinese opera, photodramas and 
family melodramas, which were often shot inside the familial context. Hence, child 
images became an inevitable part of the films at that time. There were many episodes 
showing the relationships between adults and children, which were usually 
asymmetrical ones, that children were always subordinated to adults. It was to a 
certain extent resulted from the Chinese tradition of "order by seniority" which 
influenced much the position of children in this relational network in the society. 
Children were believed to be less capable and inexperienced in the relational network. 
Moreover, authority was given to the adults. Hence, children were long believed to 
be only the unimportant accessories of adults. Children were not allowed to 
participate in the major decision-making process in family while adults were in 
charge of all aspects of the daily lives. Girls were further marginalized from boys 
because female were inferior to male in the patriarchal tradition. Films like The 
Great devotion, A Lily in the Storm (暴雨紅蓮，1962) and Father is back (火窟幽蘭， 
•• 1962) could explain how children were marginalized under the superiority of adults 
and how girls suffered from the double marginalization in the 60s. 
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3.1.1 The Great Devotion (1961)- Children in Extreme Poverty 
Table 1. Production Details for The Great Devotion 
ITtle The Great Devotion^^ — 
Chinese Title "^天下父母心；別名：可怜天下父母心 
Director Cho Yuen 
Production/ Hong Kong : The Shanlian Film Company， 
Distribution 1960 Hong Kong : The Wader Film S tud io� Product ion�， 
Details 98 minutes; sound, Black and White ° 
Genre Ethic melodrama 
The Great Devotion was a classic Hong Kong melodramatic film. Many 
Hong Kong people must have watched this film, as it was believed to be the 
exemplar in talking about family and children in poverty. Starting with an episode of 
buying flowers for the coming Lunar New Year, we were told that Chan's family was 
relatively rich as they were able to spend much to buy flowers. Chan Chi Hong (陳志 
康)，the father, was a teacher who had stable salary and thus could afford to spend 
more money, as he was not worried about possible unemployment. After returning 
-home, the whole family was ready to celebrate the Lunar New Year eve. From the 
frame, the mise-en-scene could tell the fair living condition of this family. Many 
friends, neighbors, and the students of Mr. Chan came for the banquet with this 
�> family. 
Beginning with such a situation, audience could infer that the children in the 
Chan's family were very fortunate. Their father was willing to buy flowers even 
though they were expensive. Besides, hoping to provide a more comfortable living 
condition for the children, Chi Hong moved to a new flat. He wanted to give all the 
best to his children. And the children were very likeable and cute. They made wish 
before the flowers for bringing a newborn child to the Chan's family. When the 
23 Detailed information of films in the analysis in this and the following chapters will be shown in the 
Appendix II. 
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Chan's family suffered from the poor living condition in the latter part of the film, 
the children were considerate and they helped to share the responsibility by 
performing the domestic duties, or doing part time job. They skipped schools, avoid 
eating, and even pretended cripples on the street to beg for money to cure their 
mother. They tried to hide the fact in order not to upset the mother. Even when their 
mother beat them, they insisted to keep their mouth shut. 
After laid off by the school, Chi Hong tried hard to seek job to earn a living 
for the family. However, because of the poor economic condition at that time，he 
could not find one. Luckily he was asked to write a novel by a publishing company. 
Hence, he started to write "Great Devotion" to see whether it could earn money. 
Meanwhile, Mrs. Chan, Yuk Ping ( 李 玉 萍 e a r n e d money by participating in 
the domestic handicraft industry and the sons worked in the restaurant after school. 
Everything seemed going well. Unluckily, Chi Hong's novel was rejected and his 
youngest baby daughter was seriously sick. As he had no other alternative, he 
‘planned to send the elder daughter, Siu May (/J�薇)，to a relative to lessen the 
financial burden of the family. Siu May did not repine over her parents, as she knew 
the situation of the family. Finally, because of the begging of Yuk Ping and the 
�children, Siu May did not have to live with that relative. 
The situation faced by the Chan's family was even tougher. Chi Hong 
borrowed money from a loan shark for paying the medical expense for his youngest 
baby daughter. Unfortunately, the baby died and he could not repay the debt. He 
wanted to commit suicide, as he could not think of any way out. Meanwhile, Yuk 
Ping threatened to poison her children if Chi Hong killed himself. Finally, both Chi 
Hong and Yuk Ping did not kill themselves and their children. Meanwhile, Chi Hong 
24 Mrs. Chan was called Yuk Ping in the film. However, it was shown "Yuk Mei" in the database of 
the Hong Kong Film Achieve. (http://webpac. hkfa. Icsd. gov. hk/webpac/index.html) 
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got a letter from the publishing company that the readers liked his novel very much. 
The story ended when the camera panned to a new house and the children prayed 
before the flowers again for a new baby for the Chan's family. 
This melodrama was very popular in the 60s. On the one hand, it could reflect 
the tough situation that faced by the majority of the population. The audience shared 
and involved into the collective emotion easily. On the other hand, the performances 
of the child stars were appealing, which moved the audience much. Moreover, the 
message brought by the films was clear enough which had an educating effect. It was 
very appreciated by the Hong Kong people at that time, especially for those new 
immigrants. To a certain extent, though the performances of the child stars were 
appealing, they still represented the subordinating and gendered roles which worth to 
be further discussed in the later part of this chapter. 
f» 
3.1.2 Father is Back (^9e2)-
Two Siblings Struggled for Survival Without Parental Care 
Table 2. Production Details for Father is Back 
Title Father is Back 
Chinese Title 火窟幽蘭 
Director Lee Ti 
Production/ Hong Kong:'The Hualian Film Company, 1961 ° 
Distribution Hong K o n g � Product ion� : Hong Kong Studio� Production�1961. 
"Details Sound, Black and White 
Genre Family melodrama 
This was a tragedy about Ah Lan (阿蘭)and her brother, Ah Hung (洪仔)• 
The story started with Ah Lan's mother being seriously ill, and she did not tell Ah 
Lan that her father was a prisoner. The children had never seen their father and their 
mother was the sole breadwinner ever since they were bom. However, their mother 
was seriously ill. They could not help her with anything or even earn money for 
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medication. They did not have money for the rent either. Unluckily, their mother died 
because of the illness. Both of the children led even more bitter lives since then. 
After his release from the prison, Chan Huo (陳火）wanted to seek his 
children and wife. However, he worried that his children would look down on him, 
hence, he dared not tell them the truth even when they met each other finally. He just 
pretended to be a friend of their father. After that, Chan Huo treated the children very 
well and he even moved to their house and helped them to pay rent. However, he was 
misunderstood by the neighbors that he had bad intention for Ah Lan. Hence, he was 
dispelled from the apartment. Ah Hung believed that Huo was innocent as he really 
treated him and Ah Lan well. Huo bought him toys and food, also played and chatted 
with him. Hence, though Ah Hung did not know that Huo was his father, he already 
treated Huo like his "father". 
Even though Huo was unwilling to commit crime again after he was released, 
the gangs still asked him to join the illegal activities. In the very beginning, he 
‘refused decisively as he had a stable job in the construction site and he needed to 
take care of the children. However, he wanted to give a better life to his children. 
Hence, he promised to help the gangs to rob for the last time. He was not caught 
during the robbery and he went home immediately. He told the children that he was 
their father. They were very happy and had dinner together. At that climatic moment, 
the police came in and arrested Huo. Both of the children were very sad and they 
were not willing to leave their father again. 
Finally, Huo was sent into prison once more. His children, together with Ah 
Lan's boyfriend, went to visit him. He reminded the children to behave well and 
never take him as a role model. Ah Lan and her boyfriend, To Chung Man (杜仲文)， 
sought for the approval of Huo for their marriage. All of them were happy and the 
children promised Huo to visit him frequently and wait for him to come home again. 
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The plot was also a typical melodrama. Children without parental care for 
various reasons repeatedly appeared in the films of that period. This to a certain 
extent, reflected the social context concerned. The newly immigrated Chinese might 
not be able to adapt to the new lives in Hong Kong. They might not be able to find 
job and thus started to earn money illegally. Besides, public hygiene was not good 
and people were not aware of the importance of personal hygiene in the 60s. Hence, 
people would get sick easily. Together with the poor financial condition, many 
people died because of the lack of medication. Orphans were recurrently found in 
Hong Kong society in the 1960s. There were many orphans' homes established at 
that time. However, some of the children might need to take care of themselves 
without any shelter, just like Ah Lan and Ah Hung. Some of the children came from 
single-parent families. They might have stepmothers or stepfathers and suffered from 
their mistreatments. A Lily in the Storm was another story regarding the suffering of 
1* 
the children due to the cruel treatment of the stepmother. 
3.1.3 A Lily in the Storm (1962)-
A Boy Who was Mistreated by His Stepmother 
Table 3. Production Details for A Lily in the Storms 
�� J • j • 
Title A Lily in the Storms/Lotus in the Rain 
Chinese Title 暴雨紅蓮 
“Director Lee Ti 
Production/ 
Hong Kong: Ling Kwong Film Company, 1962. 
Distribution 
Details Sound, Black and White; 35 mm. 
Genre Melodrama 
Child images were not a major part in this film but it really told the suffering 
and subordination of children under the supervision of adults. The story started with 
a poor girl, Ngan Kit Lin (顏潔蓮)，whose mother died. She needed to leave the 
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village to get a job in order to repay the debt for her mother. Hence, she stayed with 
her auntie and got a job in a restaurant. As she was responsible for selling Dim Sum, 
she was always harassed by the customers because of her attractive appearance. 
Ching Guang Yuen (程光遠)，the main actor in this film, knew that Kit Lin was a 
good girl and wanted to marry her. On the other hand, the daughter of his boss, Fa 
Yuet Yung (花月蓉)was attracted to him. After some incidents, Kit Lin and Guang 
Yuen got married and gave birth to a son. However, the happy moment did not last 
for long. 
After marriage, Kit Lin was always complained by her mother-in-law, as she 
thought that Kit Lin was not a good and well-behaved girl and she worked as a Dim 
Sum waitress in restaurant. Kit Lin did not lead a happy life until her son, Siu Yuen 
(程小遠)’ was born. However, the fortune of Kit Lin aroused the jealousy of Yuet 
Yung. Hence, she framed up Kit Lin for seemingly having extra-marital relationship 
with another man. Together with the bias of her mother-in-law, Kit Lin was believed 
‘ t o be an immoral woman. Guang Yuen did not trust her either. She was extremely 
frustrated and desperated and hence she jumped into the sea to prove herself 
innocent. 
“ While all people believed that Kit Lin was dead, Guang Yuen got married 
with Yuet Yung and Siu Yung (程/J�蓉）was bom. Being a stepmother, Yuet Yung 
treated Siu Yuen exceptionally bad as he was the son of Kit Lin. She did not allow 
Siu Yuen to go to school with Siu Yung by the same car. She even did not allow him 
to play with her daughter. Siu Yuen became a substitute for releasing her anger on 
Kit Lin. Siu Yuen suffered as he was always beaten by this stepmother. He wanted to 
escape from this suffering, so he rushed out of the house. However, he was knocked 
down by a car and was sent to the hospital. Everything was already well- rranged in 
films, Kit Lin did not die when she jumped into the sea and she was saved by a 
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doctor. She became a nurse and worked in the hospital that Siu Yuen stayed. She 
knew Siu Yuen was her son but dared not tell him. She was very sad when she knew 
that Yuet Yung treated him badly. 
» 
After his discharge, Kit Lin still took care of Siu Yuen. She bought him toys 
and took him to have fun. In an episode, Siu Yuen was seriously sick, and the doctor 
asked Kit Lin to visit him. At that night, the man who earlier helped Yuet Yung to 
trap Kit Lin also killed Yuet Yung, because she was not willing to give him money. 
Finally, Yuet Yung died, and Kit Lin came back to Guang Yuen and Siu Yuen. She 
took good care of Siu Yong and her mother-in-law as well. 
A Lily in the Storm typically showed the suffering of children under the 
"nurturing" of the stepmother. It was also shown in many other films. Child images 
became the subordinates under adults' will and they were not treasured or respected 
by the adults and it was especially true for the stepchildren. It was lucky that Siu 
Yuen was a boy. It seemed that girls would suffer more under the control of 
‘stepparents, such as the story in the Orphans Saved her Adoptive Mother (苦兒救母， 
1960). Boys were always more treasured by the family. Even in A Lily in the Storm, 
Siu Yuen was cared a lot by his father and grandmother, as he was the only son in the 
�� family. Hence, it is shown that girls were further marginalized from boys, owing to 
the Chinese traditional belief that male was more superior to female. 
3.2 Acceptance for Children as a Separate Entity?-
An Analysis of the Child Images in the Subordinating Context in Films. 
Certain autonomy was granted in the construction of the 60s child images. It 
is seen that children shouldered the domestic duties. In The Great Devotion, the two 
. boys worked after school in order to contribute to the family, as they knew the tough 
situation their family was encountering. In Lily in Storm and Father is Back, the 
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children were portrayed as rather independent roles in the films. They took care of 
themselves, as their parents were either dead or having long working hours. In 
Father is Back, Ah Lan even took up the role of parents to take care of her younger 
brother, Ah Hung. Not only did she take care of his daily lives, but also worked for 
paying the rent. In Lily in the Storm, without the care of his mother, Siu Yuen needed 
to go to school by himself on foot, even though it was a long way. He needed to take 
care of his daily life since he was neglected by his stepmother who was angry with 
his real mother Kit Lin. Guang Yuen was busy at work while his own mother was not 
able to take care of Siu Yuen, hence, Siu Yuen needed to be independent from his 
"family". All these examples showed the relative autonomy and independence the 
children could enjoy in their portrayals in that era. Compared with the lives of the 
children and the child images in these decades, the child images as constructed in 
films of recent decades seemed to be less autonomous and less distinctive. These will 
be discussed in the later part of this chapter. In this part, I want to explain the 
‘relationship between children and adults in the films at that time. The portrayals 
above were clearly not empowering the children. On the contrary, the kind of 
portrayal was showing the subordinating child images in the films. 
“ According to Foucault, marginalization was subjected to historical, cultural 
and social factors. In the 60s films, I have proposed that child images as constructed 
were marginalized in a sense that they were neglected and exploited regarding their 
basic rights. That means it was a marginalization in terms of negligence and 
exploitation. Their rights could only be attained with the involvement of adults. 
Hence, child images were marginalized and they were the subordinates of adults. It is 
understood that, child images were always used as a medium for arousing audience's 
emotion. In fact, their positions in films were mainly for emphasizing the sufferings 
of the main characters. Their appearances were to enhance the desperate atmosphere 
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of the main plots. Historically speaking, children were used to be treasured and 
valued as they were assumed to be powerless. Audience would feel extremely sad 
when their lives were tough or they suffered from various traumas. Hence, the 
seeming independent images were not that empowering at all. There was a hidden 
message that, children were neglected in some sense, and they were only the 
"accessories" to the main plots. 
It is easier to understand the argument with reference to the films I have 
introduced in the last section. In The Great Devotion, children were important 
elements. However, they were important in a sense to construct the tough life that the 
Chan's family was suffering. It would be possible to tell the story by having only one 
or without any child character. As it was stated in the end that, the film name was 
only the name of the novel that eventually helped the Chan's family to escape from 
the predicament. However, except for showing filial piety, child images were not 
very significant in bringing any effects in the films. That means, children were not an 
‘independent entity in the films. They showed their influence only when they were 
linked with the parents and their fates were determined by their parents. Referring to 
the episode of giving Siu Lok (/J�樂）to one of the relatives, it is seen that the parents 
“could give away their children to others if they could not afford the cost of nurturing. 
Chi Hong could determine the fate of Siu Lok, regardless of her will. It was very 
common in the 60s films, such as the Filial Piety, that children were a kind of 
subordinate under the control and supervision of adults but not a separate entity 
entitled to determine and control their own lives. Once the family experienced 
financial crisis, the children were ready to be sold in order to preserve the integrity of 
the family. It was contradictory to the western ideas that children were precious. 
Children did not have the right to decide their ways of life. They were powerless 
until they became adults. Lee proposed that it was because children were 
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"becomings" rather than beings. "Becomings" mean they are becoming adults, 
implying a sense of "transformation" instead of a being. Power follows only the 
beings, that means, the adults who possess the wholeness and completeness (Lee, 
2001, p. 105). I would suggest that children were pushed to the marginal places in the 
society. They might be placed in restaurants, to do part time jobs, such as the episode 
in The Great Devotion, or they might be placed in an environment surrounding with 
prostitutes, such as the plot in Father is Back. Sometimes, they might be placed 
among conflicting adults, such as in the Lily in the Storm. They seldom had their 
"own" positions as they were always positioned in relation to the adults. Hence, 
children were subordinated to the adults. 
In Lily in the storm, Siu Yuen was the most distinct image to show his 
powerlessness and subordinating role. Siu Yuen was the son of Kit Lin. However, she 
was circumvented by Yuet Yung by accusing her of having extra marital relationship 
with another man and forced into suicide to show her innocence. Hence, Siu Yuen 
‘ h a d never seen her mother since he was born. He was exploited for having maternal 
love as Yuet Yung was very cruel to him. He was forbidden to play with, and go to 
school with his sister, Siu Yong, who was bom by Yuet Yung. He needed to walk for 
“ a long distance every day to go to school. Besides, Yuet Yong even asked him not to 
go to school in order to save money. It was a very typical plot that the stepmother 
treated the stepchild in very unreasonable ways. For example in the The Orphan 
Saved her Adoptive Mother, the child also suffered from the mistreatment of the 
stepmother. Such mistreatment was a technique for emphasizing the sad atmosphere 
of the whole film. The stepchild became a tool for the stepmother to release her 
anger against the "original" wife of her husband. This further showed that children 
were positioned only with the adults' presences. They could not be independent 
entities by themselves. Just like Siu Yuen, he was seriously beaten once he ate an 
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apple given by his grandmother. It was because Yuet Yung blamed him for stealing 
the apple though it was actually given by the grandmother. Siu Yuen was so scared 
and rushed out of the house and was knocked down by a car. All these episodes, 
though seemed incredible and exaggerated in today's society, were really portrayed 
in the films of the 1960s. Yuet Yung pushed Siu Yuen to the marginal position, not 
only in the domestic arena, but also in the social one, as she even exploited his right 
of education. Once he could not go to school, he could not get a good job. As it could 
be seen in other films, such as The Seven Kids, education was very important for a 
child to get a job at that time. If he could not have job opportunity, he would be 
forced to be a member of the lower class, suffering from the tough life the people in 
Father is Back had. In that film, most of the people lived in crowded apartments. The 
residents of that worse environment included drug addicts, prostitutes and loan 
sharks. Ah Lan and Ah Hung grew up in such a condition. 
The portrayal of Ah Lan was somewhat similar to that of Siu Yuen. Both she 
‘ and her brother were marginalized as they were forced to live with the social under 
class. Symbolically, the children in this film were the marginalized people, as they 
could not afford moving to other places, even though the living condition was not 
��satisfactory for children. They could only live with the bad guys. In this situation, on 
the one hand, the children were placed in a complicated environment that their 
innocence became pronounced, as compared with the dark side of the society. On the 
other hand, it helped to tell the suffering of the children without parental care. This 
arrangement showed that the children were marginalized. It also implied the 
importance of adult's care for a child to lead a better life. I would remind that 
children should have certain degree of ability to lead their lives on their own, or they 
would be as helpless as the two children in this film. Besides, it is seen that children 
were easily mistreated when parental care was absent. Ah Lan was always seduced to 
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become prostitute as she was pretty but poor. Both she and Ah Hung were lack of 
food and nobody was willing to help and take care of them. The loan sharks only 
intended to get back the debt owed by their mother. The owner of the apartment 
always urged them to pay the rent for their tiny bed space. All these showed the 
indifferences and the cruelty of the adults towards the children. Children were not 
privileged in this scenairo. Being subordinates, they could only be constructed and 
molded by the environment or the adults. 
In this case, we can see some distinctive differences concerning the power 
brought upon the children. It is undeniable that power is often exercised over 
children. However, the nature of power is not always that repressive. As what 
Foucault said, power is omnipresent but in a network of relation. Here, the power 
exercised by parents on children is different from that exercised by other adults in 
general. I cannot deny that there is affection in the relationship between parents and 
children. Hence I want to supplement that power could be a kind of soft power, 
especially as exercised by parents over children. It is still a kind of power 
relationship but the nature of power is not that negative, or it should not be supposed 
to be negative in Foucault's term neither. 
�� Having mentioned that child images were not separate entities as they were 
under the supervision of adults, it can be further claimed that, girl images were 
further marginalized. That means gender issues were taken into account in the 
construction of the child images. In the 60s film industry, many of the child stars 
were girls, because girls had less chance for going to school than boys in that decade. 
They could work in the film industry to earn a living for the family. In other words, 
they became child labours who contributed much to the Hong Kong film industry. 
For most of the time, these child stars performed their roles in accordance to social 
expectations for women in traditional Chinese society, which was another level of 
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marginalization. 
The major child stars in almost all the selected films were performed by girls. 
Girls were used to enhance the impression of the films, as they were believed to be 
more emotional and sensitive to family and more attached to parents. Most 
importantly, boys were less mistreated because traditional Chinese families usually 
treasured boys, while girls were usually viewed as a kind of commodity. Hence, the 
melodrama inevitably employed such girls' images in the films. Girls in this sense 
became a kind of "catalyst" for the dramatic development of the whole film. They 
usually played the sufferers in the plot. Moreover, what they did in the film was 
usually fulfilling the social expectation on women. For example, all the girl images 
were asked to assist their mother to perform domestic duties but the boys were going 
to do part time job to earn money. (Gateward and Pomerance, 2002, p.l7). Besides, 
girls were not encouraged to study a lot or go out too much, as their ultimate goal in 
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life was the same as their mothers - getting married. Hence, the girls were 
‘marginalized in a sense that they were trained to grow up as women, who were 
another group of social minority. 
In the films that I have introduced before, Siu Mei and Ah Lan were the two 
“mos t typical kinds of girl images in the 60s melodramas. It is seen that, both of them 
needed to bear the responsibility of taking care of the younger siblings, Siu Lok and 
Ah Hung. Besides, they were always thinking of ways to lessen the family burden. 
As sacrifice usually involved gender consideration, it was clearly shown in The 
Great Devotion that the elder children or the girls were required to sacrifice their 
chance of education. Hence，Siu Mei suggested that she would not go to school in 
order to save money for her two elder brothers. Siu Mei was also willing to follow 
her relative to go to Mainland China in order to lessen the financial burden of the 
Chan's family. Also, in Father is Back, Ah Lan had to seek job for raising Ah Hung 
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and earning a living. Girls were in this sense a very tough role. However, what 
portrayed behind was that they were weak and powerless. If we traced back to the 
social context of Hong Kong society in the 60s, it was believed that female, 
particularly girls, were not capable of earning a living on their own. They might only 
be able to work as garment workers or in fields related to handicraft and light 
industry. For most of the times as shown in the films, the girls usually encountered 
trickeries such as the one encountered by Ah Lan in Father is Back. She was almost 
tempted to work as a prostitute. Hence it implied that girls needed to sacrifice more 
than boys in the familial and social context involved. 
Besides, it is interesting to see that female child stars were often cast as boys. 
For example, in the Tears of Isolated Phoenix (MM 淚，1961), Siu Chong Yuen, Filial 
Piety that Moves the Heaven and Little Artists, Sit Ka-yin, Wong Oi-min or Fung 
Bo-bo played the role of "boy" in the films. In this case, it was because of the lack of 
popular boy stars in that period. However, it could also be seen as ignoring and 
‘neglecting the uniqueness of a girl's identity. It seemed that there was "unisex" for 
the girl stars to perform boys' roles. Most likely, they presented themselves as the 
socially expected boy images. For example, in Siu Chong Yuen, Fung Bo-bo seemed 
� � t o bear the responsibility of saving his innocent mother, as he was the only son in the 
family. This role played by her was reinforcing the idea that boys needed to have 
accomplishment in work and studies, while girls did not need to do so. This kind of 
"exchange" of gender roles did not contribute to the uniqueness or empowerment of 
the girl images in the films. Instead, the images reinforced the concept and gender 
inequality of the traditional Chinese society, even when they were small. Hence, I 
would claim that girl images encounter a "double marginal ization" from adults and 
boys for catering to the Chinese ideas. 
As a remark for this section, it is believed that, from the films discussed 
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above, children could enjoy certain kind of autonomy. However, actually the 
demarcation between children and adults was hidden. Children who gained that kind 
of autonomy might suffer, as they were eventually ignored so that they could do what 
they wanted. It implied that the child images at that time, even though more distinct 
than from those in the following decades, were usually served as the tool for 
introducing the desperate situation that most families encountered, or explaining the 
essentiality of adults in the growing process of children. It is undeniable that children 
needed to be cared for. But the point is that there should be room for them to 
determine their way of life. In the 60s images, though the children, especially the 
girls, were ignored, the room for them to take charge of their lives was still larger 
than that of the children could enjoy today. 
3.3 Absence of Child Images in the 70s - A Turn of the Child Images 
In the 70s, child images were nearly absent in cinematic production. It was an 
‘extreme that child images were totally excluded from the cinema. Until the late 80s, 
children became actively and frequently shown on the screen. However, the nature of 
representations changed. Firstly, the relationship between adults and children became 
� � m o r e definite - superior and inferior- but hidden. Secondly, the demarcation became 
ever clearer than before while the room for children to determine their lives was even 
smaller. Control over children became more intensive. Thirdly, outstanding girl 
images almost disappeared in the screen since the late 80s. Girl images appeared 
only in terms of supporting roles in film such as Whatever Will Be, Will Be and The 
Age of Miracles (嫲嫲帆帆,1996). 
The above changes could account for the changing ideas of how the society 
treated children. As mentioned before, the 60s Hong Kong society was relatively 
unstable without family planning. Many families suffered from heavy burden 
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because of giving birth to too many children. Together with the inattentive attitude 
toward children in the traditional Chinese community, hence, children were not 
treasured enough at that time. As a result, what was portrayed in the films was the 
suffering of the children in the dark side of the society. They needed to feed 
themselves or encounter and tackle the difficulties by themselves. 
With the well-established institutions, such as family and education, when 
Hong Kong became a relatively affluent society in the 70s, children became 
important, as they were the future pillars of society. Nine-years free and compulsory 
education was introduced and implemented in 1978. Much welfare was provided and 
bills were passed for protecting the upbringing of children. Children were under 
much better protection than before. They were no longer the neglected and the 
ignored. Rather, the society became attentive to this particular social category. 
Nursery schools or kindergartens were established to look after the children in 
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daytime when parents went to work. The progress of policies concerning the children 
‘provided a better living condition for the children, but on the other hand, it might 
bring another unintended consequence of what Foucault termed - "confinement". By 
this, I mean smaller room is left for the children to be "themselves", as a unique 
� � g r o u p of children. Rather, they were confined under adults' control, including their 
parents. Since then, children in certain age groups were required to be supervised 
within the institution. It might help to stabilize the whole society and also be 
beneficial to the children themselves. Meanwhile, it also implied the clear 
demarcation between adults and children. It is easy to note in the films that, school 
became another of children's important domain. School, as the secondary socializing 
agent, became as important as the family. Both of them presented tighter control over 
children, whether in films or in reality. Besides, because of the policies to protect 
children's rights, children were not allowed to work. That means child labour was no 
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longer allowed in Hong Kong. Hence it also explained the reduced appearances of 
child stars starting from the late 70s. A point worth noting is that Hong Kong society 
became more attentive to the human development of children. In the meantime, the 
power relationship between adults and children became more hidden in the sense that 
power was not only directly exercised by adults over children, but also together with 
the manipulation of other institutions, such as education, welfare, the legal system 
and so on. Somehow, the power exercised over children might not be unfavourable to 
them, as it could really enable the children to grow in a more protective environment. 
The third thing that I want to explain concerning the change of child filmic 
images is the almost absence of girl images in the recent decades. There were no 
popular girl images after the high tide bought by Fung Bo-bo and Wong Oi-min. 
Until the beginning of the 90s, there were some child stars on the screen again but 
most of them were boys. Cheng Pak-lam, Wong Yuen-kwan, and later, Tse Miu and 
Sik Siu-long. No distinctive girl images were shown. The reason might be that 
melodramas were no longer the major popular genres in the Hong Kong film industry 
recently, while comedies, action films and horrors were gaining its market shares (陳 
淸偉，2000 年).These kinds of genre might not require frequent portrayals of child 
�� images to introduce the plots. Hence, child stars became less important in telling the 
plot than in the 60s. Besides, familial context was not always emphasized in the films 
starting from the late 70s. Hence boys and girls needed not be pictured as an essential 
part of the families. Boy stars might act as fighters in actions films. However, girls 
seemed difficult to gain importance in any genres in the recent films industry. That 
was one of the reasons for the absence of girl stars during this period. 
Nevertheless, child images became frequently shown in the beginning of the 
90s, especially the appearance of Cheng Pak-lam. In Son on the Run (1991) and The 
Story of my Son (愛的世界，1992), Cheng played a child who had lost his mother and 
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suffered a lot. Even though he lacked maternal love, he still had his father to take 
care of him. Unlike the films in the 60s, he, as a child, did not wander on the street or 
seek job for maintaining the survival of the family, as children were not believed to 
be the breadwinner in the recent decades. Rather, he needed to go to school. They 
only needed to go to school and be good students. Besides, in another film in 1996， 
Whatever Will Be, Will Be, the plot was contextualized within a boarding school. One 
of the storylines of this film discussed how the students worked hard to win in the 
singing contest. The students were disappointed at the result in the first round, and 
their teachers fought for their rights. The children in the film were under obvious 
supervision of the institutions (the boarding school and the rules in the school) and 
the teachers (adults). In one of the episodes, the children went to have "secret 
meeting" at night, as all students were required to sleep according to the school 
timetable. They talked and discussed secretly for how they could deal with the 
contest. This showed that children were supervised and controlled by the adults but 
‘sometimes they would still have room, though little, for having their ways to resist 
the rules imposed on them by the school. 
Within familial context, children were marginalized and played a 
�subordinating role. In To Catch a Thief, Pak Lam was always ordered to do all the 
chores required by his father, even in cheating others. In My Father is a Hero (給爸 
爸白勺信，1995), Tse Mui was a little child who was hid to by his father for a long time 
while he did not know anything about that. Since after the death of his mother, he 
could find that his father was a conscientious person rather than an evildoer as 
suggested by his classmates. He was concealed from knowing anything about his 
father and excluded by his classmates. 
From what I have mentioned above, the marginalization in the recent decade 
was different from that of the 60s. In the recent decade, the adults put children under 
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intensive control. This kind of control, to a certain extent, was beneficial to the 
growth of the children. Films in the recent decades usually showed this kind of 
message. Children could enjoy privileges such as education opportunities, social 
welfare and adults' care. However, this kind of "privileges" placed them in a stronger 
but hidden power relationship with the adults. They were demarcated, as the 
privileges implied that children needed to be subordinates. Children needed to be 
obedient to adults and could not question their authority. This kind of demarcation 
between adults and children was based on the traditional Chinese concept of "order 
by age" and the developmental psychology in the West. Hence, the kind of 
demarcation was based on not only the tradition and culture but also scientific 
knowledge. 
3.4 Concluding Remarks 
f 
As a concluding remark of this chapter, I want to argue that there are two 
‘kinds of marginalization of children in relation to the portrayals of the children in 
different period of time in the Hong Kong films. The marginalization, as observed 
from the child images in the 60s, was in a form of ignorance and negligence, pushing 
��children to the most desperate social situation. The recent marginalization, as 
pictured from the 80s to the 90s, was in a form of systematic institution and intensive 
control and care over children. Hence, as I should claim that the frequent shooting of 
the child images in the 60s films were mainly used for arousing the audience's 
emotions and enhancing the effect of moralizing agents in the films. I will further 
elaborate on this point in the next chapter. Child image was never a serious subject in 
films in Hong Kong even up to the recent decades. Compared with Children of 
Heaven from Iran and I Not Stupid (/J�孩不笨，2002) from Singapore, the Hong 
Kong film industry seems reluctant to discuss child issue as a social group. Child 
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issues are seldom discussed, and children seldom perform as major actors or 
actresses in the Hong Kong films. It implies that children issues or even child images 
are to a certain extent marginalized from the mainstream cinema. This kind of 
marginalization explicitly demarcates the differences between children and adults. 
However, power may be exercised in a less explicit way, with the help of telling the 
importance of discipline. It is seen that child images carry certain meanings in films 
indeed, especially in the films of the 60s. As most of the child images could serve as 
the moral agents in films for promoting moral education and urging the needs for a 
disciplined life. This will be discussed in the next chapter. 
r 
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CHAPTER 4 
Disciplinary Power over Children — Children as Moral Agents 
Another fascinating and distinguished child image in the 60s was 
undoubtedly as moral enlightening agent. At that time, as local Hong Kong culture 
was underdeveloped and local consciousness and identity were awaiting 
consolidation, traditional Chinese virtues were still emphasized in many cultural 
forms such as films, radio programs or Cantonese operas. The general public, mainly 
immigrants from the Mainland China, welcomed these cultural forms. Because of the 
rapid change of culture and social environment, the new immigrants suffered from 
states of anomie as Durkheim defined, which was a condition where social and/or 
moral norms were confused, unclear, or simply not present (Durkheim, 1952). Hence, 
they were inclined to seek a sense of belonging from the media, such as films, which 
had similar ideology with theirs. As a result, many traditional virtues, such as loyalty, 
filial piety, forgiveness, conscience and benevolence, were repeatedly represented in 
film through the medium of child images. In the films, these virtues were mediated 
by the admonition of the adults, the wrongdoings of adults as counter examples, or 
the life experiences of the children. Children were believed to be innocent and 
well-behaved, as discussed in the previous chapter. Hence, child images could 
“effectively facilitate moral education, which somehow could also reflect the adult's 
expectation on the children in that era. In fact, these kinds of child images were 
universal in the films. As what Aries claimed, children were believed as innocent as 
the guardian angels (Aries, 1973). Hence, this belief tended to place children in a 
moralizing role. Moreover, these kinds of images were particularistic to Hong Kong 
- society as a tool to remind the new immigrated Chinese the importance of the moral 
codes. 
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4.1 Sacrifice and Respect -
The Typical Child Images in the 1960s Melodramas 
Filial Piety and the two consecutives parts of Filial Piety that Moves the 
Heavens, The Seven Kids and Little Artists were the popular pictures in the 60s. They 
were all played by the most popular child stars at that time, such as Fung Bo-bo, Lai 
Siu-tin, Wong Oi-min and so on, while they were all pictured within familial context. 
Out of the 'hundred virtues' in the traditional Chinese society, filial piety has always 
been considered as the most important one. Hence, there was a subtle and delicate 
relationship between children, parents and family, which was always a theme for the 
melodrama at that time (香港市政局，1986, Pp. 10-14). In that decade, it was 
common to name a film directly in accordance to the context or the main theme of 
the film. Hence, the title could tell the plot of the film to a certain extent. Besides, the 
child stars demonstrated and fulfilled the typical moral expectation of adults. In this 
way, children became the moral agents in films for helping to preach the importance 
‘ o f some virtues, and it was hoped that the audience could get these messages through 
them. It was a common practice in the film production at that time. The moral agents 
could be shown through their adventures in the films or through the emphasis on 
“mora l education with reference to counter examples. 
4.1.1 Filial Piety (1960) - Children Sacrificing Themselves for the Family 
Table 4. Production Details for Filial Piety 
l^itle Filial Piety 
Chinese Title 
Director Chu Kei 
Production/ 
Hong Kong: Lap Tat Film Company, 1960. 
Distribution 
Details Sound, Black and White. 
As the title stated, Filial Piety was a very pedagogical film which helped to 
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emphasize the importance of filial piety through the contrast between the adults' 
wrongdoings and the children's virtuous behaviors. This message was directly and 
clearly stated in the conversation between the adults • and the children in the 
beginning of the film. The plot was about the conflict between two brothers, Ka 
Chung (家耳悤)and Ka Kei (家驥).Ka Kei was jealous of the privilege that his elder 
brother had in the family. He also knew that Ka Chung would inherit all the property 
of the clan after his mother's death. Hence, in order to despoil Ka Chung of his right 
of inheritance, he played tricks to entrap him and finally Chung was sent off to the 
battlefield. Afterwards, Ka Kei and his wife became the keyholder of the whole 
family and they managed the domestic affairs. Because of the extravagance of this 
couple, the family went bankrupt. Besides, they treated their mother and sister-in-law 
as domestic servants while forbade their nieces from going to school. He was 
impolite and disrespectful to those who were elder than him. In the meantime, he was 
r 
also indifferent and cruel to the children. Under the unbearable control, his mother, 
‘together with the sister-in-law and her children, wanted to leave and moved to 
another place to lead a new life. 
Unfortunately, the mother was seriously sick once she left home. Without 
��money , the poor mother could not get any medication. They even did not have 
money to buy enough food. Hence, Ka Chung's wife and daughter needed to borrow 
money from the neighbors and worked hard to collect the medical fee and the daily 
expenses. The eldest daughter, Ah Yin (阿燕)was almost sold in exchanging money 
for the family. At that critical moment, Ka Chung came back from victory of the 
battle and he knew how Ka Kei treated his mother and the family. He wanted to teach 
him a lesson after saving his mother, his wife and the children from the poor living 
condition. However, in spite of Ka Kei's wrongdoing, his son, Ah Shing (阿城)’ was 
appealing for grace from other family members. They all forgave this couple after 
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they admitted their faults. Filial piety was again emphasized when Ka Kei admitted 
his misstep. This kind of story was frequently pictured in the early 1960s, another 
example is the oen to be introduced next - Filial Piety that Moves Heaven. 
4.1.2 Filial Piety that Moves Heaven Part (Part 1 &2，1960)-
Children Saved Their Parents through Adventurous Experience 
Table 5. Production Details for Filial Piety that Moves Heaven 
Title Filial Piety that Moves Heaven (Part 1) 
Chinese Title —孝感動天 , 
Director Chu Kei 
Production/ ” 
Hong Kong: Ocean Film Company, 1960. 
Distribution 
Details Sound, 35 mm 
Title Filial Piety that Moves Heaven (Part 2) 
" m n e s e Title 孝感動天下集大結局 “ 
Director Chu Kei 
Production/ . 
Hong Kong: Ocean Film Company, 1960. 
Distribution 
—Details Sound, 35 mm 
The importance of filial affection was emphasized in the two parts of Filial 
Piety that Moves Heaven. These two films discussed how the filial children, Dai Bo 
(大寶)’ Yi Bo (二寶）and San Bo (三寶)’ sacrificed everything to save their parents, 
which finally moved the heaven, and hopefully the audience too. In this film, 
' confess ing their faults, enduring hardship, and bearing family responsibility were the 
basic virtues of the filial children. 
This film and its sequel emphasized the importance of filial affection and how 
long Bo Yuen's (唐伯元）children saved their parents. The children were eager to 
help Bo Yuen to escape from troubles. After he was caught by the landlord, who was 
. a back-stabber, the mother, So Ying (素英)，went to Beijing alone and asked for help 
from the relatives there. Meanwhile, Bo Yuen escaped successfully and he, together 
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with the children, wanted to get So Ying back. Unluckily, Bo Yuen was hurt by the 
landlord again during the journey. Hence, without help from others, the children 
planned to seek Su Ying with Uncle Tsui (徐伯)，the servant of the family. The 
children experienced different kinds of sufferings, such as diseases, begging food, 
being beaten, being kidnapped, during the journey to seek So Ying. Though it was 
very tough but they still insisted to meet So Ying again and have family reunion. 
Finally, the family could reunite and the landlord was punished. The children thought 
that they were more mature than before, after the adventure of seeking for their 
mother. 
The plots above were pictured in a Cantonese opera context. Both parts of the 
film emphasized how children suffered in order to fulfill filial piety and other kinds 
of virtues. In the following selection, there were some more realistic plots as they 
were pictured in the 60s social context. The ways for them to portray the child 
images were different from those employed by the previous two films. The Seven 
‘Kids was the most distinctive one. 
4.1.3 The Seven Kids (1961)-
Appropriate Training for the Children to Become Independent 
Table 6. Production Details for The Seven Kids 
Title The Seven Kids 
Chinese Title 七小福 
Director ^ 
Production/ Hong Kong: Kin Kwan Film Company, 1961; 
Distribution Hong K o n g � Product ion� : Hong Kong Studio. 
Details Sound, Black and White, 35 mm. 
Genre Family Comedy 
Unlike the previous two, though this was also a kind of pedagogical film, the 
technique for bringing in the moral message was different. Through the disciplinary 
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problem of the children, the film pointed out how to cultivate and moralize the 
children by giving certain training to them. Growing up in a relatively affluent family, 
the seven kids were accustomed to be protected and looked after by the domestic 
servant. Hence, they did not know how to take care of themselves. For example, they 
did not know how to wash their own hair. At the same time, they were inconsiderate 
that they usually made a mess in the house, such as tearing off the pillow or breaking 
the fish globe with a spanner. They never helped tidying up the chaotic home, as they 
knew that somebody would clean up for them. Yelling, quarreling and fighting were 
common among these seven children. 
The parents of the kids always wondered what was the most optimal way to 
teach their children so that they could take care of themselves. Because of the 
financial burden, the mother, Pui Wah (佩華)，who was a storyteller in a radio station, 
insisted that she could not give up her job. She suggested that children needed to be 
trained in order to be mature and well-behaved. However, the father, Wing Hong (永 
‘康)，who was a car sales agent, argued that children needed to concentrate on their 
studies, rather than learning how to take care of themselves, or how to do the 
housework. The plot raised and addressed the problem on how to nurture the children 
“ i n a family whose parents needed to work outside. Finally, after experiencing the 
importance of being independent, the children began to take up housework, and be 
responsible for their own duty at home. In addition, the children helped their parents 
to close a deal of car sale successfully. 
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4.1.4 Little Artists (1962)-
Showing Respect and Gratitude to the Teacher 
Table 7. Production Details for Little Artists 
Title Little Artists 
Chinese Title 好生小藝人 
Director Fung Fung 
Production/ 
Hong Kong: Bo Fung Film Company, 1962. 
Distribution 
Details Sound, Black and White, 35 mm. 
Little Artists focused on another aspect of tradition virtues - respecting the 
teachers. The plot started with the labour conflict in a troupe of Cantonese opera. The 
Tse's family suffered from a tight budget while Tse Tin Yau (謝天佑)，who was the 
manager of the troupe of Cantonese opera, needed to deal with the labour conflict on 
salary. The two artists in the troupe, Ka Ying (家英)and Chu Kui (楚翹)，were very 
famous in playing Cantonese opera. However, they were not considerate enough as 
‘they forced Mr. Tse to deliver salary on time; They were afraid that they could not 
get the money in the economic downturn. Ka Ying and Chu Kui were bad as they 
always disrespected their former teacher, the "Old Artist"(老師).He used to be a 
very famous artist and helped in teaching these two artists Cantonese opera. However, 
he was hurt in an accident and could not perform Cantonese opera again. Ka Ying 
and Chu Kui were not eager to offer any assistance to him, and they even treated him 
- l i k e a beggar. Hence the "Old Artist" led a poor life. 
The two little children, Tse Siu Ping (謝小平）and Tse Siu Wan (謝小雲)， 
knew the difficult situation of their father, thus, they decided to learn Cantonese 
opera in order to lessen the burden of the whole Cantonese opera company. 
Incidentally, they knew the "Old Artist" and they started to learn from him. They 
, always offered food, money, and the greatest care and respect to him. This "Old 
Artist" also treasured the moment when he taught these two children playing 
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Cantonese opera. However, because of some misunderstandings, the Tse's family 
misconceived "Old Artist" as a bad guy. Meanwhile, he was asked to leave the 
wooden house because he could not afford the rent. At that moment, the two artists 
refused to play and leave the opera company suddenly. Fortunately, Siu Ping and Siu 
Wan replaced them and gain recognition from the audience. They became popular 
opera players at that time. They told their story with the "Old Artist when their 
parents wondered why they knew how to play opera. Their parents were sorry to 
misunderstand this great teacher and started to search for him. With the popularity of 
the little artists, the two artists lost their attention from the public and their newly 
started business failed at the same time. In the end, the "Old Artist" came to visit 
the little artists. Mr. Tse thanked him sincerely as he saved his company and taught 
his children Cantonese opera. At the same time, Ka Ying and Chu Kui begged to stay 
in the opera company again. Siu Ping and Siu Wan suggested letting them to stay if 
they could apologize for their misbehavior to the "Old Artist" and the story ended 
‘happily. 
.4.2 Child Images as Moral Agents 
under the Influence of the Disciplinary Power 
Children performed as moral agents in different ways from the above films. 
The traditional virtues were embodied in certain kinds of behaviour. It is seen that 
adults expected children to behave accordingly. Hence, being disciplined became 
important if we believed that children could not perform on their own those virtues 
as expected by adults. Control of activities became important for children to be the 
moral agents in both the films and the reality. The Seven Kids was a counter example 
‘ in showing how children should behave. The children were unable to take care of 
themselves and troubled their parents and the domestic servants a lot. Hence, Pui 
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Wah thought that the children needed to have certain kinds of training, such as doing 
certain kinds of housework, being responsible and polite, respecting others and being 
careful with money, so that it could ease their mind when she and her husband were 
at work. In the film, Wing Hong and Pui Wah always taught the children lessons on 
appropriate behaviours during dinners or before sleep. For example, when Pui Wah 
suggested that the children have to share some of the houseworks, and Wing Hong 
reminded the importance of studying. Furthermore, Pui Wah was very strict. She 
thought the children should be trained in order to be independent and well-behaved. 
It could be seen in the scenario when the whole family was in the Lui's family. Pui 
Wah reminded the children to be well-behaved in order not to make a spectacle for 
themselves. In this sense, children should obey the adult's order and behave well 
according to the guidelines offered, no matter inside or outside the familial context. 
When the children became uncontrolled and sabotaged the Lui's family, she scolded 
the children and exercised corporal punishment on them. Children would suffer from 
penalty on their bodies if they did not obey the adult's guidance or expectations. 
In Little Artists, the child images already showed their moral educating role 
by the control of activities through the socializing agents — family and school. 
��Respecting the elderly was always encouraged. The twins thought that they needed to 
help those in need as it was taught by their teachers in school. The "Old Artist" 
believed that the kindness of the virtuous and benevolent children must be the result 
of good family socialization. In another scenario, the children swore that they would 
not tell lie, as it was not what a good child should do. Furthermore, after the auntie, 
Mei Sheung (美婦)，found that there was some problem with Siu Wan and Siu Ping, 
she even forbade the children to go out and confined them into a room. The maid in 
the house even beat them and forced them to tell where they always went. Hence, 
control of activities was also a way to help children to behave well and be moral 
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agents to educate the audiences. 
With the above training and socialization, it is believed that children could, to 
some extent, behave in an expected manner which is based on the traditional values. 
Filial piety, as embodied by showing respect and sacrificing oneself as a kind of 
repaying, was shown with the help of child images as the moral agents. In Filial 
Piety, the narrator of the film declared that children needed to have filial affection to 
their parents and the elderly of the same kin group. The little children, Ah Yin and 
Ah Fung (阿鳳)，in the film prayed for their father, who was forced to go to the 
battlefield, by worshipping the ancestors. They also took care of the seriously ill 
grandmother for the whole night without any rest after being expelled from home. 
Understanding the financial difficulty, Ah Shing broke his coin banks and gave the 
little amount of money for the whole family. Such act could also be seen in the Filial 
Piety that Move the Heaven. Again, Da Bo, Yi Bo and San Bo collected all the 
money they had to help their father Bo Yuen to repay the debt. They insisted their 
parents to receive the money. As I have mentioned before, the money in the coin 
bank was all the property of the children as shown in the Filial Piety. They were 
willing to give all they had for helping their parents. 
� Ah Yin, who was the eldest daughter in the family in Filial Piety, even 
suggested selling herself to exchange some money for the family. She made the 
suggestion by herself in order not to make her mother feel sad and guilty. Similar to 
the Filial Piety, children in the Filial Piety that Moves the Heaven were also willing 
to be sold for the survival of the family. The nephew of Bo Yuen, Ah Kai (P可佳),was 
willing to be sold to redeem the debt to Bo Yuen. This child rationalized his fate and 
comforted his parents that he would have been sold to a rich family and could escape 
from poverty and starvation. In Little Artists, the twins wanted to lessen their father's 
burden and hence they wanted to study Cantonese opera after school. This act 
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implied a kind of sacrifice of personal time for the sake of the parents, which was 
usually the main themes in the melodramas in the 1960s, as shown in the films that I 
have mentioned before. The children would contribute all they had, or even sacrifice 
themselves for saving their parents or continuing the survival of the family. It was 
believed to be acts to show filial piety. 
Another kind of virtues that a child should possess was obedience and 
honesty, that moral children should admit their wrongdoings even when they did not 
do anything really wrong. In Filial Piety that Moves the Heaven, there was a subplot 
about the eldest daughter, Ah Yin, who told the truth that Bo Yuen killed a chicken 
for dinner only in order to borrow money from their uncle during the dinner; This 
made his uncle come into conflict with Bo Yuen. After the uncle left, Bo Yuen 
slapped Ah Yin，as she was blamed for ruining the plan for borrowing money. 
Though the children did not think they were wrong, they still felt guilty for placing 
Bo Yuen in an awkward situation and made him feel unhappy. 
In The Seven Kids, asking children to admit their wrongdoings was common. 
Once when Pui Wah discovered that there was something wrong with the children. 
She must ask who should be responsible for the fault. The most obvious one was the 
� s c e n a r i o that after coming home from the Lui's family, she asked the children to 
admit their wrongdoings when she exercised corporal punishment on them. Hence, 
admitting faults and obedient to adults were very important for children in the films. 
As told from the scenarios above, the children were praised to be filial and 
well-behaved. The plots showed the die-hard respect and obedience to the elder. 
Even when they were not asked to do so, they would perform their sacrifices for the 
family in terms of willing to be sold, and unquestionably obeying the parents or the 
elder. Everything was taken for granted and internalized after they underwent a set of 
training in both the family and the school. Even when the teachers or parents were 
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absent, they would still behave in accordance with the moral codes. These virtues 
could be shown directly by the child images themselves as the role models or 
through the counter examples of the sufferings of those impious people. Showing the 
occult sufferings or the punishments received by those who did not follow the moral 
codes was a very typical theme in the films. Hence, it is seen that the child images 
helped in showing how a typical child should perform according to the traditional 
virtues. The punishment, such as being beaten by the adults, helped reinforcing that 
children should behave in accordance to the moral codes - respecting the others, 
being obedient to the adults and willing to sacrifice. And most importantly, the child 
images helped in arousing the emotions of the audience to be sympathetic to the 
appropriate behaviors of the children in the films, and reinforcing the intended ideas 
brought by the films in this way. 
Children were expected to admit their wrongdoings in light of the unequal 
relationship between the adults and the children except performing filial affection in 
‘ t h e 60s films. It is seen that, unquestionable obedience and honesty were very 
important for a moral child. Meanwhile being obedient to the authority was an 
important indicator for justifying a good child. Hence, praising a child for their 
�appropriate behaviors could imply an expected behavior in the similar situation in 
future. As the behaviours of the child images could earn praise and recognition. 
Those child images served as a medium for spreading this kind of virtues, which was 
what I would reiterate that, child was portrayed as a moral agent. 
The above virtues could be worked out by the socializing agents - family and 
school. Socialization in family and school was important for children to understand 
the values and norms in a society, which helped the children not to become deviant. 
Hence, socialization was important to shape the behavior of a child. Further, it is 
seen that, the importance of socialization was emphasized in those films. Children 
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were told to behave as what the parents, family or school asked them to do. 
Moreover, respecting teacher was very important. Though not many children could 
have education opportunity, they were required to obey the rules once they entered 
school. Otherwise, not only they would be punished by the teachers, but also blamed 
by the parents. Besides, teachers were placed in a respectable position in the 1960s 
Hong Kong society. In The Great Devotion, obviously Mr. Chan Chi Hong was 
respected by his students, while he also showed all his respects to his former teacher. 
In The Seven Kids, when the children told their dreams during a dinner, the parents 
implicitly explained the respectable position of being a teacher. It showed a kind of 
importance for respecting teachers, as they were believed to be noble characters, 
responsible for cultivating and educating the future leaders of the society. 
The children in the films above were prototypes for showing what filial 
affection and loyalty were in the family context. Not surprisingly, it catered for the 
demands of the audience at that time. As I have mentioned earlier, though some 
‘traditional Chinese virtues were still imprinted among the Hong Kong people, some 
of them became loosened. For example, women no longer had to stay in domestic 
arenas, as they were required to work outside because of the familial financial 
� b u r d e n s . Besides, geographical barriers widened the distance between members in 
the extended family. These phenomenons would undermine on the Confucian values. 
These kinds of films, regardless of the genres, were telling the importance of these 
loosening values and how to maintain them. Children, who were long believed as 
pure and innocent as the guardian angels in history (Aries, 1962, Pp. 122-123), played 
educating roles in this sense. Their images were expected to influence not only the 
young audience, but also the adults. 
As explicitly shown in the title, the moral components of the above films 
were clearly drawn out. In fact, moral occult was usually imposed on the films at that 
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time, apart from filial piety. Sacrificing their body to be sold was very common in the 
screened films. It elicited the dedication and readiness of the amenable children to 
lessen the financial burden of the family, no matter whether they would be 
concubines, maids or workers. Repaying with their bodies was strongly praised at 
that time, which could arouse audience's sympathy and emotion on the suffering 
children. From another point of view, it showed the commodification and 
objectification of the children's bodies in that era, as too many children were 
believed to be troublesome and threatened the survival of the whole family. This will 
be discussed in the later chapter. Except from being sold as commodities, education 
opportunity was usually exploited. Just like the family in The Great Devotion, there 
were five children in a family because of the absence of the family planning scheme, 
the parents could hardly afford to pay the school fees for all the children, especially 
when economic hardship was experienced. The children earned money and shared 
the domestic duties. All they wanted was to lessen the burden of the parents and lead 
a better life for the family. In the Filial Piety that Moves the Heaven, the eldest sister 
also endured all the hardship to find her mother, hoping to have family union. In Siu 
Chong Yuen, the little boy tried hard to get a seat in the examination center in the 
� S u n g Dynasty in order to prove his mother's innocence and save her life. All he 
wanted to have was family union. Hence, what the children did was always for the 
sake of the integrity of the family, as "they were taken the central place in the 
family" (Aries, 1962, p.l33) 
It was interesting for choosing children as the moral agent in this sense. But it 
was not a coincidence. Long time ago, children were believed to be an icon for 
morality and innocent (Aries, 1962, p. 110, 119). This image could help them to 
promote the moral occult more effectively because of such myth in the society. 
According to Philippine Aries (1962), the construction of childhood was subject to 
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historical and social changes. From a historical perspective, he examined the changes 
of images with reference to the icons in different centuries. 
Apart from the historical scholars, a sociological perspective offered a 
comprehensive stance for understanding the moral status of children, which could 
help inferring why a child was usually filmed as a moral agent. Mayall argued that, 
for childhood, certain requirements were imposed by the adults, such as being moral. 
Through the interaction between children and adults, they were trying to negotiate 
for acceptance or enaction of the specific requirement (Mayall, 2002, p.87). Hence, 
child images as the moral agents had some consequences in leading the children, and 
the adults also, towards fulfilling the general public's expectation. Damon also 
argued "morality is a fundamental, natural and important part of children's lives from 
the time of their first relationship (Damon, 1990，p.l). Hence, there was a close 
relationship between morality and children. 
4.3 The Recurrence in the 1980s and 
Unapparent "Moral Occult" in the 90s 
Concerning the history of the Hong Kong film industry, it is seen that the 
portrayal of the children in films has been decreasing since the late-60s. The 
portrayal was even absent in the 70s. Once it re-appeared in the early-80s, the 
children were pictured in a different ways. The majority of the children were no 
longer pictured as the moral agents. They were constructed as minor roles. This will 
be further introduced in the next chapter. 
As I have mentioned in the previous chapter, Cantonese films became 
prosperous again while most of the films in the early 1970’s were related to social 
issues, such as corruption and the shortage of resources in society. But more 
obviously, films on gangsters and pornography became the mainstream in the 
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industry. Absence of the child images was prevalent, as they were no longer needed 
in those kinds of pictures, as it was believed that they were not suitable to appear in 
those "adult" films. Even if they were pictured in these films, they were no longer the 
main roles for preaching the tradition virtues. Rather, they had minor statuses in the 
films. They were asked to perform as victims, such as in The Story of Ah Long, 
subordinated to adults in Father, Daddy，Papa or be dependent burdens of adults in 
The Bite of Love (一咬 OK, 1990). Some of them will be further discussed later. 
Apart from the martial arts films and the Gangster films, which were the most 
dominant films in early 1980, many photodramas were frequently showing in cinema. 
In the early 1980s, Daughter and Father and Father and Son were the two typical 
films in familial context thereby effectively facilitating moral occult as mediated by 
children. Filial piety was still emphasized but the nature was different from that 
emphasized in the early-1960s. In this era, more resources were provided to children 
as Hong Kong society became more affluent. Hence, children needed not to have any 
financial contribution in family and they needed not to be sold as commodities for 
the survival of the whole family. Going to school and acquiring education was 
guaranteed. Hence, the kind of filial piety did not mean sacrificing for the parents 
“ a n d the family as a kind of-repaying. Repaying to the parents who spent and put 
efforts in nurturing the children, was made by the children's love, companion and 
obedience towards the parents. It was typical in the 80s films. This claim was most 
distinguished in the film Daughter and Father. 
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4.3.1 Daughter and Father (^9Q^)-
Repaying the Indebtedness to the Adoptive Father 
Table 8. Production Details for Daughter and Father 
Title Daughter and Father 
Chinese Title 天真有牙 
Director Kong Lung 
Production/ 
Golden Pricess Film Company, 1981. 
Distribution 
Details Sound and Colour. 
The story was about the conflict between the adoptive father, Mr. Duan Luk 
Gun (段六根)，and the natural mother, Miss Law (羅/_]、姐),to gain the custody of the 
girl, Duan Mui Tou (段妹頭)• Giving all he could give, Luk Gun did not want to lose 
his Mui Tou, hence he took an legal affair in court against his counterpart, Miss Law, 
who was the natural mother of the little girl. Finally, he lost the lawsuit but he could 
still get along with Mui Tou. It was because Miss Law was sorry for her doings and 
“hurting Mui Tou, and also Luk Gun, the one who helped her to take care of Mui Tou 
for many years. Nurturing was more important than nature was the distinctive theme. 
In other words, repaying the effort of Duan Luk Gun seemed to be a fair ending. 
In this sense; the mercy and kindness or the Chinese term "en"^^ is more 
important than filial piety. Though Miss Law was the natural mother of Mui Tou, it 
was Luk Gun who brought her up and took care of her. This kind of benefaction 
‘ c o u l d not be replaced by anything, in the hearts of both Mui Tou and Miss Law. 
Hence, it is too cruel and merciless to leave Luk Gun alone. The image of Mui Tou 
here served as a mediator between the two adults, to show the important of "being 
grateful and seeking ways to repay". 
Apart from that, it was apparent that children needed to face more 
25 "En" in Chinese is "(M)- When one is indebted to others, the one need to repay the "en" that others 
gave him/her. 
26lt means 感恩圖幸艮 in Chinese, which showed to "en" to those who was grateful to us. People 
always asked to repay when they were indebted with somebody. 
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complicated moral issues while the distance between adults and children were 
shortened. In the past, children needed not to make moral judgments in enigmatic 
situation. The dialogue between Luk Gun and Mui Tou showed that children were 
not ready for making judgment from the adults' points of view. For example, when 
Luk Gun asked whom Mui Tou was willing to live with, he or Miss Law, she was 
unable to make a judgment. It is supported by the developmental psychologists, they 
believe that children need to develop their cognitive ability stage by stage. Once they 
could develop their ability sufficiently, then they could understand the complex issue 
in other stages (Mayall, 2002, p.88). Matthews also had similar claim that adults 
believed the progression from stage to stage implying a possible relative inadequacy 
to relative adequacy was occurring (Matthews, 1984, Pp. 31-32, Mayall, 2002，p.88). 
However, in the 1980s, many films demonstrated the necessity for children to be 
ready for making such judgment, as at that time, they were believed to have the 
relative adequacy. Nevertheless, Mui Tou, as a distinctive image in the early 80s, 
‘ s h o w e d a change of moral agent in the films. Children were no longer showing their 
unquestioned obedience or sacrifice to the seniors. Though they would carry some 
moral meanings with their images, it was quite different from those of the 60s. 
� M o r e o v e r , the children in this decade tended to face more dilemmas in the rapid 
changing society while it was difficult for them to position themselves clearly. Hence, 
only a few child images could be said to be moral agents, first, it was because there 
were not many family melodramas, and second, children was no longer solely 
responsible for bringing moral message to the audience. 
Moral occult was almost absent in the 1990s. First, it was because there was a 
decline of influential melodrama, which was the most dominant genre in promoting 
moral occult. Comedies, marital art, gangsters and romances were the major genres 
starting from the beginning of the 90s. Apart from this, the ever-increasing influence 
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of other kinds of mass culture and the western ideas made filmic images no longer 
solely a moral agent. Though we could still have films focusing on the relationship 
between parents and children, such as Son on the Run, Daddy, Father, Papa, My 
Father is a Hero, the main themes were not spelled out through child images to 
promote the importance of moral virtues. Rather, other aspects, such as the direct 
confrontation between adults, the victimization of the child or the Kung-Fu playing 
child, were shown. The most distinguishing film in the 1990's, which had relative 
moral sense, was The Age of Miracles. I want to emphasize that, though melodrama, 
as a kind of genre which is most effection in promoting moral education, became less 
popular in the 80s and the 90s, children portrayed as moral agents were still found. 
The images were not only restricted to the 60s as they are also often found in the 
films in recent years. 
' 4.4 Social Context for the Rise of the Child Image as Moral Agents 
In general, children are a social category which needed to be protected. 
However, in Filial Piety that Moves the Heaven, children became prone to many 
kinds of danger during their journey to seek their mother. Da Bo shouldered the 
“responsibility to take care of the younger sisters when seeking her mother. During 
her lonely journey to Beijing, she hid herself in a temple. Even facing thunderstorm 
and bad weather, she still encouraged herself not to be frightened. She always 
reminded herself that she could not die, as she still needed to bear the familial 
responsibility. Even when she was facing death, she was not worrying about her 
safety but that of her siblings and her mother. She was just afraid that she could not 
repay the parents and take care of the sisters if she really died. In Filial Piety, the two 
little girls. Ah Yin and Ah Fung worked hard to earn a living for improving the lives 
of their mother and grandmother. In Little Detective (/J�偵探，1962), the little 
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detective Yiu Siu Lan (Md^M), also played a leading role in catching the thieves 
with her wisdom and bravery. In Siu Chong Yuen, the little judge, Li Siu Keung (李 
/J�強)，was also a leading role in judging a lawsuit of murder. Children, in these 
situations, seemed to have played dominant roles. They even took part in the 
activities of the adults' arenas, such as those in the police station, the court and the 
workplace. However, what these images eventually showed were that the children 
needed to situate themselves with the family and parents, or some elder people. As it 
is seen, even when the child images were portrayed in adult's arenas, they were 
usually seeking for family reunion. Once embraced by their parents again, they 
would again become the children seeking for love, care and protection. In other cases, 
the child images might suffer from danger when they were working like adults. In 
Little Detective, Siu Lan was kidnapped and she was waiting for her dad to save her. 
This reinforced the ideas that children tried every effort to depend on the older 
people. The spirit of sacrificing and being able to bear tough situation, usually ended 
‘ w i t h a mingling with the adults and reunion with the adults, was a typical ending for 
the films in the 60s. 
From the portrayals, it is understandable that the child images were tougher 
� a n d stronger in the 60s portrayals. In the 60s Hong Kong society, children were not 
under much protection. The institutions, such as education and legal system, were not 
yet well established. Hence, children were not a distinctive social category at that 
time and not much effort was put on them. As we could see in the films, children 
needed to lead their lives by themselves, or to deal with the danger and difficulties 
they encountered in the daily lives. Hence, children portrayals seemed to be more 
independent when compared with those of the 80s and 90s. 
However, this kind of independence did not mean that children could gain 
their autonomy. On the contrary, the portrayals reinforced their dependence on the 
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adults. Also, they also implied the indispensable need of adults in their lives. The 
hidden power, in this way, seemed to exist between the adults and the children, as the 
children could not become separate entities and helps from adults were needed. More 
intense situation will be discussed in the next chapter, wherein I am going to 
introduce the idea of child images as anonymous objects. Ridiculously, Children 
were objectified as possessing no distinctiveness, even though they seemed to be the 
group attracting most attention in the society. 
、、 
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CHAPTER 5 
Victimization and Objectification 一 Children as Anonymous Objects 
5.1 Defining Objectification - Children were Portrayed as "Things" 
Like most affluent societies, children are regarded as important and valuable 
assets in Hong Kong society. Many people believe that children are no longer a 
group which lacks caring but receives most attention. It is not difficult to get notice 
of the ever-improving legislation and welfare for the sake of protecting children 
starting from the mid-1970s. Children are not marginalized, ignored and neglected as 
in the 60s. Rather, because of the economic boom started from the mid 70s, children 
have become a hope for the future and hope for the continuity of the economic 
prosperity and the well-being of Hong Kong society. Hence, the socialization and 
development of children have become very important. Kindergartens, nursery 
schools, youth centers, and various measures have been implemented to cater for the 
‘ increas ing number of children since the economic success. On the movie screen, 
portrayals of children also have great changes as compared with those in the earlier 
decades. Children are no longer demarcated from adults and the boundary between 
“ t h e m has become less distinctive. Also, they are no longer the moral agents in the 
films. Unlike the images I have introduced in the previous chapters, child images 
have become more diversed but less symbolically significant in the films as, most 
likely, they were supporting roles in the plot. In many cases, they played the 
victimized roles, such as those in The Story of My Son, or anonymous roles, such as 
those pictured in Whatever Will Be, Will Be. Hence, it is important to understand how 
these image constructions were possible in a society which was believed to care for 
their children so much. In this chapter, I am going to introduce the films produced in 
the 80s to 90s for telling how children were portrayed as anonymous objects. 
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Anonymous objects refer to the images which are objectified and devoided of 
uniqueness. In other words, anonymous objects of images imply that children cannot 
get constructed or represented as themselves, but rather, as someone or even 
"something". To a certain extent, it is related to how power is exercised by adults 
over children, so that children become nameless and objectified. 
As explained before, child images were nearly absent in the Hong-Kong film 
in the 1970s. Even child images that got shown in the films, such as those in Lam Ah 
Chun Blunders Again (林亞珍老虎魚暇蟹，1979), they were not the major elements 
for the plot developments, as children were not the major actors or actress. The main 
themes of most of the films were not related to children. The mid 70s can be 
understood as the beginning of changes of child images as compared with those in 
the 60s, both on and off screen. The anonymity of the child images in the 80s could 
be found from the 80s onwards. Though the images appeared more frequently again 
from the early 80s after the absence in the 70s, the significance and the duration of 
the images became less important and fragmented. They usually helped to support 
the major actors or actress to develop the plot. Otherwise, they would perform as the 
victims, such as Ah Kin (阿健）and Ah Hong (阿康）in The Story of my Son, Sam in 
��Son on the Run, or Little Ball (波仔）in All about Ah Long. All the images were 
related to the sufferings of children, physically or psychologically. In those films, 
children needed to tackle the issues occurred in single-parent families. Besides, 
children were usually placed in such situation to show their helplessness. Hence, the 
help and care from adults became essential for the children to grow up "normally". 
Child images, in this sense, were not as simply as a group of people who received 
most of the care and attention from society. Rather, they were, in an inner layer, the 
anonymous objects in the films. I am going to introduce some plots which could 
most distinctively tell the objectification of children in the films. What I have 
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selected were those in the films since the mid 80s. However, the objectification of 
child images began early from the 60s, which I would further elaborate in the 
analysis in the next section. 
5.1.1 Goodbye Mammie ( 1 9 8 6 ) 一 
How Orphans Led Their Lives in Orphanages. 
Table 9. Production Details for Goodbye Mammie 
Title Goodbye Mammie 
Chinese Title 再見媽咪 
Director Lam, Tak-luk 
Production/ Hong Kong: The Golden Harvest Film Co. (HK) Ltd., 1986. 
Distribution Media Asia Film Company ( Distribution ) 
Hong Kong: The Bo Ho Film Production Co. Ltd. [Production]. 
Details 99 minutes, Sound and Colour 
Remarks I; TELA. 
Growing up in a single-parent family, Little On (安仔)relied on his mother, 
Sally, very much. Owing to this family background, he was a shy and timid boy who 
‘ d i d not know how to take care of himself. Sally was a dual career woman, a fashion 
designer. She had a very close relationship with her son, as in an episode on how she 
comforted his son when there was lightening. She comforted her son in this way, 
� " D o n ' t be afraid! Lightening is the time for superman to store his energy!" With her 
comfort. Little On was no longer afraid of lightening. Unluckily, this caring mother 
got blood cancer. Sally began to worry about how her son would be after her death. 
The camera panned to an orphanage. Another storyline talked about the 
orphanage. Before Sally knew that she got blood cancer, she went with Little On to 
that orphanage, taking pictures of the orphans for the coming promotion of her 
designs. She thought that orphanage was a good place for children to learn how to be 
independent and the children there could leam to take care of themselves. Hence, 
when she knew she got cancer, she decided to send Little On to the orphanage and 
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cheated him to think this is only for a few weeks. 
Little On started his new life in the orphanage. He supposed that he would 
only stay for a short period of time. Though he needed to tackle several problems in 
the very beginning, he could adapt to the new mode of life soon. As Mr. Cheung, the 
supervisor responsible for looking after the orphans thought that he was a responsible 
child, so he asked Little On to feed the chickens and get the eggs from them. Soon 
after he had stayed for a few days, Little On lived happily and stayed harmoniously 
with the orphans there. One day, Little On was shocked by the news of his mother's 
death. In fact, Mr. Cheung was requested by Sally to hide to Little On. It was because 
she did not want On to know her illness while she hoped that On could lead a new 
life on his own in the orphanage. 
Little On could not accept the "truth" after knowing the death of his mother. 
However, with the encouragement of other orphans, he became tough and strong 
again. Meanwhile, Shek Fai (錫輝)’ the child who stole Sally's handbag in the 
beginning of the film, came to the orphanage. He was an extremely naughty boy and 
he liked to fight with other children. Hence, he was not welcomed by the children 
there. One day, when they were going to school, the children asked On to get back 
“ the photos taken by his uncle, who was the colleague of his mother. Thus, both Shek 
Fai and On skipped the lessons and went to get the photos back. In his mother's 
office，On found out that Sally was not dead. He was extremely frustrated and an 
uncle came to him and talked with him. The uncle gave him a hint and told him that 
Sally came back home. On went home immediately and he knew that Sally had blood 
cancer. He told her that he could take care of himself and he was no longer afraid of 
lightening. He was sent back to the orphanage. 
After this incident, Little On stayed in the orphanage, as he did not want his 
mother to worry. However, he could not stay in harmony with Shek Fai as Fai always 
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played tricks on him. One day, Fai was bitten by a snake and On helped to save him. 
Meanwhile, Mr. Cheung told On that his mother was in a critical condition. Hence, 
all of them went to the hospital. Finally, Sally died while Little On was telling her 
how brave and tough he was. Though On was very sad after his mother's death, he 
still went to see whether Shek Fai was seriously hurt. He told Mr. Cheung that Sally 
was dead. Both of them were very sad when they witnessed the nurse sending Sally 
to the mortuary. 
It was uncommon to end a film in this way in that decade. As it was shown, 
no matter how tough the children faced in the 1960s, the endings of the films were 
usually happy ones. In this film, the mother, Sally could not recover magically as 
what the mother in Filial Piety that Moves the Heaven did. She finally passed away 
while Little On, from then on, became an orphan. It was a sad but touching plot as 
Sally prepared all for his son before her death. She wanted his son to be independent 
so that he could take care of himself, even without her guidance. All children, not 
‘ only Little On, were poor in this film. They were either abandoned or left in the 
orphanage after their parents were dead or running away. They, in this sense, could 
not enjoy the lives that they were supposed to have. In the orphanage, they could 
“ have the way of life prepared by the supervision and guidance there. Well-designed 
timetables were provided to help them to lead a "normal" life. The arrangement and 
the portrayals of the other children regarding how they were placed under the 
influence of power in the film would be further discussed in the latter part of this 
chapter. In the late 80s, another film also told similar frustrating experiences of 
children. It was All About Ah-Long. Because of the excellent performances of the 
artists, it had a good reputation and was very successful in the box office in that year. 
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5 . 1 . 2 All About Ah-Long ( 1 9 8 9 ) -
An Dilemma for the Child who was Placed between Parents 
Table 10. Production Details for All About Ah-Long 
Title All about Ah-Long 
Chinese Title 阿郎的故事/台灣片名：又見阿郎 
Director Johnny To 
Distribution/ Hong Kong: The Cinematic City Film Production Co. Ltd., 1989. 
Production Hong Kong: The Cinematic City Film Production Co. Ltd., 
(Production ) ； The Media Asia Film Company� Distribution� . 
Details 117 minutes, Sound and Colour 
Remarks I : TELA. 
Little Ball was the son of Ah Long (阿良and Ball Ball (波、波).Because of 
various misunderstandings between them, Ball went to the United States, leaving Ah 
Long and Little Ball in Hong Kong. Little Ball, growing up with Ah Long, became a 
very careless, naughty but mature child. Ah Long was not well-educated and had to 
work on the construction site. He did not know how to nurture and socialize Little 
Ball in a proper way. Rather, he always taught him to tell lies. Nevertheless, the 
' relationship between Ah Long and Little Ball was extremely good as intimate 
interaction between them were shown throughout the film. 
Incidentally, Little Ball had an audition for an advertisement for children 
» fashion. However, he needed to ride bicycle for the audition. Hence, Ah Long spent a 
thousand dollars to buy a bicycle for him, even though his salary had been reduced 
by his supervisor. Ah Lung (P可育•)’ the friend of Ah Long, accompanied Little Ball to 
go to the audition. In the audition, Lung met Ball Ball again as she was the person in 
charge of the advertisement. At that time, Ball Ball did not know that the little boy 
was her son. Nevertheless, because of Little Ball's cutie and smartness, he got the 
contract. 
Ah Lung, Ah Long and Little Ball went to sign the contract. Both Ah Long 
and Ball Ball felt embarrassing when they met each other. Ah Lung, as the 
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middleman, left with Little Ball for a while as he wanted to leave room for both Ah 
Long and Ball Ball. After explaining the details of the contract, they began to argue 
over the problems existed between them. Ah Long was very angry and left. 
Nevertheless, Little Ball finally got the job. 
Ball Ball began to suspect that Little Ball was her son whom she supposed 
was dead long time ago. Meanwhile, Ah Long told Little Ball that his mother was 
still alive. In fact, Ah Long was very self-reproaching to Little Ball as the child 
lacked maternal love since his birth. Hence, he tried his best to satisfy Little Ball. For 
example, even though the Chinese Shar-Pei dog was very expensive, he promised to 
buy Little Ball one, as he knew that Little Ball liked it very much. 
Ball Ball realized that Little Ball was her son. She then invited Little Ball to 
have meal and played with him. Little Ball was reluctant to approach this "new 
mother". However, after he knew that she was so kind to him, he began to accept her. 
Both of them, together with Ah Long once had dinner together. Little Ball was very 
happy, since it was the first time for the union of his family. Unfortunately, Ball 
Ball's boyfriend interrupted the dinner. Finally, all of them left unhappily, especially 
Little Ball. 
�� Ball Ball bought a lot of clothes and toys for Little Ball and he was very 
happy to receive the gifts. Meanwhile, many friends asked Ah Long to participate in 
car racing again, as he was used to be a great racer. He promised to consider the 
racing game, as he wanted buy a new apartment for Little Ball. In another episode, 
Ah Long began to realize that he could not give the best for his son. Though he 
bought the Chinese Shar-Pei dog for Little Ball, he was no longer interested in it, as 
he was distracted by the new computer his mother bought. Ah Long was unhappy as 
he spent all he could for the dog. 
On the Sports Day, three of them enjoyed the moment very much. Ball Ball 
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wanted to get Little Ball back from Ah Long after the Sport Day. However, Ah Long 
admitted that Little Ball was also very important to him. After returning home, Ah 
Long ordered Little Ball to go to stay with his mother. Little Ball was unwilling to 
leave as he wanted to stay with his father. He even threw away all the gifts given by 
his mother to show his determination to follow and stay with his father. Ah Long 
always worried that he could not give his son the best while he thought that Ball Ball 
could. Hence, for the sake of Little Ball, Ah Long beat him and forced him to leave. 
Little Ball was very sad when he left home and went to his mother. He knew that Ah 
Long loved him much but he could not choose and control the situation. He was sad 
that Ah Long did not say a word when he phoned him. 
Little ball was not used to live with his mother and he was annoyed by the 
people around him in the social gathering. Hence he decided to leave and went back 
to Ah Long, after he knew that he needed to go to the United States with his mother. 
He sought his father on the construction site but the workers there told him that Ah 
Long was on the racing track. Little Ball came back to his father and his mother also 
agreed that it would be the best arrangement for the three of them. Ah Long 
promised to take Little Ball to the United States after the car racing. However, 
�� unfortunately, Ah Long had accident and died in the end, leaving Little Ball and Ball 
Ball shouting and crying frentically on the track. 
This film was welcomed by the audience as it ranked the 4出 biggest box 
office hit in 1989 (陳淸偉，2000 年).In this film, a close relationship between father 
and son was shown, which was also the main theme in Father and Son (1981). Ah 
Long was a father who could give up all he had for the sake of his son. In this sense, 
Little Ball was a fortunate child. However, Little Ball was also a victim as he lost 
maternal love ever since he was bom. Besides, he also lacked paternal love after Ah 
Long's death. He could not enjoy the warmth of the family which was believed to be 
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most important for children. Bothered by the absence of either the father or the 
mother, the child images were cast in a victimized light, which further enhanced the 
intensity of audience's emotions for the film. Besides, the child image could no 
longer possess any character by itself, as it was not distinctive enough, just as in the 
movie to be introduced next. The victimized image is what I want to claim that, child 
images were anonymous objects, which could be substituted or replaced easily. 
5 . 1 . 3 The Story of My Son ( 1 9 9 0 ) 一 
To Show the Extreme Suffering of the Children 
Table 11. Production Details for The Story of My Son 
Title The Story of My Son 
Chinese Title 愛的世界 
Director Johnny To 
Production and 
Hong Kong: Metropolis Film Production Co. Ltd., 1990. 
Distribution 
‘Details 81 minutes, Sound and Colour 
Remarks II ； T E L A � 
The plot of this film was similar to that of All About Ah-Long, telling how 
children would be if they were living without maternal love. Wing Hong (永康）and 
�� Wing Kin (永健)were two brothers whose mother was dead suddenly. Their father, 
Lee Tze Leung (李子良）was a bank manager. They used to have stable life. It is 
seen that they could live in a house, instead of apartment, which was not affordable 
for general Hong Kong people. Besides, both children had a lot of toys and they had 
a maid to look after them. All these helped in contrasting the life that the children 
had afterwards. 
Tze Leung did not want to tell the children about the death of their mother. 
However, incidentally, Kin discovered the truth when his father was in whimper after 
he watched the video of his mother. Kin promised that he would not tell Hong the 
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death of his mother, as he was too small to accept this unbearable fact. Meanwhile, 
Tze Leung had financial problem after coming back from Canada. On the one hand, 
he needed to spend much on the daily expenditure for the living. On the other hand, 
he needed to give money to the father-in-law in Canada. He could not afford such a 
huge expense. Tempted by his friend, he gambled with all his money. Unfortunately, 
he lost all he had and borrowed money from the loan sharks. He was in debt. 
After knowing the death of the mother, Kin began to bear the responsibility of 
taking caring of the family, especially his younger brother, Hong. He prepared him 
breakfast and played with him. However, Tze Leung thought that it was not safe 
enough for Kin to take care of Hong alone after Hong fell down from the bicycle 
accidentally. Hence, he asked one of the relatives to take care of Hong. The two 
brothers did not want to live separately but they could not alter father's decision. 
Kin went to the kindergarten to send Hong a birthday card on his birthday. 
r 
Both of them skipped the lessons and went to the amusement park. Meanwhile, as 
‘ Tze Leung was unable to repay the debt on time, he was afraid that the loan sharks 
would hurt his children. Hence, he was so scared when he found that Wing Hong was 
not in the school. After knowing that skipping lessons was Kin's idea, he was very 
�� angry and he punched and . beat him severely on the street before the passengers 
stopped him. He was so sorry to beat Kin but he could not control his temper. He 
eventually allowed Hong to come back and live with Kin. 
Tze Leung discovered that his friend, who also could not repay his debt, was 
killed by the loan sharks. He was so scared as the loan sharks threatened him every 
day. In order to repay the debt, he needed to sell his house and moved to an 
apartment. He also had several part time jobs to cover the daily expense and repay 
the debt. However, the loan sharks still came to threaten the children and the 
neighbors by painting threatening words on the wall along the corridor. In order not 
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to upset their father, the two children removed the words. After cleaning the wall, 
Hong suddenly missed his mother much. Hence, Kin showed the videotape of his 
mother to comfort Hong. Unfortunately, the tape got stuck inside the machine. It 
could have been damaged then. The incident triggered off the anger of Tze Leung, 
who lost his temper immediately. He shouted at Kin, beat him and ordered him to 
leave. 
Kin and Hong were very happy to see his grandfather who came back from 
Canada. However, Tze Leung was reluctant to let his father-in-law to know that he 
was in debt. He blamed Kin for bringing his grandfather to their home. Kin found 
that Tze Leung's beloved watch, which was given by his mother, was broken. He 
decided to get it repaired. The two children knew that father's birthday was coming. 
Both of them tried to earn money by collecting aluminum cans. They gave the money 
they earned to their father when they celebrated the birthday in a restaurant. Their 
grandfather also came to join the dinner and they had a great time. 
‘ Tze Leung thought that the children should have a better environment for 
growing up, which he knew he could not afford. Hence, he asked the children to go 
to Canada with their grandfather. But the children were not willing to do so. And the 
‘ grandfather was also unwilling to leave his son-in-law alone. Therefore, he gave Tze 
Leung money for repaying the debt. He was touched and so did the children. They 
promised to go to Canada once they repaid all the debt. 
Unfortunately, the loan sharks told Tze Leung that he needed to bear the debt 
of his friend who died recently. Hence, the money given by his father-in-law was not 
enough. He antagonized the loan sharks as he beat them. Hence, the loan sharks 
decided to take revenge on him by kidnapping the children. Hong was kidnapped 
while Kin was going to get back the repaired watch of his father. Kin went to save 
his young brother but he was knocked down by a car. Meanwhile, the loan sharks 
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were shot by a police who was also a debtor of them. When Kin was taken to the 
ambulance, he was seriously hurt and finally died. Tze Leung regretted that he 
neglected this son for long when he saw his beloved watch got repaired by Kin. 
It was another plot which showed the shrewdness of the children with a sad 
ending. Same as All About Ah-Long, the children were brought up solely by the 
father. There was a close relationship between the sons and the father： However, 
because of various reasons, the children could not lead a "normal" life as the general 
children could. In this film, the experience of the children was even more dramatized 
than Little Ball and Little On which I have introduced in the earlier section. The 
children lost their mother and then suffered from the persecution of the loan sharks. 
Finally, it was too dramatic that one of the children died in the film. It was shocking 
to have such a child image at that time when children were believed to be well 
protected by various institutions. In the film, the treatment to the children was 
deviant from the "normal" and mainstream ideas. It would be further discussed 
‘ together with the following film, The Son on the Run, in the latter part of this chapter. 
5 . 1 . 4 T h e S o n o n t h e R u n ( 1 9 9 1 ) -
A Child was born without Father or Mother 
Table 12. Production Details for Son on the Run 
Title Son on the Run 
Chinese Title 帶子洪郎 
Director Chan, Muk-sing 
Production/ Hong Kong: Ngai Neng Film Production Co. Ltd., 1991. 
Distribution � Production/Distribution�. 
Details Sound and Colour 
The Son on the Run had similar plot with the last two films I have just 
introduced. It was the story of a rich girl who had a baby with a stuntsman. It could 
be imagined that the ending would not be a happy one. May and Ah Hung's (阿洪） 
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relationship was not approved by her father. May was asked to leave Ah Hung before 
she knew that she got pregnant. Six years later, May came back from the United 
States to Hong Kong with her son, Sam. Sam was a six-year-old boy who always 
mingled with her mother. He always asked his mother to tell him stories and sing him 
songs before sleep. When he first returned Hong Kong, he did not know that Ah 
Hung was his father. May wanted to take Sam back to his father as she had an 
incurable disease. Sam resisted to stay with Ah Hung. But finally he accepted that 
Hung was his father. Sam was always playful and naughty. He liked to play tricks on 
Ah Hung and Ah Hung's father. But the three of them stayed together happily. Sam 
was happy to have his father and grandfather to take care of him. However, May's 
father did not allow Sam to stay with Hung. Both Sam and Ah Hung were terribly 
sad, as they were not allowed to see each other. 
In order to get the custody rights from May's father, Ah Hung decided to 
raise a lawsuit. Meanwhile, Sam ran away with his toys and bicycles and went to 
Hung's home. Ah Hung took care of him and both of them treasured the moments 
they had. The happiness with his son further boosted Ah Hung to gain the custody 
for Sam. Hence, as a stuntsman, he decided to jump out of a ten-floored building. 
“ One day, Ah Hung was asked to go to the hospital as May was in critical condition. 
He went to see her with Sam. Both of them thought of the days they had with May 
and she died in their company and tears. After the death of May, Ah Hung got 
prepared to jump out of the building. Both his father and Sam asked him not to jump. 
However, for the sake of his son, he did not hesitate that much and jumped. 
Unfortunately he was seriously hurt when he jumped down the building. He was 
nearly dead when he was sent to the hospital. However, because of the 
encouragement of Sam, he finally woke up. May's father allowed Sam to live with 
Ah Hung as, after all the incidents, he knew Ah Hung was a responsible father. He 
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believed that Ah Hung could take good care of Sam. Sam could eventually live with 
his father and grandfather. 
To a certain extent Sam's will was not respected by his parents in the film. 
The parents just considered from their points of view, without thinking about how 
did Sam think. For example, he could not choose whether he could be with his 
mother or father while all were arranged and determined by the adults around him, 
especially May's father. His mother and grandfather only pleased him with toys and 
materials. However, they did not realize that what he needed was family integrity. 
Moreover, his image represented was an "object" which could be possessed and 
competed for. Hence, though Sam's life was relatively stable as compared with the 
child images shown before, he was objectified to a certain extent. I will further 
elaborate on this point in the following discussion. 
‘ 5.2 Objectification of Child Images — 
Hidden Power over the Fate of Children 
Before explaining how child images were objectified in the 80s and 90s films, 
it is necessary to clarify the change of the child images from those depicted in the 
previous two chapters. As I have mentioned before, the portrayals of children 
represented marginalization and moralizing effects. They were explicitly 
“ marginalized from the adult's world. Due to physical and cognitive differences, 
children were undeniably different from adults. That was the reason why child 
images were portrayed in a marginalized way. It is also a reason for me to pinpoint 
the child images in films that they were always believed to be privileged both on and 
off screen. The manipulation of power, in this stage, was relatively explicit as it is 
seen that the difference and the techniques and means for demarcation between 
adults and children were the most manifest one. As a result, the child images were 
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being directly marginalized or even expelled from the adult's domain. Child images 
were either neglected or treated as something unimportant. As time goes by, as a 
result of the bound imposed by several policies and institutions, the space left for 
children has been reduced. This situation is similar to the issues I am going to 
explain in this chapter. 
Another kind of child images was related to the moral agents. Children were 
believed to be well-behaved. Hence, it would be effective for children to serve as the 
moral agents to educate the general public. However, certain kinds of disciplinary 
training were needed to facilitate such moral education through the films. These 
kinds of disciplinary training were usually and obviously facilitated by institutions 
like family and school. Parents helped in socializing the children with the prevailing 
values and norms, and schools further reinforced these kinds of training. Child 
images, in return, contributed to the moral education for the general audience. Hence, 
power was exercised in a relatively implicit way than the first type of images I 
mentioned before, we could not deny that children needed to be educated and 
socialized to cope with the social life. However, on the other side of the coin, power 
could imperceptibly pervade into the relationship between adults and children. The 
“ need for the manipulation • of power over children became more reasonable and 
legitimate. 
Manipulation of power over children became even more difficult to note in 
the third kind of images. It is because power itself disguised as a kind of necessity for 
bringing adults and children together and for the goodness of children. Hence, from 
this point of view, power became hidden while there was little room for challenging 
its effect and existence. Therefore, the power exercised over children became more 
intense but less noticeable. 
From the selected films above, child images were usually placed in a 
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single-parent situation, which served as a hint for the fate of the children. Little On, 
Little Ball, Wing Kin and Wing Hong, and Sam, all suffered from lacking an 
"integral" family. Either father or mother was absent in their growth. However, they 
faced different degree of objectification under different situations. 
We could see that all the children suffered from various problems. Among 
them, Little On in Goodbye Mammie had a greater room to lead his life by himself 
than other children. Besides, his portrayal was relatively independent from the adults. 
Little On, before knowing his mother had blood cancer, was a timid child. He always 
relied on his mother to take care of him. However, after the "training" and 
re-socialization in the orphanage, he became an independent, brave and mature boy. 
He was able to sew his torn clothes and cook for himself. He could even deal with 
the interpersonal conflicts in the orphanage. In other words, he could lead a life on 
his own. After knowing his mother's illness, he even worked hard to be a smart and 
independent boy in order not to worry and disappoint his mother. The room for him 
‘ to lead a life was certainly great, he could take charge of most of his daily life. 
However, when compared with those child images who also lost his parents in the 
1960s, Little On was bounded, and surely was protected at the same time, by the 
‘ supervision of Mr. Cheung and the rules of the orphanage. Orphanages, such as Po 
Leung Kuk (保良局)were established for taking care of the orphans. This kind of 
organization was beneficial to the growing up of the orphans. Compared with the 
orphan images or the single-parent child images in the 60s, such as Siu Yuen in Lily 
in the Storm and Ah Lan and Ah Hung in Father is Back, Little On was relatively 
fortunate. At least he needed not to worry about his basic living and survival. If he 
was sick, there would be somebody to take care of him. It is obviously a positive side 
of the ever-expanding institutions which help children, especially the orphans, in our 
society. The orphans needed not to wander on the street for begging money or suffer 
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from starvation because of the well-established institutions and the effective 
implementation of measures and policies. However, the other side of the coin is that 
the expanding institutions might lead to what Jackson suggested, that we could only 
remember the state, rather than the children themselves (Jackson, 1986). In that case, 
the children lost their distinctiveness and they were no longer the subjects of the 
policy-making process. It was difficult to be aware of what children really need. 
Rather, the focus was placed on what the society could offer. Children in this vein 
were not the subjects but, rather, became the objects, both in the images construction 
and in reality. 
The degree of the objectification process was more intense in All About 
Ah-Long. Little Ball was a typical victim in the complicated relationship between 
adults. He was positioned according to the will of his mother or father, but not to his 
own. As shown in the film, once Ball Ball wanted to get him back, she begged Ah 
Long for letting him to live with her. Little Ball, as he was terribly beaten by his 
‘ father, could not choose his way but to leave his beloved father. In such case, 
children became the "tokens" for the adults. This situation was also mentioned in Son 
on the Run. Sam was placed between his parents since they were not in good 
relationship. Children were usually placed in such a complicated network of 
relationship which could not be seen in the 60s films. As it should be noted that, 
family was relatively stable in the 60s, as divorce was supposed to be "deviant". 
Hence, since the 80s, while divorce became generally accepted by the general public, 
we could see that children needed to tackle these dilemmas by themselves, or became 
the tokens between the two parties. In most cases, children were unwilling to leave 
either their mothers or fathers. Though it was told that children were protected by 
various institutions in reality, they were, in this sense, disprized by the adults. 
Usually adults would suppose that children could not deal with the situation. Hence, 
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adults would help them to decide their ways. In such a process, child images became 
a kind of tool for bridging or widening the relationship between the adults, no matter 
what was their final decision. 
Another problem related to the objectification of child images was the 
construction of unhappy experience of childhood. In The Story of My Son, the 
unhappy and cruel experience was pushed to the extreme. As it could be seen from 
many episodes, Wing Kin was seriously beaten and punched by his father when he 
lost his temper. Kin was terribly beaten by his father for four times in the film. The 
first time happened after Wing Kin quarreled with Wing Hong and blamed Tze 
Leung for being unfair to him. 
"Gave it [the judo uniform] to him [Hong]" ordered by Tze Leung 
"If mother was here, she would not be that unfair to me!" Kin complained 
The second time occurred after Wing Kin and Wing Hong skipped lessons and went 
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to the amusement park. The third time happened after Kin told Hong that their 
‘ mother was dead and the videotape could no longer be played. 
"Why did you tell the little brother about mother's death? Why did you watch 
my video?" Tze Leung blamed. 
“ "Sorry, I did not intend to tell him. I played the video just for comforting little 
brother. I did not know it would be stuck in the machine" Kin explained. 
The last time for Tze Leung to beat Kin was the time when Hong was kidnapped. 
Tze Leung was extremely angry that Kin left Hong alone on the street. He did not 
know that Kin was just going to get back the father's watch. In fact, all the episodes, 
as told along with the plot, showed that Kin was a considerate boy who wanted to 
make his father and his younger brother to live and feel better after his mother's 
death. However, as Tze Leung lost his temper all the time when he was preoccupied 
by the issue of repaying the debt, Kin was always the target for releasing Tze 
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Leung's anger and temper. Tze Leung did not notice that he did not treat Kin well 
until he was in the ambulance. Wing Kin told his father: 
"Dad, you did not hug me for long." 
Afterwards, Kin died in the arms of his father. At that moment, Tze Leung 
discovered that Kin was so good and patient to him but it was too late. 
Objectified child images were shown in another episode, talking.about how 
Kin saved Hong from the loan sharks. Because Tze Leung refiised to pay the debt 
and hurt the loan sharks after knowing that he needed to pay for the debt of his friend, 
the loan shark decided to take revenge. They planned to kidnap his sons. 
Unfortunately, as Kin needed to take back the repaired watch for his father before 
they left Hong Kong, he left Hong alone on the street and he was caught by the loan 
sharks. In order to save his younger brother, Kin chased the car and his neck was hurt 
when the loan shark closed the door of the car. Meanwhile, Hong was stepped upon 
by another loan shark. He was under the feet of him, asking his brother to save him. 
‘ His face showed his suffering, fear and pain. Tze Leung regretted about fighting with 
the loans sharks and followed the car. He begged the loan sharks to give him back his 
sons and he would pay back the debt. However, it was too late. Kin was knocked by 
�� another car when he kept on grasping the door of the loan sharks' car. It was terribly 
cruel as he lay down with a lot of blood. In this scene, different from what we could 
imagine that children would receive plenty of care and attention, they would be 
treated in such an inhuman way. The images themselves told that children did not 
have any value as the loan sharks did not care about what they did to the children. 
The experience of Kin and Hong in this film was shocking as it was contrary to the 
notion of how we treat children in reality in Hong Kong society. 
These four films have a common theme - how children could survive and 
how they face the breaking up of the family. All of the child images in the films 
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suffered from the death of mothers, fathers, or even both of them. In this vein, it 
implied that losing the care of either of them seemed to create an incomplete 
childhood. Undoubtedly parents are important for the growing up of children. 
However, what I want to emphasize is, children were always positioned in a place to 
exaggerate the sufferings of the adults, and for the effect of sensation enhancement. 
Similar to the fiinctions of the child images in the 60s, they were used as a kind of 
catalyst for the development of the plot. However, the effect became more distinctive 
and obvious, as there was a sharp contrast between the suffering of the child images 
in the films and the caring children received in reality. In fact, it seemed to suggest 
that children were a fortunate group in the society, as they were loved and cared, and 
most of them would not have the same experience as the child images showed. On 
the other hand, children faced another problem as I have mentioned - they became 
objectified. The room for them to develop themselves or to take charge of their lives 
became less than before. Though we could see that Little On in Goodbye Mammie 
‘ still had a certain kind of autonomy in the orphanage, he still lived under the 
supervision of the adults, and under the expectation of being a good child. 
The nature of the child images was different from that shown in the 60s. In 
�� the 60s, the welfare and care for the children were not adequate. Suffering from 
starvation or homelessness was very common. Hence the images, to a large extent, 
reflected the reality of the children at that time. However, the child images in the 
recent decades did not directly reflect the reality. As I have mentioned in the previous 
part, children is one of the social groups which our society treasured most. 
Supposedly in this background, the child images should be constructed in a relatively 
rosy way. But it was not the case. For most of the child images in the films from the 
1980s to the 90s, they were often portrayed as victims and orphans, just as the films I 
have introduced. In some cases, their images were related to martial arts or they were 
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constructed to be easily cheated and molded by the adults, such as The New Legend 
of Shaolin and Ten Brothers. Children usually were not the privileged group in those 
films. They were useful for either developing the plot which focused, not only on the 
children themselves but on the complex relation network of the adults, or for 
enhancing the sensation of the films. Rather than being the subject to be shot, child 
images themselves suffered from a situation of being only "accessories" in the films. 
This phenomenon was contrary to the general belief that children in reality played a 
central role in our society, as they were our future hopes and assets. 
Furthermore, child images as anonymous objects became more obvious and 
definite when they were portrayed in the Kung Fu series. Their existence seemed to 
just demostrate how well the adults could fight. They were sometimes pictured as the 
victims in fights. Sometimes, they assisted to fight with the adults. For example, in 
The New Legend of Shaolin, Man Ding (文定)assisted his father, Hung Hei Kwun 
(、洪熙官）to fight against their enemies. Even though Man Ding, and other children 
knew martial arts and Kung Fu, the focus was not on them. Rather, the plot itself and 
the Kung Fu performed by Hung Hei Kwun, played by Jack Li (李連杰)，were the 
most outstanding selling points of the film. Hence, in such case, children became 
�� unimportant in the film. Considering the two little children in Ten Brothers, they 
became the victims because of failed socialization. Since they were brought up by 
the commander in an improper way, they learned bad habits from that commander. 
This showed that child images might not be as positive as those frequently shown in 
the 60s. It also implied the importance of proper socialization and the adults in 
directing the children's way. 
Apart from the action films, child images were distorted in another genre — 
comedy. Child images, to be portrayed as fiinny as possible, were always the targets 
for audience to laugh at. For example, The Saint of Gamblers (賭聖 2 之街頭賭聖， 
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1995), Adventurous Treasure Island (黃金島歷險記，1996) and Dragon from Shaolin 
(f •在少林，1996), were films wherein child images were ridiculous enough to arouse 
the audience's laughter. Child images, performing a role to be mistreated or cheated, 
became a medium to reinforce the gimmicks in the comedy. The images themselves 
were usually unable to represent the children themselves. In this way, the resultant 
child images became the products of the filmmakers' and the audience's perceptions 
of the children in reality. 
5.3 Concluding Remarks 
As I have explained in the beginning of this chapter, children were portrayed 
as less important than they were, even though their status in Hong Kong society has 
become very important. As it was interesting to observe such a sharp contrast, further 
exploration should be conducted. In fact, children were not only located in a position 
of anonymousity in the 80s to 90s as I do not intend to show that particular type of 
‘ images were the only type of image that would be shown in films. 
Unlike those pictured in the 60s, the images of the suffering children in the 
late-80s to the 90s were shocking and unacceptable, as it was difficult to imagine 
�� such situations would occur-in an affluent society as Hong Kong. It was assumed that 
such an affluent society would have a well-established mechanism for protecting the 
children. Besides, children were placed in even more objectified position when they 
were performing in either action films or comedies. Their existence was not unique 
to their being children. They just helped arousing audience's laughter or supporting 
the excellence of their adult partners' Kung-Fu fighting. This is what I have claimed 
in the title of this chapter - child images as anonymous objects. They could not show 
their uniqueness as children, or they were not constructed as proper subjects in the 
society by the filmmakers. The popularity of the films could prove that the audience 
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accepted this kind of portrayal. 
However, would this be the end of the story? Are there any weapons for the 
weak to resist? In the next chapter, I am going to demonstrate the possibility and 
room for the children to resist and to have dialogue with the adults in various 
situations. It will show another scenario of how children were portrayed in the films 
produced in Hong Kong across different eras. 
、、 • 
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CHAPTER 6 
Weapons of the Weak - Children as Protagonists 
The last three chapters mentioned how power was exercised in the 
construction of child images. Children were marginalized, disciplined and objectified 
in the films due to various contexts. Though it did not totally distort the child images, 
the construction of that kind of images, to a certain extent, was a bit misleading for 
the audience regarding their understanding of the children in the films, or even in 
reality. It was because they were represented to be weak and submissive, hence 
children in reality were also believed to possess these characteristics. It seemed that 
power, in this sense, was simply a one-way game. However, as Foucault mentioned, 
power was overwhelming and omnipresent in nature. If power could only be 
exercised in one way, from the superordinate to the subordinate, then it could not 
explain the omnipresence of power and its complication. As explained in the 
theoretical framework, Foucauldian power was exercised in a relational network, 
rather than a linear flow. Hence, it implied there was room for the recipients of the 
power to resist. Resistance and subversion could be granted to the subordinate. This 
supported the position that children in the films could also have a certain degree of 
power to voice out their needs, have bargaining power against adults, or even 
perform as a critical person in the plot development, rather than a submissive person. 
In this chapter, I am going to introduce various images in the films across the 60s to 
the 90s. 
6.1 Introduction to the Films Selected 
From time to time, there were different subversive images of children. In the 
60s, the children were portrayed as rather obedient to the authority of the adults. 
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Hence, they seldom had direct dialogue with adults. Adults were not supposed to 
have obligation to have dialogue with children. Therefore, the child images were 
usually about how children could bear important roles in difficult and tough 
situations. For example, both Siu Chong Yuen and Little Detective could show the 
importance of children in the plot. The children in these films were different from Ah 
Yin in the Filial Piety that Moves the Heaven and the children in The Seven Kids. 
They were also different from Ah Lan and Siu Yuen in Father is Back and A Lily in 
the Storm. The children were strong, smart and tough, even when they faced critical 
situations. They shouldered the burden of saving others or of the whole family on 
their own. This kind of portrayals was quite different from those I have introduced. 
Articulated from the child portrayals in those films, they displayed other possible 
manifestations of what children should be. 
As elaborated in the previous chapter, child images were almost absent in the 
70s. At that time, children were absent and could not even gain a chance to be shown 
‘ on scene. Hence, they could not perform as protagonists. Rather, they were voiceless 
in the filmic world. Soon after the beginning of the 80s, children appeared again in 
films. In Father and Daughter, the children were different from those in the 60s. 
�� Gangs (童黨，1988), another film shown in the 80s, comprehensively told the story 
of the destructive side. In the 90s, Daddy, Father, Papa, To Catch A Thief and The 
New Legend of Shaolin exhibited the subversive children in the plot. The children in 
these films, either directly and openly teased and ridiculed the adults, or played the 
critical roles in the films, which were related to some adventures. Some of the 
distinctive films will be discussed below to introduce the most distinctive child 
character that could be called a protagonist. After the introduction to the films, more 
detailed and in-depth analysis will follow. 
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6.1.1 Siu Chong Yuen (1961)-
The Child who Judged the Critical Moment 
Table 13. Production Details for Siu Chong Yuen 
Title Siu Chong Yuen 
Chinese Title 小狀元 
Director Fung Fung 
Production/ Hong Kong: Bo Fung Film Production Company. 1961. 
Distribution Hong Kong: The Wader Film S tud io� Production� . 
Details Sound and Colour, 35mm. 
Genre Ethnical Musical 
In a Cantonese Opera background, Siu Chong Yuen was a costume play. 
The plot told how a gifted child, Siu Keung, who was extraordinarily clever and 
smart, saved his mother from danger. As a common strategy in the 60s Cantonese 
drama, the context was placed in a poor family, wherein the mother was seriously 
sick. For the sake of curing the mother, So Kam (素琴),the elder sister of Siu Keung, 
_  stole some medicine from the rich Lau's family. However, she was caught red handed. 
She was then pressured to be a concubine in Lau's family. 
Though young, Keung was a well-educated and traditional Chinese scholar 
who thought that it was too young and unreasonable for her sister to get married so 
soon. He wanted to give up the studying opportunity, as he did not want his sister to 
get married in exchange for money. Nevertheless, So Kam got married with Lau Lai 
Yuen (劉禮元)，the only son in the Lau's family. As Kam was welcomed by the 
Lau's family, the first wife of Lai Yuen, Mrs. Lau, was jealous and hence she wanted 
to trapped So Kam. On the other hand, Mrs. Lau had extra martial relationship with 
her cousin, Man Dao (文道). 
The Lau's family wanted to have a baby and thus they went to the temple to 
pray for one. Man Dao bribed the workers there and asked them to tell the Lau's 
family of Lai Yuen's bad fortune and slander So Kam. Siu Keung suspected that the 
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workers there were just asking for money. He then challenged the reliability of the 
person's words but he was disproved because he was only a child. After going to the 
temple, the Lau's family was very annoyed and worried as they thought some bad 
fortune would happen soon. Siu Keung, at that time, began to guess that was Mrs. 
Lau's plot but he had no evidence, and even if he had, he might not be trusted as he 
was only a little child. • 
Meanwhile, Mrs. Lau disguised to be Mrs. Lee, the mother of Siu Keung, and 
killed a labour in the Lau's family. Lai Yuen saw the terrible scene and was so 
shocked. Then he left home hysterically and jumped into the sea. When all people 
thought that Mrs. Lee was the murderer who indirectly caused the death of Lai Yuen, 
the truth was that Lai Yuen was killed by Man Dao, who then disguised himself as 
Lai Yuen and jumped into the sea. Mrs. Lee was charged anyway as a murderer and 
sent to prison. Siu Keung wanted to save his mother, since he was sure that she was 
innocent. 
Man Dao bribed the officials in the court to accuse Mrs. Lee. Siu Keung was 
discontented with the results and yelled in the court. 'He was regarded as being 
childish and foolish as it was useless to behave like that. Afterwards, both Keung and 
�� So Kam were ordered to leave the Lau's family. They were so helpless. At that time, 
one of the workers in the Lau's family, Uncle^^, promised to help them to seek out 
the uncle of Lai Yuen, Mr. Chiu, as he thought that Mrs. Lee was innocent. Siu Yuen 
was not afraid to travel a long distance to visit Mr. Chiu (趙大人).Before he started 
his journey to Beijing, he comforted his mother, who was in prison, and asked her to 
take care of herself and not to worry too much. 
After arriving in Beijing, Uncle and Siu Keung could not see Mr. Chiu. Since 
27 "Uncle" here is a general term. It did not mean that this "uncle" has blood ties with Siu Keung. 
People usually called the adult men as Uncle in films without telling their names. This anonymity 
implied that they were either unimportant, or they were playing a marginal role in the films. 
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they had no other alternative, Siu Keung decided to take the examination to be a 
"Chong Yuen". When he arrived at the examination hall, he was forbidden to enter, 
as he was too young and did not qualify for the preliminary examination, which was 
a prerequisite for the Chong Yuen examination. Keung thought that he has the 
knowledge but could not take part in the examination because of his age. 
Coincidentally, a candidate died suddenly. Siu Keung decided to use his permit to get 
into the center for the examination but failed again, as the official there recognized 
him. Finally, Keung asked Uncle to help him to get into the examination hall. He hid 
himself inside the clothes of Uncle. They finally got into the center and nobody 
discovered him. Siu Keung successfully finished the examination and got excellent 
results. As he was ranked the first in the examination, the King thought that this 
candidate was excellent and wanted to meet him in person. Hence, the soldiers went 
to invite him. Uncle was asked to go to the palace, leaving Siu Keung alone in the 
hotel. Uncle told the King and other official the truth and all of them did not believe 
‘ that a seven-year-old child could get such good results in the examination. They took 
Keung to the palace. Keung was so confident and persuaded the officials to trust him. 
The King wondered whether he could be made the "Chong Yuen" as he was so small. 
�� Meanwhile, Mr. Chiu appeared and he came with three barbarians. Those barbarians 
asked the officials to answer their questions or they would invade this country. 
Nobody could answer except Siu Keung. All officials admired Siu Keung very much 
as he could confront with those barbarians. Hence, he was granted the right to judge 
his mother's case with one of the official, Mr. Wu (胡大人). 
In the court, Siu Keung started to appeal for his mother. However, as Man 
Dao was the son of Mr. Wu, Siu Keung faced a lot of problems. He always needed to 
confront with Mr. Wu directly. Siu Keung did not know how to deal with such a 
situation and he asked for help from Mr. Chiu. Mr. Chiu believed that Siu Keung's 
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mother was innocent, but it was difficult for her to be set free, as she already 
admitted to be the murderer when she could not bear to witness the corporal 
punishment forced on So Kam. Keung suddenly thought of a trick to save his mother. 
He told all the people that he would check Lai Yuen's corpse to see whether he was 
really crazy at the time he died. This made both Mrs. Lau and Man Dao worried 
about whether they would be exposed. Finally they were caught red-handed when 
they wanted to take away the corpse of Lai Yuen. In the end, Mrs. Lee was set free as 
she was proved to be innocent. She asked Keung not to kill Mrs. Lau. Keung 
promised his mother and the whole family reunited again. 
Siu Chong Yuen was a typical film at that time. When in most of the films, 
children were performing filial piety and played rather submissive roles, Siu Chong 
Yuen was a very special one. Siu Keung in the films also performed those traditional 
virtues but the difference was the importance placed upon him in the plot. He was the 
major character in the film, as he was in charge of saving his mother and proving her 
‘ innocence. He showed that he was as talented and able as the adults. This contrasted 
with the helplessness of Siu Tsui (/J�翠)in a similar film. The Orphan Saved her 
Adoptive Mother. She was helpless when she could not find anyone to prove her 
� adoptive mother's innocence in a murder case. Finally, with the help of her friend. 
Fat Uncle, she could help saving her mother from prison. In this sense, Siu Chong 
Yuen was a rather distinctive film introducing another aspect of children. It showed a 
relatively independent and smart child on screen. This kind of portrayal could also be 
found in the following film - Little Detective. 
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6.1.2 Little Detective (1963) - Adult Mind, Child Body 
Table 14. Production Details for Little Detective 
Title Little Detective 
Chinese Title 探 一 
Director Chan Pei 
Production/ 
Hong Kong: Hing Fat Film Production Company, 1962. 
Distribution 
Details Sound, Black and White, 35 mm. 
Genre Ethnical Detective Film 
Siu Lan was keen on being a detective as her father was a very famous 
inspector. She always imitated what the adult's did, such as the tone of the phone. 
She always had incredible ideas and she liked to talk with the adults. In the plot of 
Little Detective, she was a brave detective who saved her classmates and other 
children. Besides, she helped her father to arrest the criminals. 
Fong Pik Kwan (方碧君）and Yiu Kong (妙E岡！|) were the parents of Siu Lan. 
' K o n g was an inspector who always worried about Pik Kwan. With the influence of 
her father, Siu Lan wanted to be a detective, just as the one shown in the comic. In 
addition, she also wanted to lessen her father's workload. In one episode, Siu Lan 
pretended that she was holding a gun. Yuen Wai (袁偉)，her auntie's boyfriend and 
the colleague of her father, told her that she really looked like a detective. In fact, 
Wai just cheated her as both Siu Lan and Wai knew that she was too small to be a 
detective. Wai just wanted to comfort her. 
Kong, as the plot developed, took charge of arresting a group of gangsters. 
Those gangsters thought of ways to take revenge on Kong. Meanwhile, Siu Lan and 
her classmates Lai Ming (麗明）were playing on the playground of the school during 
a break. However, tempted by the people outside the school, both of them were 
kidnapped. Then, they found themselves trapped in a house where there were many 
children. Siu Lan knew that those people would harm her and also the other children. 
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Hence, she thought of ways to escape and report to the police. She was smart and 
brave enough to order the gangster not to touch her or she would shout for help. She 
played various tricks to distract the gangsters' attention. Finally, she escaped from 
the house and went to the police station and saved the children. 
After this incident, Siu Lan got a honor reward for she bravely in saving the 
children. She was praised and people called her "Little Detective". Because of her 
calmness and bravery, she even got the appraisal from her father. All these reinforced 
Siu Lan's dream of becoming a detective. However, because she was too small, her 
parents forbade her to do so, as it was too dangerous for her. In fact, Siu Lan did not 
understand why she could not be a "real" detective even she received the title -
"Little Detective". 
On the other hand, as the gangsters wanted to take revenge on Kong, they 
went to attack him and his family when Kong was having a picnic with Pile Kwan 
and Siu Lan. Kong was helpless, as he needed to take care of his wife and his 
‘ daughter when the gangster was rude to them and attacked them. In the critical 
moment, Siu Lan was able to escape from the gangster and she ran to seek help from 
Wai. She was so agile that she could escape from the gangster. She saved her parents 
�� this time. However, Kong was hurt when Wai and other policemen found him and 
Pik Kwan. 
Kong began to notice that the gangster was targeting at him. He reminded the 
whole family to take care of themselves. One night, Kong and Pik Kwan were asked 
to join a party, leaving Siu Lan and Kong's colleague at home. Siu Lan was too 
naughty to play with the gun and unintentionally hurt Kong's colleague. Lan was too 
scared and afraid of being blamed by the father, so she ran away from home. 
Unfortunately, she was kidnapped by the gangsters who wanted to take revenge on 
her father. Kong was very worried about Siu Lan's safety. Finally the gangsters were 
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arrested and Siu Lan, though she was blamed for her naughtiness, was praised by the 
parents for her calmness. It was a happy ending. 
Little Detective did not really focus on Siu Lan as the sole character to lead 
the plot development. However, her performance was also different from those child 
images in the films mentioned in the previous section. Just as the images of Siu 
Keung, Siu Lan could help a lot in the critical moments. Contrary to the general 
belief that children should be placed under protection, Siu Lan showed another 
possibility for children to bear some important, or even extraordinary duties; Saving 
her classmates, other children and the parents made Siu Lan an extraordinary child in 
this film. From this point of view, Siu Lan, to a certain extent, was the one who could 
escape from the stereotype of how a typical child should be. 
As time goes by, the child images with certain degree of autonomy has 
changed their nature. Children, as suggested in the previous chapter, were absent in 
the 70s. Child images changed quite drastically from the 80s to the 90s. In the 60s, 
‘ even though child images were portrayed as protagonist, they were still bound to 
certain kinds of Chinese virtues, as the boundary between adults and children were 
still clear enough to be observed. However, in recent decades, the boundary became 
�� less distinctive and dialogue, resistance and even subversion became possible. In the 
following film, the children were portrayed in a totally different way. 
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6.1.3 Daddy, Father, Papa (1991)- The Hong Kong Version of Home Alone 
Table 15. Production Details for Daddy, Father andPapap 
Title Daddy, Father and Papa 
Chinese Title —老豆唔怕多 
Director Ko Chi Sum 
Production/ Hong Kong: Tung Fong Film Production Co. Ltd., 1991. 
Distribution Hong Kong: Wing Ko Film Distribution Co. L t d . � Distribution�， 
Hong Kong: The Ko Chi Sum Production Co. L t d . � Production� . 
Details 98 minutes, Sound and Colour 
Remarks II ； TELA ° — 
This film, in fact, should be categorized as a comedy. The plot was about 
Little Bun (斌仔)，an extremely clever boy, who was kidnapped after seeing a murder 
and taking a roll of film. The film contained the criminal evidence. In order to find 
her son, MoMo (毛毛）cheated two of her ex-boyfriends that Little Bun was their son. 
Many funny things happened during the hide-and-seek between the gangsters and 
” Little Bun and his "fathers". 
Little Bun was a clever boy who was especially good at science. It was shown 
at the beginning of the film. It was because he was always neglected by his parents, 
and he was so bored. Hence, he liked to invent some interesting stuffs himself, 
together with his friend, Pierre. His parents always went out to have social gatherings 
、、 
with friends, leaving Little' Bun alone at home with the Filipino maid. His parents 
even forgot his birthday. He could only wander in the game center. He felt unwanted 
and lonely all the time. He often suspected whether he was really the son of his father, 
as his father always treated him badly. 
One day, after blamed by his daddy again, he ran away from home. 
Incidentally, he witnessed a murder and took a roll of film. He was seen by the 
gangsters but was able to run away. As the roll of film contained much criminal 
information, the gangsters needed to have it back. Little Bun found that he was being 
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chased. He rode on his bicycle and went to Pierre's home. He threw the roll of film 
into his house and left. Finally, he could get back home. But he was caught by the 
bad guys when he was locked up by his father. 
Little Bun's parents did not care much about his "disappearance". They just 
guessed that he ran away from home again. Only after several days, MoMo began to 
worry about his son's safety. They went to report to police but they knew little about 
their son and could not tell much information to the police. They could only wait. On 
the other hand, Little Bun tried every method to avoid being killed by the gangsters 
before he could escape. With the help of Kun Chung (冠中)’ one of the gangsters, 
who was kind enough to help Little Bun, Little Bun could escape from being beaten. 
Little Bun saved Kun Chung once when he was nearly bitten by a snake. From then 
on, Chung was grateful to Little Bun and he let him go when nobody would notice. 
On the other hand, MoMo was so worried that she asked her ex-boyfriends to 
help her find Little Bun. She cheated both Ah Bo (阿寶）and Siu Wong (/J�黃）that 
‘ Little Bun was their son. Therefore, both men went to seek Little Bun. Accidentally, 
they found him on the street and they took him back to home. Both of them took 
good care of the child and showed their love to him. Little Bun complained that his 
� daddy always mistreated him and he often had to eat alone. He was not loved by his 
daddy and his daddy used to tell lies. Little Bun was very disappointed with what his 
daddy did because he really loved him. He drew a lot of pictures of his daddy. But he 
knew that his daddy cared about money more than about him. 
During a quarrel, Little Bun ran away from Ah Bo and Siu Wong. He went to 
Pierre's home. Kun Chung also went to meet Little Bun there. Little Bun told Chung 
the incredible adventure that he had two more fathers all of a sudden. When they 
were talking, Ah Bo and Siu Wong came. They wanted to take Little Bun home. At 
this moment, the gangster came and tried to catch Little Bun. In this episode. Little 
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Bun set different traps to attack the gangsters. He dismayed the gangsters and they 
escaped from the danger eventually. 
Meanwhile, Little Bun's daddy was caught by the gangsters, as they mistook 
him for Little Bun. He was seriously beaten. Little Bun was also kidnapped again 
and became a hostage. Being asked to bring the ransom to the gangsters, Momo, Ah 
Bo and Siu Wong went to meet them but were also caught and trapped： They were 
locked up in a steaming machine with hand grenades on their hands. Little Bun 
thought of ways to help all of them to escape. He even helped Ah Bo to arrest all the 
gangsters. Finally, Little Bun and his family was safe and he got two more "father" 
and "papa". 
Little Bun performed the role like Kelvin^^ in Home Alone and Home Alone 
2: Lost in New York (寶貝智多星續集，1992). Children in these films were clever 
and cunning enough to set traps and play tricks on the adults, especially those who 
were unfriendly to them. In this sense, children in the films were no longer 
submissive children treated badly by others. They would be able to resist with their 
effort and ideas. Given that Little Bun was ignored and neglected by his parents, he 
himself had many ideas, just like Kelvin in the two series of Home Alone. This 
“ implied the rather distant relationship between children and parents in the recent 
decades. Besides, it showed the unclear boundary between children and adults. This 
will be elaborated in details in the next part of this chapter. 
6.2 How Children Empower Themselves? 
In this part, I am going to explain how the images of protagonist were 
possible in the 60s, when children were supposed to be submissive. In fact, as what I 
28 Kelvin is a clever and cunning boy in those two films who set traps and play tricks on the adults. 
Kelvin is played by Macaulay Culkin. 
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have introduced in the previous chapters and above, children were sometimes 
portrayed as submissive and obedient. However, room for showing their toughness 
and strength could still be found in various films. Such images, as rooted in the 
traditional values, showed a breakthrough in the construction of child images in the 
60s, making children not simply the victims in daily lives. 
6.2.1 Sporadic Show Times for Children 
It was difficult to understand the omnipresence of power if we focused only 
on discussing how children suffered from the asymmetrical relationship between 
adults and children. Though children were rather submissive in the films in the 60s, 
there were still some portrayals represented their capability in resisting the power 
placed over them by making use of their own power. It could be found in the two 
films I have introduced. It was the valuable "Show Time" for the child 
t* 
actors/actresses to shoulder so many parts of the films. 
, Being a well-educated student, Siu Keung hoped to be a good civil servant to 
serve the country. He achieved his dream much earlier than expected as he had a 
chance to take the imperial examination. But it was not a good news for him as he 
, needed to save his mother who had been framed. In this film, Siu Keung became a 
judge, a role that could only be performed by an adult. He changed many ideas of 
what children could not do in a normal sense. Because of his talent, he could be the 
youngest civil servant. He could take part in the process of inquisition. Besides, he 
would challenge the officials and the adults around him. It was a very distinctive 
character in the 60s. What was similar to other 60s films was the social values the 
film emphasized. The importance of filial piety, loyalty and social obligation were 
always affirmed by Siu Keung. Hence, though the image was different from those 
generally portrayed in other films, the basic ideas were more or less the same. 
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Besides, it was an uncommon child image to perform a duty which was 
supposed to be performed by an adult. As always said and told in the 60s films, 
children were believed to be innocent and they did not know much. There was a 
Cantonese idiom repeated in the films "I have eaten more salt than have had your 
rice，，29. This showed that adults always thought that they were more experienced than 
children. In the film, Siu Keung was also challenged by the worker in the temple by 
saying "Little kids, how many days of eating rice have you This implied the 
contempt over the child. His ability was questioned. That thinking was nothing 
wrong as adults were supposed to be more experienced than children. But they could 
not neglect what children could contribute or could accomplish just because of their 
ages. Siu Keung broke the rule that he could be the youngest "Chong Yuen" due to 
his gifted talent. Hence, children, in this vein, were believed to have another image, 
rather than just as victims or obedient children. 
f 
Siu Lan also had another "Show Time" in Little Detective. Though in the end 
‘ she was also portrayed as a victim when she was kidnapped by the gangsters, she did 
perform a calm and brave image to the audience, showing that children could, to a 
certain extent, deal with those critical situations by themselves. Siu Lan showed her 
� independence when she and her classmates were caught for the first time. She was so 
clever to cheat the people there and gained her time to escape. She was not afraid of 
climbing down from the pipe even the building was quite high. She got into the taxi 
and reported to the police clearly the trapped children's location. Her 
accomplishment seemed quite implausible to be achieved by a little girl. But she 
could do it. It really amazed the audience and brought new possibility of how a child 
29 This idiom in Chinese is�食盤多過你食米」.It was usually used by the senior person to show that 
he/she was more experienced than the junior. 
30 The idiom in Chinese is�細路，你食過幾多曰飯呀？� .This challenged the children who was lack 
of experience and knew nothing about the world. This was widely used in the films in the 60s. 
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image could be constructed and portrayed. 
Another episode talked about how Siu Lan saved their parents from the 
revenge of the gangsters. It completely showed her agility and calmness in tackling 
difficulties. Her adventure in this sense did not show her as a victim. Rather, as she 
could think of her way to help her parents, her image became plausible for telling the 
autonomy of the child. Siu Lan, made use of her ability even, as a little girl, to 
prevent herself suffering from various dangers. She cheated the kidnappers that she 
was Fung Bo-Bo and could sing and dance, as she wanted to have more time to think 
of the ways to escape. And, she made the excuse that children needed to go to the 
toilet more often, and asked the kidnappers to take her to the toilet and she then ran 
away. When she had picnic with her parents, she was able to distract the gangsters 
and helped to save her mother from being beaten. She showed her agility as a child 
should have. Hence, though power and suppression were exercised on Siu Lan to a 
certain extent, she could resist and fight back with the identity as a child. 
‘ In the 60s, there were many films with similar portrayals of children who 
could show their unwillingness towards the adults' requests. Though they were not as 
distinctive as those I have introduced, it is worth to explain a number of them to 
�� show their differences, as compared with the more "mainstream" child images. 
The children in The Great Devotion could be used as examples. Though the 
child images were dramatically victimized and marginalized, there were some 
episodes that depicted the strategies of the children for solving problems. As 
elaborated in Chapter 3，Chan's family was very poor and they did not have money 
for their mother's medical treatment. Hence, the children thought of ways to earn 
money. They pretended to be handicapped children to gain the mercy of the 
pedestrians. This episode related that children in the films were sometimes portrayed 
as people who could find their ways out with their identity as children. This identity 
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at times would not give them trouble or unfavorable consequences. Rather, privileges 
would be granted for them if their strategies were appropriated. 
Another episode could be found in The Prodigious Child and Her Loyal 
Do力(義犬神童，1961). Siu Fung (/J�鳳）in the film was a little girl living with her 
family. She helped in raising the family with her elder sister, Yuk Wah (玉華). 
However, they were always harassed by the Choi's family as they wanted to force 
Yuk Wah to get married with Dai Fu (大虎)，the eldest son of the Choi's family. Siu 
Fung in this film repeatedly saved her family from dangers together with her loyal 
dog. She was also a brave girl who was never afraid of the bad guys. She showed an 
extraordinary toughness to the difficulties their family faced. 
Therefore, as explained above, it was observed that children possessed certain 
degrees of autonomy in the films. They were not totally helpless or victimized, 
waiting for the help from adults. They could sometimes thought of ways to help 
themselves. However, in this stage, they could not be claimed as protagonists, as they 
‘ just showed little degree of resistance. It was a starting point to discuss further about 
the intensive request for dialogue and resistance against the power imposed on them 
by the adults. Before going further, it is necessary to understand the relationship 
� between the adults and the. children, so that we could have a general picture of how 
children could be portrayed in this and the later stage. 
I have mentioned before that children were not supposed to be included in the 
"adult's world", especially in the traditional Chinese society, which greatly 
emphasized ranking according to age and seniority. Hence, in the films emphasized 
31 Children and animals are "perfect match" in many films. For example, in The Prodigious Child and 
Her Loyal Dog, All About Ah-Long, Filial Piety that Moves Heaven. It helped in telling the 
relationship assuming that children were, to a certain extent, kind enough to make friends with 
animals. Animals, in return, could show a certain degree of "humanity" when they were being with 
children. In short, this "perfect match" shows that children are kind and inclined to be part of the 
nature. 
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on traditional values, it would be difficult to have child images going against the 
adult's will, or even challenging the adults. However, it could still be seen that 
certain changes began to appear in the films, showing the autonomous role that a 
child could play. Though the boundary still clearly marked the domain between 
adults and children, children were able to test whether they could go beyond the 
boundary. For example, Siu Lan in Little Detective tried to test whether the kidnapper 
could stand for her endless requests. She in fact had no confidence that she could 
distract the kidnappers. She just tried and waited for their response. This room for 
testing the boundary and tolerance of adults were new in that era, as adults were 
believed to be the "commanders" of children's daily lives. Even for those who were 
not in the same family, children should pay respects to them. Challenging them was 
not allowed, as children would then be regarded as lack of family socialization. 
Hence, the room for the "wrestling" between adults and children was relatively 
limited. 
It is found that the child images showed themselves with the use of power 
over adults, especially those who were threatening them or their family. However, the 
manipulation of power by children was not that obvious. Until the recent decades, 
�� when childcare became a hot and important topic in Hong Kong society, the room for 
children to make request or resistance has been expanding. The child images in the 
films displayed deeper portrayals of children to manipulate their power to go against 
adults and the authority. 
6.3 Room for Having Dialogues, Resistance and Subversion 一 
How Children were Portrayed as Protagonists 
After a period of absence in the 70s, the nature of child images changed a lot 
when they were put on screen again in the 80s. Children began to have a say in the 
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plot development, as a greater room for having direct dialogue was granted to them. 
These episodes were not difficult to detect in many films from the 80s to the 90s. 
Father and Daughter, Gangs, To Catch a Thief, The New Legend of Shaolin, and 
Whatever Will Be, Will Be, all exhibited the rooms for children to have dialogues 
directly with adults. Some even showed their resistance to the adult's will. The most 
extreme case, as shown in Gangs, children were portrayed in subversive roles to 
challenge law and order in society. 
6.3.1 A Protagonist -
Direct Dialogue and Resistance towards Redefine the Boundary 
Direct dialogue was provided in many films in the recent era, as 
unquestionable obedience no longer prevailed. Rather, children liked to question the 
adults on how they deal with the daily stuffs. In The New Legend of Shaolin, Man 
- D i n g challenged Hung Hei Kwun in their conversation. Man Ding was a very 
obedient child. It was shown that once Hei Kwun asked him not to move until Hei 
Kwun told him to do so, he really did not move even when the naughty children 
threw stones at him. However, sometimes he would disobey his father's words. As 
Hei Kwun also taught Man Ding lessons after different events, Man Ding liked to do 
the same thing on his dad when the similar situation occurred. In an episode, Hei 
- Kwun was going to kill his brother, as this brother betrayed Hei Kwun. Hei Kwun 
taught his son, 
"You cannot show mercy to your enemies." 
However, as shown in the later part of the film, Hei Kwun was not willing to hurt 
Red Bean, a girl who wanted to scam money from Ma's family. Even Hei Kwun 
thought that she was a cheat, he still showed his mercy on her, as he was attracted by 
this girl. At that moment, Man Ding questioned his father, 
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"Why you were so gentle to her? You said we cannot show mercy to 
enemies." Man Ding exclaimed 
"1..." Hei Kwun mumbled and confiised. 
"If you cannot stand for it (the temptation from Red Bean), no need to stand 
for it." Man Ding challenged his dad. 
In this conversation, it is seen that Man Ding, as the son of Hei Kwun, could thus 
challenge and question his father. This kind of dialogue helped to make the film more 
interesting as Man Ding presented himself as a child who spoke like an adult. 
In another context, after Hei Kwun was misunderstood for doing something improper 
to Red Bean, Man Ding again questioned his dad, 
"Dad, you've said we should stay calm when dealing with any sudden change. 
Why did you rush into Red Bean's room impulsively when she asked for help?" Man 
Ding was confused. 
"I..." Hei Kwun replied hesitantly. 
"Needless to explain as nobody will believe you ” Man Ding replied 
affirmatively. 
Therefore, from the dialogue between Man Ding and Hei Kwun, it can be noticed 
that children and adults could have much room of dialogues. Children even could 
challenge the adult's wrongdoings. 
In To Catch a Thief, Cheng Pak-lam also played a role similar to Man Ding. 
He, in this film, liked to haggle with his dad, who always asked him to cheat others 
with his "child identity". He knew that he could have some benefits by haggling with 
his dad. Hence, he always showed his talent in manipulating his values as a child to 
gain benefits from his dad, or even from the neighbors in the village. He also played 
a role similar to Little Bun in Daddy, Father, Papa who liked to trap others with his 
knowledge of the environment. For example, he had a "special house" for him to 
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play with other children. There were many traps and snares to prevent adults to ruin 
their playground. He showed a distinctive child who tried to demarcate the boundary 
between the children and adults in the village. These kinds of message seldom 
existed in the previous portrayals that a child could draw a line to distinguish him 
from the adults. With this image, not only did he open a room for having dialogue 
with his father, he also tried to protest against the lack of his own space. That is the 
reason why he wanted to design those traps in such a "special house" which was only 
intended for children. 
In Whatever Will Be, Will Be, though children helped in telling the love story 
between Miss Lee and Ha Lo (暇{老)，they showed a certain degree of resistance in 
the plot. When the children knew the unfairness in the singing contest, they all 
questioned the adults and discussed what they could do to deal with the problem. 
They gathered in a church in the school, showing their ability to organize themselves. 
Besides, they grouped together to invite other students in the school to join the choir, 
as the school might not help them much. All these showed the children could do 
something on their own, just like other social actors did. 
It is found that the children were portrayed as the protagonists because they 
could show a certain kind of autonomy and independence in their lives. Meanwhile, 
compared with the images in the 60s, the images recently were given more room to 
talk with the adults, concerning their lives, or even their discontent with the adults' 
wrongdoings. It showed that children, in this sense, were portrayed as the 
protagonists in the plot. In the extreme case, just as shown in Gangs, some children 
showed their rebellion to the society or education system in a wrong way by 
participating in the triad society. They were no longer the obedient and well-behaved 
children as shown in the films in the previous chapters. They became rebellious and 
cynical to everything in society. On the other hand, these portrayals aroused the 
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concern on these children who was easily manipulated by the triad society. As they 
were too young, the policemen would not easily suspect them. Hence, they were 
asked to commit many illegal activities. Besides, even if they were arrested, they 
would not receive severe punishment as they were protected by the law. Hence, this 
film not only showed children's rebellious aspect but also urged the society to take 
care of these "protagonists" in our society. 
In a nutshell, it is found that child images were granted greater room to 
perform acts that were supposed to be done by adults. For example, they would set 
traps to expel the adults, join the triad society, and organize themselves to mobilize 
others. These images helped to tell that children in the film were no longer the weak. 
Rather, they could be the real protagonists in the film, who took charge of their lives 
to a certain extent. In other words, the power that the adults exercised on children 
was not a one-way game. In return, the children also had certain strategies to deal 
with the manipulation of power by themselves. Hence, the power relationship 
‘ became complex and multi-directional rather than a linear one. 
6.4 Concluding Remarks - Complex Relational Network of Power 
“ More concern has been placed on child development in Hong Kong society, 
as socializing children appropriately is important in an affluent society. It would help 
to make them members in the society who would conform to the social values and 
norms. Hence, the relationship between children and adults were improved. The 
demarcation and boundary were not clearly defined but the line would be drawn 
depends on different situations. Hence, parentage was a very important issue recently. 
One issue concerning parentage is the need to listen to what children want and what 
they think. It reserves a room for adults to listen to children while children are no 
longer a totally neglected group. Though as I have mentioned before, the children 
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may suffer from objectification when more institutions are established for their sake, 
children are undeniably valuable assets of our society, as we believe they will 
improve our society. 
Concerning the power relation between adults and children, the kind of 
portrayals I have mentioned provided an alternative to see that children could 
exercise and manipulate the power in return on the adults. It is believed that, in this 
sense, the power relations were no longer a linear and simple one, but complex and 
network-like. As Foucault suggested, power could only be manifested in a relational 
network. Hence, in order to have a more comprehensive picture of how power 
operates in the construction of the child images, it is inevitable to have a look on the 
child images as protagonists. 
In this chapter, I have introduced various films which were showing how the 
children were constructed as protagonists. From the images, it is found that there was 
change in such "protagonist" roles from the 60s to the 90s. This means that, children 
as protagonists were protrayed in different period of time, rather than simply appear 
in the 80s to the 90s. In the 60s, the child images were still bounded by the traditional 
values even when they were portrayed as protagonists. With their own talents, they 
could do things supposed-to be done by adults. From the 80s to 90s, traditional 
values were no longer emphasized. Children became valuable assets of the whole 
society, while it was advocated for parents and adults to listen to and understand 
more about the children. They began to have dialogues with the adults, even a 
challenging one. Besides, they showed their ability of being adults in the films. Such 
as Cheng Pak-lam in To Catch a Thief, he did not tell his father about the "private 
playground (special house)", as he wanted to have certain degree of privacy that he 
should enjoy. Privacy and autonomy were not the "monopoly" for the adults. They 
were also the rights that children should enjoy. In this sense, children in the films 
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were granted a certain degree of progress, in terms of their ability in taking charge of 
. their lives. , 
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, four categories of child images are introduced to explain how 
child images are constructed in the filmic world. I am not claiming that this schema 
of the four categories is all-inclusive. What I want to do is to briefly recommend a 
possible classification of child images under the Foucauldian theoretical framework. 
As I have stated before, this thesis can be served as a reference for fixture researches 
concerning the analysis of child images in films. It is because there were no similar 
researches conducted before. Besides, though the typology I have established is not 
all-inclusive, its originality should be credited for serving a pioneer in adopting 
Foucault's ideas in understanding child images in films. In this chapter, I am going to 
sum up the four categories of child images and trying to see what images may still be 
missing under this theoretical framework. Afterwards, in order to response to the 
theoretical question, I am going to theorize the construction of child images in 
relation to the development of Cultural Studies in Hong Kong in general. 
7.1 Four Categories -
How Children were Getting Represented in the Hong Kong Films 
“ Based on the ideas of Foucault, I have established an ideal-typical schema for 
depicting and explaining the construction of child images in Hong Kong films from 
the 60s to 90s. Referring to the development of the idea of power in a Foucauldian 
sense, I have categorized child images in four groups: Child images as subordinating 
and gendered roles, as moral agents, as anonymous objects, and as protagonists. 
These four categories may help to explain the power relation between adults and the 
children. 
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7.1.1 Children as Victims 
As mentioned in that chapter, I would like to say that child images were 
marginalized. Marginalization was divided in two different levels in the analysis. The 
one observed in the 60s operated in a kind of ignorance and negligence, pushing the 
children to the position of greatest suffering in the films, such as those shown in The 
Great Devotion and Father is Back. The other level was found in the 80s to 90s. In 
this period of time, children were marginalized with intensive control and care by the 
adults, such as those shown in Whatever Will Be, Will Be and Age of Miracles. From 
the films above, it is observed that child images were marginalized. It was even most 
obvious in the 70s when child images were nearly absent in the film industry. They 
even had little chance to get themselves represented on screen, since child images 
were difficult to be incorporated into those popular genres as pornography, police 
drama and action films at that time. Apart from marginalization from the adults, girls 
were further marginalized from the boys in the films. I termed it double 
^ marginalization. Owing to gender inequality in the traditional Chinese values, girls 
were not greatly treasured especially when the family was in a critical moment. 
Daughters were usually portrayed as commodities ready to be sold. This kind of 
�� double marginalization seemed to be a rule shown in the 60s family melodrama. The 
marginalization showed how power was directly exercised on the children, telling the 
differences between children and adults. Thus the two groups of people were 
demarcated. However, power could operate in a less explicit way by disguising to be 
necessities for the children's benefits. It will be further discussed in the following 
section. 
7.1.2 Children as Moral Agents 
Children were believed to be innocent and well-behaved under the exercise of 
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disciplinary power. Hence their portrayals as moral agents would be the most 
effective and persuasive. Training and appropriate socialization were important for 
children's growth. Many portrayals therefore showed the obedience and cooperation 
of the children even when their activities were put under control or supervision. 
Many traditional values were reinforced and emphasized in the course of different 
events. For example, in Filial Piety that Moves the Heaven, the adventure of Da Bo 
showed the importance of filial piety, which would move the Heaven to save her 
mother. Besides, The Seven Kids were taught a lesson of tidying up the home without 
the mother's help. The Little Artists paid their tribute to the teacher who taught them 
Cantonese opera. All the images helped to convey the virtues that people should 
possess. Sometimes there were counter-examples to show the consequences of not 
conforming to the rules and norms. In Filial Piety, Ka Kei was taught a lesson 
because he was impolite, disobedient and unfilial to his mother and his relatives. The 
two students of the "Old Artist" were also blamed in the end of the film, as they were 
‘ disrespectful and irreverent to their former teacher, as shown in Little Artists. Hence, 
I want to demostrate that these moral agents not only reinforced the children's 
responsibility of performing in accordance with the traditional virtues, but also 
�� reinforced those ideas among the general public. As a result, the moral agents served 
as the tools for providing moral education for the whole society. 
7.1.3 Children as Anonymous Objects 
Children were portrayed as less important than their status in reality in Hong 
Kong society. Unlike those pictured in the 60s, the images representing the suffering 
children became more shocking and unacceptable in the 80s and the 90s, as it was 
difficult to imagine that such situation could occur in such a affluent society. It was 
assumed that this kind of society would have a well-established mechanism for 
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protecting children. Besides, children were placed in a more objectified position 
when they were performing in action films or comedies. Their existence was not 
unique as they were children. They were only helping to arouse audience's laughter 
or support the excellence of their adult partners in Kung Fu fighting. This is what I 
have claimed in the title of this chapter - child images as anonymous objects. They 
could not show their uniqueness as children. They were not constructed-in their own 
terms as the subjects of society by the filmmakers. The popularity of the films could 
demostrate that the audience accepted this kind of portrayals. For example, as shown 
in Goodbye Mammie, All About Ah-Long, The Story of My Son and the Run of the 
Son, children were portrayed as the victims and were objectified as the tools for 
exchanging, or for taking revenge. These kinds of portrayals did not help to empower 
the children themselves, or show that they were loved by the adults. Rather, they 
seemed to be exploited by the adults in a hidden way. They could not enjoy the rights 
children were supposed to have, and they suffered from a tough world which was 
unbearable and unendurable even for adults. In this kind of portrayals, children were 
totally objectified. 
、’ 7.1.4 Children as Protagonists 
Children in the films still had their room to bargain with the adults. As 
frequently shown in the films across different decades, child images occasionally 
became the protagonists in the films. For example, in Siu Chong Yuen and Little 
Detective, both child images were distinctive by showing their leading roles in 
developing the plots. Fung Bo-bo even mimicked a little boy in Siu Chong Yuen to 
show the dignity of being a judge in the court. Siu Lan in Little Detective also 
showed another possibility for what a child should be. These possibilities paved the 
way for the future change towards the child protagonists. From the 80s to 90s, the 
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room for child images to get presented as protagonists was even larger. They began 
to bargain with and challenge the adults by opening direct dialogues, or show their 
discontent through various channels. These were not found in the 60s films. Thus, 
the changes of the child images really told the growing concern over the relationship 
between adults and children, as children seemed to be treasured and valued to a 
certain extent. As a result, more episodes depicted how children and adults argued 
over some disagreements. Besides, as what children could do was similar to those of 
the adults, the demarcation between adults and children were subject to be redefined 
by situations. Therefore, children were always portrayed as protagonists in recent 
years. 
I do not intend to show that particular type of image will only be shown in 
certain period of time. Rather, what I want to emphasize is that, different types of 
child images can appear in the same period of time. The "combination" of the images 
shows how the child images in films will be perceived in certain period of time. 
‘ Some of the images were distinctive in some decades. For example, portraying 
children as moral agents were highlights in the 60s. However, the above images were 
not restrcited to be divided in a temporal dimension. The most important point is to 
“ spell out the dynamics of the "typology" which I have established. The types of 
images are hence not arranged in a sequential order. 
7.2 What is More? 
7.2.1 A Possible Supplement for the Foucauldian Framework 
Inspired by Michel Foucault, I adopted the flow of his ideas concerning the 
changing nature of power in my analysis. Power seemed to be an inevitable item 
when talked about the relationship between adults and children (Lee, 2001). 
As shown in the previous chapters, power seemed inevitably involved in the 
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process of nurturing children. But I am not saying that it was a negative connotation 
of power. Rather, as I interpret, for Foucault power was not a valued-laden term. 
Power was supposed to be neutral in nature. Based on this point, I want to suggest 
that the kind of power existed between parents and children are rather a soft and 
passionate one. Though the care and control of parents put over children are 
sometimes too demanding and suffocating for them, the intention and motivation are 
for the benefit of children. It is undeniable that the power exercised is not the kind 
we imagine. It is a relatively soft power since interaction and affection between 
parents and children is possible. Besides, as parentage becomes a great concern in 
recent years, the relationship between parents and children has in fact improved. In 
constrast, the kind of power Foucault mentioned was always derived from social 
taboos, such as madness, prisons and sexuality. It resulted in a negative connotation 
of power, in both its general usage and interpretation in Foucault's sense. However, 
the power between parents and children were somewhat different from them. 
Foucault wanted to amplify the use of power and thus he needed to analyse the 
extreme cases in order to demostrate the validity of his argument. I borrowed his 
ideas and concepts for explaining that children, who were believed to be well treated 
�� and treasured, were still exposed to possibilities of being exploited, marginalized, 
and objectified under some situations. Therefore, I do not intend to negate the love 
and passion of parents towards their children. I just want to pinpoint the tensions 
between children and adults by means of the concept of power, and how this the 
tensions was portrayed and changed with time in the films. 
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7.2.2 Theorizing the Construction of Child Images 一 
A Reconsideration of the Hong Kong Cultural Studies for Adding in 
the Age Dimension 
With the help of empirical cases and their analysis, the theoretical concern 
stated earlier can be solved. From the films I have analyzed, I found that there are 
many possible further explorations about children, films and cultural studies. It is 
because this area of study is used to be neglected. As reviewed in Chapter 2, 
researches concerning the child images in films were absent in Hong Kong while 
only infrequent in the United States. Together with the growing concern about 
children in the academic arena, there is no reason to leave this social category 
unexplored in Cultural Studies. Further, this issue reflects the general negligence in 
tackling the age dimension in Cultural Studies. This will be further elaborated in the 
following section. All in all, the rich array of empirical data presented above proves 
that there is great need for further studies on children in the cultural domain, which 
would also require the reconsideration of the current situation of Cultural Studies in 
Hong Kong at large. 
7.2.3 A Call for Reconsideration 一 
The Predicament of the Current Hong Kong Cultural Studies 
As can be observed from various publicationscpmcermed, though the Hong 
Kong Cultural Studies were motivated by rapid changes of lifestyles in the fifties, 
instead of the massive social movements like the case in the American Cultural 
Studies, the Cultural Studies in Hong Kong also faced similar issues as those faced 
by American Cultural Studies. I want to pinpoint some of the weaknesses in the 
Hong Kong Cultural Studies, namely the lack of theoretical emphasis with reference 
to cultural theories, and the undueemphasis on media culture, colonial and 
postcolonial cultural analyses. 
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In Hong Kong, though Cultural Studies have become a legitimate and 
institutionalized subject in the academic domain since the nineties, the theoretical 
emphasis on researches was not strong enough. Most likely, personal judgment, 
instead of solid grounding on cultural theories and method were emphasized on 
criticizing cultural phenomenon. Applying selective cultural concepts without taking 
the whole theoretical framework into consideration was common. However, 
analyzing and researching culture should be theory driven, as little meaninful 
knowledge could be attained if it was not supported by systematic and 
well-organized theoretical framework. Hence, though relevant data had been 
collected before, most of the researches did not have a solid grounding on cultural 
theories, rendering their finishings rather superficial. Thus, even if cultural studies 
seemed well established and prevalent in the 90s; only few discussions on cultural 
matters could gain wider recognition. Besides, Hong Kong Cultural Studies were 
also affected by the age of icons. Most of the criticisms towards popular culture were 
‘ not in-depth enough or theoretically- driven. 
In Hong Kong, Cultural Studies started from the 50s when most of the 
researches were anthropological, stated the change of the pattern of lifestyle. What 
“ the anthropologists concerned at the time was the influence brought by the rapid 
industrialization and urbanization of the tradition Chinese culture and rituals. There 
was little study about the by-products of the two processes - namely popular culture 
and consumer culture (吳俊雄，2001, p.xvii). The researchers simply focused on the 
change of behavioral patterns of the Hong Kong people. However, they neglected the 
change of ideology and mentality of the people, as a result of the increasing 
significance of popular culture. Hence, a general picture of the mentality of Hong 
Kong people at that time was difficult to project from the existing literatures. 
Another problem is that, as I have mentioned in section one, the field of Hong 
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Kong Cultural Studies is not that diversified. Indeed, most of the studies were media 
related or concerned about identity formation in the colonial and post-colonial 
culture. Starting from the 1970s, there was an invasion of Western mass culture due 
to the lack of indigenous culture and the retreat of the traditional Chinese culture. At 
that time, the major cultural development was started by the popularization of 
television broadcasting (Chan, 1997, p. 178). Television helped shaping the general 
cultural outlook of Hong Kong. On the one hand, the contents of the television 
programs were highly localized as many themes were derived from the daily lives of 
the public. On the other hand, many television programs were imported from Japan 
and the United States. As a result, the localized television programs helped in paving 
the way for the formation and development of the local Hong Kong culture. Whereas 
the imported programs seemed to provide a source for the Hong Kong general public 
to gain access to the cultural products all over the world. This hybrid of the local and 
imported programs enabled them to "conceive of a regional and global context as 
integral to the Hong Kong cultural imaginary" (Chan, 1997，p. 179). Other cultural 
forms, apart from television, grew together with economic advancement. Since the 
late 70s, television gradually lost its dominant role in the domain of Hong Kong 
culture, thereby movies and pop songs developed and became the most popular 
cultural products in Hong Kong. All these contributed to broadening the cultural 
horizon by integrating the foreign and local cultures. In the meantime, Hong Kong 
culture was strongly influenced by the western culture and in danger of becoming a 
passive copy of it. However, the local cultural formation did not stop because of the 
cinematic movement, namely the Hong Kong "New Wave" (Chan, 1997, p. 182). 
However, other kinds of cultures, such as subculture, folk culture, class culture and 
culture of different age groups, were largely ignored. Apparently, Cultural Studies 
became obsessed with power-and-meanings as it involved the question of what topic 
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should be included/excluded (Kendall and Wickham, 2001, p.2). Power seemed to 
have played an implicit role in shaping the outlook of our Cultural Studies. 
In sum, from the line of thought above, Cultural Studies in general or the 
Hong Kong Cultural Studies in particular faced similar issue regarding their 
limitations in the scope of concern. In order to tackle this issue, I aim to promote the 
possible convergence between Cultural Studies and Sociology. As a - sociological 
study of culture, it is not enough to state the existing facts or texts, as many literary 
studies of culture do. Attempting to evaluate the occurrence of the cultural 
phenomenon and offer an explanation for its existence seems to be more compelling 
and critical to sociology. Most importantly, the subject matters concerned will not be 
just limited to fashionable topics, such as gender and racial issues. Rather, potentially 
everything in our society can be explored and analyzed. 
r 
7.2.4 The Need for Inserting the Age Dimension in Cultural Studies 
Because of the nature of Cultural Studies, inclusion and exclusion are 
difficult to determine once interpretation became involved. Thus, the nature of 
Cultural Studies leading itself into a predicament, which means it cannot perform its 
� role in obtaining clear understanding of cultural matters, regardless of class, gender 
or radical background but subject to changes with the political consideration. 
As various scholars suggested, culture has no universal definition, meanwhile, 
the study of culture is always opened to different interpretations, so that the boundary, 
the content or subject matters are subjected to inclusion and exclusion. In this vein, 
what I concern is that Cultural Studies leads itself to become ambiguous. At the same 
time, this ambiguity will result in the neglect of certain areas, which are worthy of 
further exploration. 
In this vein, it is necessary to explore how different scholars define Cultural 
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Studies. Richard Johnson suggests that the ultimate objects of Cultural Studies are 
not the text but the "social life of subjective forms at each moment of their 
circulation, including their textual embodiment" (Johnson, 1996, Pp. 75-109). He 
focuses more on defining culture as a way of life. Raymond Williams, as an 
influential scholar in sociology of culture, also claims that culture is "a particular 
way of life, whether of people, a period or a group", which is the main concern of 
Cultural Studies (Storey, 1994’ p.2; Williams, 1976，Pp. 87-90). Norman K. Denzin 
has a comparatively detailed definition of Cultural Studies. He says, 
"[Cultural Studies is] an interdisciplinary project which examines (a) the 
production, distribution, consumption and exchange of cultural objects in the 
public and private spheres of everyday life; (b) the textual meanings of these 
objects; (c) problematic, lived experiences which are shaped by the cultural texts 
that circulate in everyday life; (d) those transnational cultural and representational 
practices which produce and reproduce new forms of control, desire and terror in 
' everyday life; (e) new forms of textual representation that illuminate and critique 
those practices" (Denzin, 1996，p. xv). 
Concerning the above definition. Cultural Studies may involve the analysis of 
ways of life, of textual analysis or the understanding of representations. However, 
�� none of the above can precisely define what Cultural Studies is. As Colin Sparks 
declares, Culture Studies is difficult to be defined in any precision. Unlike other 
long-established disciplines or paradigms, Cultural Studies has no unified theory or 
methodology that can distinguish itself from other disciplines. Hence, a rag-bag of 
ideas from different disciplines lump and agglomerate together, which become the 
Cultural Studies that we are discussing today (Storey, 1996, p.l). Fredric Jameson 
also points out that definition of Cultural Studies somehow is made by eliminating 
what should be included within this area of study, that "defining" means removing 
what it is not, removing the extraneous clay from emergent statue, drawing a 
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boundary by instinct and visceral feel, trying to identify what it is not so 
comprehensively that finally the job is done whether a positive "definition ever ends 
up emerging" (Jameson, 1995, Pp.252-253). In this vein, with reference to the above 
ideas, it is perhaps not convincing to have a universal definition of what Cultural 
Studies is. It is because culture itself has no universal definition, the study of culture 
is always open to different interpretations. Different scholars have their own 
orientations when conducting their analyses. Some may concern the relationship 
between social structure and agency. Some scholars, like Millers Tony, tend to focus 
on individual autonomy and creativity in inventing a new form of culture. According 
to Denzin, this open-ended nature of Cultural Studies refuses to have a universal or 
what he called an umbrella-like paradigm over the project (Denzin, 1996，p.xvii). 
Undeniably, this nature will help Cultural Studies flourish and become more popular 
in the academic domain nowadays. However, as far as I am concern, this open-ended 
nature has implications which cannot be neglected. 
As I have discussed before, the nature of Cultural Studies tends to include or 
exclude a certain kind of groups its research agenda. To be specific. Cultural Studies 
has its selectivity in determining the subjects that interest the academics, which often 
involve a political consideration. John Fiske emphasizes this political nature, as he 
claims that Cultural Studies is "neither aesthetic nor humanist in emphasis, but 
political" (Fiske, 1996). This implies everything discussed within Cultural Studies is 
related to its political emphasis. 
John Fiske shared the same understanding in Cultural Studies as he claims 
that culture is "neither aesthetic nor humanist in emphasis, but political" (Fiske, 
1996). This implies that what we study should not be limited to the understanding of 
the objects of aesthetic excellence (high art) or the spiritual and intellectual 
development. Cultural studies should be treated as a site for understanding different 
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ways of life with a political emphasis. Although many scholars shared the same point 
of view of what cultural studies should be, John Frow and Meaghan Morris have 
different insights. They assume that Cultural Studies basically is the study of text. 
The text entails practices, institutional structures and the complex forms of agency, 
which becomes an ontologically mixed entity. It implies that once people studied the 
text, they could be able understand the entailed information. This textual entity is 
always opened for interpretation, which has no correct reading. This leads culture to 
become a "contested and conflictual set of practices of representation bound up with 
the processes of formation and re-formation of social groups" (Frow and Moms, 
1996, Pp.334-363). Stuart Hall has a very in-dept elaboration of this argument which 
emphasizes that cultural studies is an arena of consent and resistance, and the 
essentiality to consider culture from a political point of view. Besides, he claims that, 
like what Frow and Morris say, a text or practice is not locating the source of 
meaning, but where articulations of meanings take places (Storey, 1996, Pp.2-3). But 
the text is open-ended as Frow and Morris claim, hence, there are always struggle 
and conflict in interpreting the text. In this sense, "the field of culture is for cultural 
studies a major site of ideological struggle". (Storey, 1996, p.4). 
The selectivity I have just mentioned involves these issues on what kind of 
subject matters are more likely to be studied. As Toby Miller explains, "cultural 
studies examined how culture is used and transformed by ordinary and marginal 
social groups which may be potential producers of the new social values hand 
cultural languages" (Millers, 2001, p.l). Most likely these groups gain their 
recognition and arouse public awareness by social movements. In America, gender 
studies and ethnic studies, to a certain extent, were the by-products of the Women 
and the Blackss movements in the 1970s, wherein urging the society to be attentive 
to these marginal groups. For example, after the International Year of the Women in 
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1975, there was a commemoration that drove the Women's Movement to have a great 
leap (Carpenter, 1995, p. 19). The widespread of the movement not only aroused the 
concern of the general citizens, but also erupted and prompted debates among the 
American scholars. Eventually gender and racial issues were put into the academic 
agenda, and became important core subjects in the American Cultural Studies. Hence 
marginal groups，which can organize themselves to gain attention from the society, 
can fight for a say in the academic domain. Those who have no power or resource, 
such as children, are less likely to become noticed in Cultural Studies. Another 
example was the International Year of the Child after 1979，"children have neither 
here nor abroad yet achieved a cultural position or voice comparable to that of 
woman, for they have no political presence and require advocates (Carpenter, 1995, 
p. 19). Fredric Jameson has similar concern on the nature of Cultural Studies. From 
his point of view, the project and the slogan for Cultural Studies are synonymous 
with "political correctness", which may simply related to different kinds of cultural 
‘ politics among minority groups starting from the Sixties. This kind of academic or 
social politics may not be well recognized by the scholars who devoted themselves to 
such "political game". Hence, the innovation or the interdisciplinary nature of 
� Cultural Studies may be a facade which has been overstated. 
For these reasons, Cultural Studies is not that diversified, democratic and 
heterogeneous, in terms of the subject matters or content, as they are subject to 
political prejudice. Rather, it has its inertia in conducting researches on certain issues. 
The diversity of Cultural Studies can only be shown and employed in the 
methodological or theoretical framework. 
What I want to call for is the dimension which is often neglected. In 
sociology, race, gender and age are defined as ascribed status, which means in-bom 
status that nobody can change. However, it is also because of such ascribed status, 
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many people suffered from discrimination or unfair treatments; For examples, the 
Blackss are usually discriminated in the American society and Women are always 
undervalued in the patriarchal society. Numerous researches were conducted 
concerning these two kinds of groups, as introduced in the Literature Review in 
Chapter 2. However, not many researches are concerned with the age dimension 
which is also an ascribed status. Age group is seldom a unit of analysis as the 
background of Cultural Studies was originated from adult education. What interested 
them would be the events concerning the middle-aged population. Hence, the 
cultures of other age groups, such as the children and the elderlies, have not been 
properly insertedinto the academic agenda. This thesis serves as a pioneer for further 
explorations in this field, hoping that the age dimension will be taken more seriously 
in the future Cultural Studies. 
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APPENDICE 
Appendix I - The Golden Years of the Hong Kong films 
Table 1. The Top-10 Year with Greatest Percentage Increase in Film Productions 
from 1971-1997. 
1. 1982 increased 67% 
2. 1972 increased 54% 
3. 1980 increased 39% 
4. 1984 increased 36% 
5. 1978 increased 33% 
6. 1988 increased 32% 
7. 1976 increased 31% 
8. 1981 increased 31% 
9. 1987 increased 21% 
10. 1979 increased 18% 
The Source:陳淸偉著。二零零零年。《香港電影工業結構及市場分析》。香港： 
電影雙周刊出版社。 
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Appendix -
Detailed Information for the Films Analyzed from Chapter 3 to 6 
1. Films analyzed in Chapter 3 
英文片名•• The Great Devotion 
中文片名：可憐天下父母心；別名：可怜天下父母心 — 
導演 ：楚原 — 
發行/出品：香港：山聯影業公司， ’ 
1960香港〔攝製〕：華達製片廠〔攝製〕’ 
1960〔首映〕° 
詳情 ：98分鐘：有聲’黑白。 
片種 ：倫理文藝片. • — 
製作人員：編劇：楚原； 
監製：白燕； 
製片：孔強； 
攝影：孫倫； 
助理攝影：何克威； 
錄音：胡新； 
“ 錄音助理：池伯棠； 
劇務：鍾蔚文； 
‘ 場記：許雲； 
化妝：黃韻文； 
佈景：陳景森； 
剪輯：蕭南； 
、  沖印：韓錫洪； 
燈光：_笑； 
書幕：藍白； 
’’ 場務：嚴達； 
配音：草田（即黎草田）、楊莉君。 
演出者 ：白燕（飾李玉觀）， 
張活游（飾陳志康）， 
黎小田（飾陳小康）， 
I 梁 俊 密 （ 飾 陳 小 健 ） ， 
The information are extracted from the homepage of Hong Konf Film Achieve 
http://webpac.hkfa.lcsd.gov.hk/webpac/index.html. Another source is from the book written by Chan 
Ching-wai in 2000. Please refers陳淸偉著。二零零零年。《香港電影工業結構及市場分析》。香港： 
電影雙周刊出版社。 
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^王愛明（飾陳小藏) “ 
瑪寶寶（飾陳小樂） 
白茵（飾江學萍） 
fe平（飾路子倫） 
楚原（飾胡國雄)， 
司馬華龍（飾周德華）， 
尤奇（飾張奕明）， 
萬靈（飾馬文森）， 
黃楚山（飾國雄父）， • 
葉萍（飾瑪莉表姐）， 
瑪峰（飾財哥）， 
李月淸（飾三燔）， 
楊業宏（飾林玉樑老師）， • 
李鵬飛（飾陸經理）， 
梁淑卿（飾國雄母）， 
I 容 玉 意 （ 飾 子 倫 母 ） ‘ 
英文片名： F a t h e r is Back 
中文片名 ： 幽 蘭 
‘ 導 演 ：-李鐵 
發行/出品：香港：：華聯影業公司，1961。 
‘ 香港〔發行〕，1961〔發行〕 
香港〔攝製〕：香港製片廠〔攝製〕，1961〔攝製〕； 
1961〔首映〕° 
詳情 ：有聲、黑白 
、、片種 ：家庭倫理片 
製作人員：編劇：瑪鳳謌； 
監製：吳楚帆； 
‘ 製 片 ： 陳 直 康 ； 
原著：吳楚帆； 
攝影：董克毅； 
美術：李華； 
剪接：趙群； 
燈光：蔡華； 
錄音：許仁浩； 
化妝：黎兆華； 
道具：林華三； 
• 佈景：梁志興； 
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劇務：梁廣達； 
場記：湯婉； 
洗印：星光洗印公司。 
演出者 r"吳楚帆（飾陳火）’ 
張琪（飾杜仲文）， 
江雪（飾阿蘭）， 
陳碩修（石修）（飾洪仔）， 
容玉意（飾蘭母）， 
吳桐（飾財記）， “ 
馬笑英（飾六嬸）， 
李壽視（飾廣叔）， 
李月淸（飾廣嫂）， 
高魯泉（飾道友明）， 
陳翠屏，路恭，楊業宏， 
陶三姑（飾锡母三姑）， 
朱克（飾王校長）， 
高超（飾牛松）， 
瑪敬文（飾馬仔祺）， 
林聽（飾管工黎蘇）， 
‘ 林魯岳（飾沙膽全）° 
故事簡介：十年前陳火被四眼張陷害入獄。出獄前夕陳妻病逝，臨終前她請 
- 好友廣叔隱目®丈夫坐牢之事，及請同屋的杜仲文照顧女兒阿蘭及 
兒子洪仔。陳火爲要接近子女，只扮作其父的朋友，更搬到他們 
旁邊的床位。洪仔很喜歡他，但阿蘭和仲文卻覺得他的過份熱情 
另有企圖。蘭母死前欠下高利貸，洪仔又患盲腸炎要施手術。仲 
、  文便決定答應父親討富女爲妻，從而取得一筆金錢爲阿蘭解困。 
’ 但阿蘭不欲失去仲文，便也想賣身換錢。陳爲阻止女兒意圖，無 
奈答應四眼張代他打劫。雖然他打劫成功，最後還是被捕。在獄 
. 中仲文與阿蘭向陳火行拜堂禮，陳滿懷希望，期待出獄後與子女 
I 同 聚 。 — 
英文片名 ： A Lily in the Storms/Lotus in the Rain 
中文片名：暴雨紅蓮 
導演 ：李鐵 
發行/出品：香港：嶺光影業公司，1962 0 
1962〔首映〕 
詳情 ：有聲、黑白；35 mm. 
片種 ：倫理文藝片 
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製作人員：I監製：黃卓漢 ~ 
原著：李我； 
製片：江曼； 
如導：李光； 
攝影：孫倫； 
剪接：宋明； 
燈光：劉笑； 
劇務：李克； 
場記：張雪蘭； • 
錄音••梅青； 
佈景：梁海山； 
化妝：黎兆華； 
冲印：華達製片廠； • 
梳粧：徐錦麟° 
演出者 「丁璧（飾顏潔蓮）， 
張儀（飾程光遠）， 
羅蘭（飾花月蓉）， 
麥玲（飾梁翠華）’ 
鄭君綿（飾包懷德）， 
‘ 李月淸（飾程母）’ 
李鵬飛（飾花貴達）’ 
‘ 黎雯（飾花太太）， 
高魯泉（飾巫伯齋）， 
司馬華龍（飾麥醫生）， 
陳翠屏（飾麥太太）， 
徐小明（飾程小遠）， 
“ 陳紅影（飾程小蓉）。 
故事簡介：潔蓮母親逝世，她從新界到香港投靠姨母，在酒家當“點心妹”， 
- 在酒家裏認識了光遠。雖然光遠的表妹月蓉對他傾心，而且又是 
富家女，但他喜愛潔蓮，在母親反對下與潔蓮結婚，並誕下一名 
兒子。月蓉深深不忿，想設計拆散光遠與潔蓮。月蓉父親公司的 
一名職員懷德爲了貪財，向月蓉獻計，陷害潔蓮，硬說與她通轰， 
光遠信以爲真，把她趕走。潔蓮含冤自殺，但被由澳門來港渡假 
的麥醫生所救，並移居澳門當上護士。光遠與月蓉結婚，並搬到 
澳門居住，月蓉常虐待潔蓮的兒子小遠，小遠意外地被送到醫院， 
碰上潔蓮。後來月蓉與懷德衝突，雙雙傷重死亡。光遠亦發現潔 
I 蓮 仍 然 在 生 ， 最 後 重 逢 相 認 。 
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2. Films analyzed in Chapter 4 
英文片名： I Filial Piety 
中文片名：孝道 — 
導演 ：珠璣 — 
發行/出品：香港：立達影業公司，I960� 
香港[發行]； 
香港〔攝製〕， 
1960〔首映〕。. “ 
詳情 ：有聲，黑白。 
製作人員：監製：許立齋； 
編劇：盧雨岐； 
副導演：朱超； 
攝影：何鹿影； 
剪接：樊家根； 
撰曲：李願聞； 
燈光：鄭惠然； 
劇務：林醒凡； 
場記：梁景博； 
“ 錄音：胡淸； 
佈景：梁海山； 
- 美術：趙金； 
化妝：陳濠； 
洗印：韓錫洪； 
道具：麥叔明； 
„ 服裝：黎珠； 
書幕：主定一。 
演出者 「胡蝶（飾柳明娟—大少奶）’ 
‘ 歐陽莎菲（飾丁王氏一繼母）， 
蕭芳芳（飾丁小燕）， 
王愛明（飾丁國成）， 
瑪寶寶（飾丁小鳳）， 
半曰安（飾丁家驥一二少）， 
李香琴（飾呂麗萍一二少奶）， 
路恭（飾丁家聰一大少）， 
棒檬（飾丁祿一六叔）， 
梁淑卿（飾六播）， 
I梁素琴， 
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I李鵬飛（飾石志擎）， “ 
林魯岳（飾周金保）° 
故事簡介：富紳丁老爺去世，大少夫婦接手打理家財，頭頭是道。二少夫婦 
奢淫逸，薄待親兒，更遑論禮義尊卑。兩人爲得家財，竟陷害 
大少，唆使軍隊將大少抓去。大少生死未卜，二少夫婦原形畢露’ 
強搶家財大肆揮霍。可憐其繼母及大少奶一家生活極爲貧困，還 
得操持僕役工作才可吃飯。不久，二少不忿被繼母指責，把繼母、 
大少奶一家趕走。各人於是胼手胝足生活，勉強維持兩餐，可是 
繼母重病多時’家中囊空如洗；二少拒絕借錢’繼母爲免連累家 
人，企圖自盡。大少奶迫於無奈把女兒賣給別人，就在離別之際， 
大少平安返家。大少義正辭嚴責篤二少夫婦，兩人深覺後悔，終 
. 明白何謂孝道，一家從此和睦相處。 
英文片名： Filial Piety that Moves Heaven (Part 1) 
中文片名••孝感動天 
導演 ：珠璣 
發行/出品：香港：海洋影片公司，I960� 
1960〔首映〕° 
詳情 ：有聲；35 mm 
“ 片 種 ：•愛情悲劇 
製作人員：-編劇，楊捷 
‘ 演出者 「任劍輝（飾唐伯元）； 
羅難卿（飾林淑英）； 
蕭芳芳（飾唐大寶）； 
瑪寶寶（飾唐二寶）； 
、  朱天惠（飾唐三寶）； 
任冰兒（飾唐秀娥）； 
林家聲（飾蔡子明）； 
‘ 李香琴（飾林淑顏）； 
半曰安（飾李九如）； 
歐陽儉（飾王仲安）； 
譚倩紅，親次伯，李鵬飛，棒檬，王愛明。 
英文片名： Filial Piety that Moves Heaven (Part 2) 
中文片名••孝感動天下集大結局 一 
導演 ：珠璣 
發行/出品：香港：海洋影片公司， 
1960大興行〔發行〕， 
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1960〔首映〕° — 
詳情 ：有聲；35 mm 
片種 ：歌唱教育片 — 
製作人員：製片：林甦； 
編劇：楊捷； 
副導演：朱超； 
攝影：魏海峯； 
錄音：徐華生、戴慶祥、許仁培； 
佈景：梁志興； • 
美術•趙捷； 
化妝：謝澤源： 
劇務：趙炳光； 
場記：朱日釭； • 
剪接：姜興隆； 
沖印：星光沖印公司； 
道具：林華三、照明、李九； 
作曲：胡文森、龐秋華； 
音樂：王者師。 
演出者 「任劍輝（飾唐伯元）； 
‘ 羅難卿（飾林淑英）； 
蕭芳芳（飾唐大寶）； 
- 瑪寶寶（飾唐二寶）； 
朱天惠（飾唐三寶）； 
任冰兒（飾唐秀娥）； 
林家聲（飾蔡子明）； 
、  李香琴（飾林淑顏）； 
半曰安'(飾李九如）； 
歐陽儉（飾王仲安）； 
‘ 譚倩紅，親次伯，李鵬飛，檸檬，王愛明。 
片 名 ： T h e Seven Kids 
中文片名：七小福 
導演 ：吳回 
發行/出品：香港：乾坤製片公司, 
1961香港〔攝製〕：香港製片廠〔攝製〕， 
1961〔攝製〕； 
1961〔首映〕° 
詳情 ：I有聲，黑白；35mm� — 
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片種 ：家庭倫理喜劇 
製作人員：監製：孔強； 
編劇：瑪鳳謂； 
M片：鍾騎文； 
助理導演：張浩； 
攝影：孫倫； 
音樂：居仁； 
劇務：鍾加明； 
場記：張文； • 
錄音••許仁浩； 
佈景：梁志興； 
化妝：黎兆華； 
洗印：星光公司。 ： 
演出者 「吳楚帆（飾呂永康）， 
白燕（飾莊佩華）， 
瑪寶寶（飾呂福堂）， 
黎小田（飾呂福坤）， 
王愛明（飾呂福金）， 
黎奔（飾呂福乾）， 
‘ 吳嘉麗（飾呂福玉）’ 
？L令馥（飾呂福慶）， 
‘ 瑪文永（飾呂福滿）， 
吳回（飾陳經理）， 
周少芳，葉萍，林楚楚。 
故事簡介：汽車經紀呂永康與著名播音員莊佩華育有七名子女，七小福常模 
、 倣佩華講兒童故事，亦非常淘氣。永康認爲孩子下課就該做功 
“ 課，不該做其他事；佩華卻認爲孩子該學做家務，訓練大的打理 
小的。永康客人中陳經理夫婦對佩華十分仰慕，要一見偶像才買 
丨 車。永康帶佩華到陳宅，陳氏夫婦拉著佩華不放，七小福在車上 
等得不耐煩，陳氏夫婦便請七小福入內，七小福幾把陳宅翻轉。 
買車交易談不攏，永康怒氣沖天，狠打了他們一頓。外婆不在家， 
七小福不懂傲家務，永康帶他們出外用膳，又弄得一塌胡塗，至 
此永康承認佩華教導子女正確。陳氏夫婦離開香港在即，希望聽 
佩華講故事，佩華失聲，七小福幕後頂替，汽車買賣合約因而順 
I 禾 U 簽 妥 ， 皆 大 歡 喜 。 
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英文片名：L i t t l e Artists 
中文片名：？ f生小藝人 
導演 ：瑪峰 
發行/出品：香港：寶峰影業公司，1962 0 
1962〔首映〕° 
詳情 ：有聲，黑白；35 mm 
製作人員：編劇：司娉安； 
監製：瑪峰； 
製片：瑪敬文； • 
副導演：嚴望； 
攝影：邵樑； 
撰曲：李願聞、龐秋華； 
音樂效果：何海祺； • 
錄音：梅青； 
剪接：樊家根； 
舞蹈指導：陳萍現； 
道具：溫文； 
劇務：黃金祥； 
場記：張雪蘭° 
‘ 演 出 者 「瑪寶寶（分飾謝小平，謝小雲）， 
瑪峰（飾老藝人）， 
- 潘有聲（飾凌志揚）， 
瑪素波（飾謝美婦）， 
周坤玲（飾羅淑儀）， 
王超峰（飾專家英）， 
„ 梁翠芬（飾李楚翹）， 
黃千歲（飾謝天佑）， 
袁步雲（飾鬼馬袁）， 
丨 I 羅 現 （ 飾 雷 記 者 ） ° 
英文片名： Daughter and Father 
中文片名：天真有牙 
導演 ：江龍 
發行/出品：金公主〔發行〕， 
1981〔首映〕。 
詳情 ：有聲、彩色。 — 
上演日期 ：9/4 /1981 — 
票房 ：|3,990，193 — 
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3. Films analyzed in Chapter 5 
英文片名 • Goodbye Mammie 
中文片名：再見媽咪 — 
導演 ：林德祿 
發行/出品：香港：嘉禾，1986 ° 
寰亞電影發行有限公司〔發行〕； 
香港〔攝製〕：寶禾影業有限公司[攝製]， 
1986〔首映〕。 ； 
詳情 ：99分鐘：有聲、彩色 一 
備註 ： I ； TELA. 
製作人員：出品人••何冠昌； 
監製：洪金寶； • 
策劃：黃炳耀； 
製片經理：陳佩華； 
編劇：杜國威； 
製片：湯小壁； 
助理製片：羅英偉、袁淑貞； 
副導演：翁子忠、客靈慧； 
‘ 攝影：陳樂儀、潘恒生、劉滿棠、楊炳棠； 
助理攝影：李達文、王志偉、黃世傑、朱國輝； 
‘ 燈光：羅華東、戚劍傑、黃耀強、部世明； 
現場收音：王震球； 
美術指導：馬磐超； 
美術助理：關亦男、伍美玲； 
、  道具：何錦佳； 
化妝：察麗珊、徐寶龍； 
服裝：秀珠、黃麗芬； 
• 髮飾：楊俊文； 
劇務：譚振強； 
場記：葉偉節； 
劇照：袁國漢； 
剪輯：張耀宗； 
助理剪輯：姜全德； 
對白•• 丁羽； 
效果••吳國華； 
音樂原作：林慕德； 
I 配 樂 ： 周 錦 祥 ； 
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錄音：周少龍； “ 
沖印：天工彩色沖印有限公司。 
演出者 厂葉德嫻（飾Sally)， 
i宇文（飾安仔）， 
任達華，樊少皇，洪天祥，楊振耀，金童，太保，胡楓，鄒世孝， 
楊鳴，秦煌，高子晴，關亦男，陳子敏，Howard Terrence，曹 
銀翰，陳國杰，劉立基，欽德剛，崔浩然，廳曉虹，簡偉文，洪 
開元，謝錦倫，林來喜，畢冠豪，李亦平，陳宗翰，馬英俊，林 
育，韓碩’午馬，張堅庭，劉秋生。 ； 
故事簡介： S a l l y (葉德嫻飾）自丈夫過身，與十歲的兒子安仔(黃宇文飾) 
相依爲命�Sally獲知身患絕症，擔心死後性格柔弱的安仔，不 
能獨立生活，決把他送往孤兒院鍛鍊身心，安仔不知因由，反怨 
恨母親，待他知悉一切，Sally巳時曰無多‘ • •（內容簡介來自 
VCD)° 
上演日期 ：08/08/1986 
票房 ：+2,211,482 
英文片名： All about Ah-Long 
中文片名：阿郎的故事/台灣片名：又見阿郎 — 
‘ 導 演 ：杜琪峰 
發行/出品：香港：新藝城影業有限公司，1989 0 
‘ 香港〔發行〕：新藝城影業有限公司〔發行〕：寰亞電影發行有限 
公司〔發行〕； 
1989〔首映〕° 
詳情 ：117分鐘：有聲、彩色。 
、、備註 ： I : T E L A . 
製作人員：編劇：吳文輝、鄭忠泰； 
•執行監製：榻嘉珍； 
‘ 監 製 ： 黃 百 鳴 ； 
執行製片：吳志明； 
製片：吳如乾、鄭建萍； 
出品人：黃百鳴； 
故事：周潤發、張艾嘉； 
行政助理：吳翠珊； 
後期製作：周國忠； 
副導演：何卓榮、勞劍華； 
攝影：黃永® (H.K.S.C.)； 
助理攝影：阮振華； 
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美術指導：陳錦河； “ 
助理美術指導：李耀成； 
剪接：黃永鳴； 
t樂：羅大佑、魯世傑； 
武術指導：程小東、元彬； 
飛車指導：朱繼生； 
月艮裝管理：唐萍； 
月g裝：余家安； 
化妝：文潤玲； • 
髮型：陳海來； 
道具：譚輝； 
照明：戚劍傑； 
劇務：吳成達； 
場記：楊淑芬； 
事務••陳維江； 
劇照：李祥； 
造型照：陳偉來； 
木工：戴振淸； 
茶水：陳嵩妹； 
‘ 配音：薛群； 
效果：吳國華； 
‘ 賽車拍攝製作組：李兆基、葉樹邦、鄭建美、陳強； 
海報攝影：Jackie Wan Studio ； 
賽車協助拍攝：Macau Grand Prix�澳門電影製作公司； 
錄音：新藝錄音室； 
沖印：東方彩色沖印有限公司； 
“ 字幕：環球電影字幕公司； 
攝影器材：先力電影器材公司。 
, 演出者 「周潤發〔飾阿郎〕， 
張艾嘉〔飾波波〕， 
黃坤玄〔飾波仔〕’ 
吳孟達，余家倫，譚倩紅，王天林，朱繼生，施介強’芝芝， 
Michael P. Da Silva，Deny Ng ’李劍雄，譚明華’關志光，陳國 
強，黃達堅。 
故事簡介：阿郎青年時爲一名非常出色的賽車手。當波波臨盆時，阿郎竟因 
參加非法賽車，撞歹警察而被捕入獄。波波對如此不負責任的阿 
郎，心灰意冷。阿郎出獄後，得悉妻離子散，追悔莫及，幸得友 
人之助，終於在孤兒院領回波仔。決意憑己之力一手撫養波仔。 
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(內容簡介來自DVP) 
上演日期：―16/03/1989 
票房 ： I 30,913,083 
英文片名： T h e Story of My Son 
中文片名：愛的世界 — 
導演 ：杜琪峰 — 
發行/出品：香港：大都會電影製作有限公司，1990。 ^ 
1990〔首映〕。 ^ 
詳情 ：81分鐘：有聲、彩色。 — 
繼電視劇《天堂血路》後，杜琪峰與韋家輝首次在電影中合作。 
II ； TELA� 
DVD II ； TELA ° ^ 
製作人員：監製••劉天賜； 
編劇：韋家輝、杜琪峯； 
製片：陳莉華； 
統籌：曾愛屏； 
攝影：黃永恆； 
燈光：戚劍傑； 
‘ 飛車特技：朱繼生； 
動作設計：元彬； 
‘ 美術指導：陳錦河； 
剪接：姜興隆； 
副導演：勞劍華、楊淑芬； 
攝助：阮振華； 
、  燈助：部世明； 
道具：郭少； 
劇務：張章才； 
” 劇照：徐志光； 
場記：鄭藝良； 
月g裝兼茶水：郭香萍； 
雜務：林雪； 
場務：姚來喜； 
粤語對白：王景平； 
效果：吳國華； 
冲印：S & P Film Lab.； 
錄音：Showreel Film Facimies�108 錄音有限公司 ° 
演出者 ：I劉松仁（飾李子良）’ 
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黃坤玄（飾長子李永健）’ 
柏林（即鄭柏林）（飾幼子李永康)， 
李司棋（飾李子良妻）， 
#J兆銘，方剛’吳孟達，吳淀儀’陳韻如，徐忠信，陳國權’黃 
一飛’李惠民，鄭藩生（即鄭家生），何禮南，黃雄，游標’潘 
雁英，沈家麒。 
故事簡介：李子良之妻在加拿大病故，留下兩子，長子永健，幼子永康’ 
父子三人相依爲命，子良爲妻子負擔醫藥費，令經濟十分洁据， 
爲免所貸房屋被銀行收回，竟受同事保羅教唆躬空公款同往馬場 
作孤注一擲，可惜難存僥倖，全軍盡墨，爲塡回公款，逼得與保 
相借向高利貸借款，從此，子良就不繼受到高利貸頭子之脅逼’ 
身心受苦* • •(內容簡介來自DVD)� 
上演曰期： 28/09/1990-25/10-1990 ； 
票房 ：5,868,447 
英文片名： Son on the Run 
中文片名：帶子洪郎 — 
導演 ：陳木勝 一 
發行/出品：香港：藝能影業有限公司，1991。 
‘ 藝能影業有限公司〔發行〕； 
1991〔首映〕。 
‘ 詳情 ：.有聲、彩色。 
片種 r ~ I I ； TELA� 
製作人員：監製：葉偉忠；出品人：張國忠；製片：劉倩卿；編劇：阮世生、 
曾謹昌；武術指導：程小東；飛車指導：朱繼生；美術指導：林 
、  澤池；攝影：黃寶文、林國華；音樂：胡偉立。 
演出者 ：莫少聰，羅美觀，吳孟達，小柏林，劉兆銘。 
上演日期： 24/10/1991-25/11/1991 
‘ 票房 ：|6，338,693 
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4. Films analyzed in Chapter 6 
英文片名： S i u Chong Yuen “ 
中文片名：小狀元 — 
導演 ：瑪峰 — 
發行/出品：香港：寶峰影業公司， 
1961香港〔攝製〕：華達片廠〔攝製〕， 
1961〔首映〕° 
詳情 ：有聲，彩色（全部伊士曼七彩）；35 mm ° . 一 
片種 ：倫理歌唱舞台藝術片 — 
製作人員：編劇：江游 ; 
製片：瑪敬文； 
副導演：嚴望； • 
攝影：崔鑫玉； 
剪接：樊家根； 
撰曲：李願聞、龐秋華； 
劇務：黃金祥； 
場記：張雪蘭； 
錄音：梅青； 
‘ 佈景：梁海山。 
演出者 「鳳凰女（飾李蔡氏）， 
- 瑪素波（飾李素琴）， 
李香琴（飾劉魏氏）， 
白玉堂（飾趙尙書）， 
親次伯（飾胡尙書）， 
、  半日安（飾大叔）， 
王超峰（飾胡文道）’ 
馬笑英（飾劉母）， 
潘有聲（飾劉禮元） 
瑪寶寶（飾小狀元李小強）° 
故事簡介：李蔡氏家貧與女兒素琴和兒子小強相依爲命。蔡患重病，富戶劉 
禮元欲立妾，看中琴，琴要爲母籌藥費及供弟上京求學，遂允作 
劉妾。劉元配魏氏不滿夫納妾，對琴諸多留難。魏誣李蔡氏冤枉 
殺了她的婢女，劉跟著突又狂性大發，投河自盡。劉死後魏與轰 
夫合謀賄賂縣官，判李蔡氏有罪，李被逼認謀財害命，判刑。強 
聰穎，恃才欲考狀元，但年紀太少，不准考試，他於是與大叔合 
謀混入試場，他藏在叔衣衫內，化名崔德高答試題，果然獲帝賞 
識，要他在皇殿揮毫，眾人對他才華驚奇不已。帝譽強爲文章魁 
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手，強求帝賜封狀元。斯時胡人使節求見，向帝發難題，強機智 
對答，國體倖存。強被派與趙尙書再審母案，揭發了奸官受賄及 
魏的簽情。強見母，不欲正面見她，遂要她背著受審。真相大白， 
i沉冤得雪° 
英文片名：L i t t l e Detective 
中文片名：小偵探 — 
導演 ：陳皮 — 
發行/出品：香港：興發影業公司，1962 0 ^ 
1962〔首映〕° 
詳情 ：有聲，黑白；35 m m � 
片種 ：倫理偵探片。 一 
製作人員：編劇：張帆； ： 
監製：梁寶誠； 
製片：部仕樑。 
演出者 「吳楚帆（飾姚剛）’ 
鳳凰女（飾魏碧君）， 
瑪寶寶（飾小蘭）， 
胡楓（飾袁偉）， 
‘ 楊菌（飾姚麗明）， 
彭鵬（飾肥福）， 
‘ 李月淸（飾潘奶媽）， 
楊業宏（飾唐大紳）， 
陳惠瑜（飾蛇師奶）， 
高魯泉（飾眼鏡蛇）， 
、  . 林魯岳（飾沙魚滔）， 
何浩，西瓜制，瑪敬文，馬超慈。 
英文片名 ： Daddy, Father and Papa 
中文片名：老豆唔怕多 
導演 ：高志森 
發行/出品：香港：東方電影出品有限公司，1991 0 
香港〔發行〕：永高影片發行有限公司〔發行〕’ 
香港〔攝製〕：高志森影業有限公司〔攝製〕， 
1991〔首映〕° 
詳情 ：98分鐘：有聲，彩色。 
� I I ； TELA� 
VCD II ； TELA ° 
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製作人員：編劇：馬偉豪、阮世生、吳文輝、谷德昭、鄭忠泰； 
監製：高志森； 
製片：王震球； 
旦i理製片：周耀山、陳汝琳； 
出品人：黃百鳴； 
策劃：葉輝煌； 
副導演：羅錦富、朱日紅、林建邦； 
攝影‘李嘉局‘ 
助理攝影：林麗興； • 
美術指導：陳錦河； 
剪接：金馬； 
原作音樂：鍾定一； 
動作指導：李健生； • 
燈光：葉伯英； 
製作秘書：胡雅思； 
製作會計：譚芳華； 
劇務：曹萬剛； 
事務：梁淸輝； 
場記：郭文奇； 
“ 助理美指：余美玉、蘇國豪； 
髮飾：羅錦聲； 
‘ 服裝管理：楊錦珍； 
茶水：曾淸予； 
劇照：袁志強； 
助理剪接：廊志良； 
錄音：108 錄音室�Showreel Film Facilities ； 
、  “ 化妝：盧瑞蓮； 
沖印：東方電影沖印（國際）有限公司； 
丨 道具領班：譚輝； 
7jC底攝影：陳漢榮； 
效果：小龍； 
後期製作助理：顏光輝； 
粵語配音領班：丁羽； 
音樂剪輯：部少林； 
光學=周少龍； 
器材：香港88影視有限公司； 
字幕：晶藝電影字幕公司。 
演出者 ：I洪金寶（飾亞寶）， 
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— 黃百鳴（飾記者黃）， “ 
毛舜筠（飾細毛）， 
mm，黃光亮，黃貫中，黃一山， 
小彬彬（飾小彬）， 
譚倩紅’葉輝煌’葉榮祖，田俊，苑瓊丹，姚瑞泰，劉嘉騎，劉 
良發，招石文’陳汝琳，周耀山，羅錦富，羅錦聲。 
故事簡介：七歲的小彬向來頑皮貪玩，把老師同學弄得團團轉，所以其父友 
對他不十分喜歡，相反/J^ ®之母細毛則對獨子十分疼愛，一次小 
彬因誤取黑幫名冊被擄走，友竟一口咬定兒子是離家出走，不想 
辦法營救兒子，細毛則愛子情切，想起已逝世的姊姊有兩位親密 
男友亞寶與記者黃，於是分別找上二人，並騙說小彬正是其先姊 
所生的兒子，希望借二人之力量找回/]彬，小彬頓時有了三個老 
豆，做成豆，做成連串笑話......（內容簡介來自VCD) 
上演日期： 24/12/1991-31/12/1991 
票房 ：6,076,670 
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FILMOGRAPHY 
1. The Great Devotion (可憐天下父母心，香港，I960) 
2. Filial Piety that Moves Heaven (孝感動天，香港,I960) 
3. The Seven Kids (七小福，香港，1961) 
4. Filial Piety (孝道’香港，I960) 
5. Little Artist (ff生小藝人，香港，1962) 
6. All about Ah-Long (阿郎的故事，香港,1989) 
7. Son on the Run (帶子洪郎，香港，1991)； 
8. Daddy, Father, Papa (老豆唔怕多，香港，1991), 
9. To Catch A Thief (契媽唔易做，香港，19%)， 
10. The New Legend of Shaolin (洪熙官，香港，1994) 
11. Ten Brothers (十兄弟，香港，1995). 
12. Daughter and Father (天真有牙，香港，1981) 
13. Whatever Will Be，Will Be (仙樂飄飄，香港,1995) 
14. Sixth Sense (鬼眼，美國，1999) 
15. Home Alone (寶貝智多星，美國，1991) 
16. Children of Heaven (小鞋子，伊朗，1999) 
17. Siu Chong Yuen (小狀元，香港，1961) 
‘ 1 8 . Chuang Tzu Tests His Wife (莊子試妻，香港，1913) 
19. The House of 72 Tenants (七十二家房客，香港，1973) 
- 2 0 . Father and Son (父子情，香港，1981) 
21. A Lily in the Storm (暴雨紅蓮，香港，1962) 
22. Father is back .. (火窟幽蘭，香港，1962) 
23. Orphans Saved her Adoptive Mother (苦兒救母，香港，1960). 
24. Tears of Isolated Phoenix (孤鳳淚，香港，1961), 
“ 2 5 . The Age of Miracles “ (嫲嫲帆帆，香港，1996) 
26. The Story of my Son (愛的世界，香港，l"2) 
27. In My Father is a Hero (給爸爸的信，香港,1995) 
28. I Not Stupid (小孩不笨，新加坡，2002) 
29. The Bite of Love (一咬 OK,香港，1990) 
30. Little Detective (小偵探，香港，1962) 
31. Lam Ah Chun Blunders Again (林亞珍老虎魚暇蟹，香港,1979) 
32. The saint of gamblers (賭聖 2 之街頭賭聖’香港，1995) 
33. Adventurous Treasure Island (黃金島歷險記，香港，1996) 
34. Dragon from Shaolin (龍在少林，香港，1996) 
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35. Gangs (童黨，香港,1988) 
36. Home Alone 2: Lost in New York (寶貝智多星續集，美國，1992) 
37. The Prodigious Child and Her Loyal Dog (義犬神童，香港，1961). 
t* 
w • 
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